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ABSTRACT
We report a novel optical imaging method based on the use of harmonically related light
sources in a low coherence interferometer - harmonic phase-based low coherence
interferometry (HPI). We demonstrate that, by processing the measured heterodyne
phases appropriately, we can completely correct for motional jitter in the interferometer,
which would otherwise make phase determination impossible.
We apply the interferometer to study the phase velocity variation of ballistically
propagating light traveling in a turbid medium and show that the phase velocity is
dependent on the size of the scatterers. We next create a microscopy implementation of
HPI. By exploiting the refractive index difference at the two wavelengths for contrast, the
microscope is able to render details from unstained microscope sections based on their
refractive index variations. We then exploit the property of low coherence interferometry
to achieve depth resolution in our next adaptation of HPI - phase dispersion optical
tomography. There, we demonstrate the ability to measure the reflection phase shift
which can be used to determine properties of the reflecting materials. In addition, the
technique can provide depth resolved dispersion information about a sample. We next
apply HPI to tackle the challenge of tracking very small (- nm) and very slow (- nm/s)
cellular motions. Using a modified HPI system, we can study the cell membrane
dynamics of a single cell without destroying it in the process. This system is about 2
orders of magnitude more sensitive than existing systems. In the final adaptation of the
HPI, we demonstrate that HPI can be used to make absolute optical distance
measurements with sub-nanometer accuracy. Using this method, it is possible to
determine the refractive index of a 1 mm thick sample with 7 significant figures. The
unprecedented accuracy can potentially allow us to track subtle chemical changes in
biological targets.
Finally, we present the theoretical considerations of a method for suppressing turbidity in
a scattering medium through the simultaneous use of phase conjugation and plane
reflection. We show that the method is robust and warrants experimental investigation as
a means for optical deep tissue imaging.
Thesis supervisor: Michael S. Feld, Professor of Physics
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Chapter 1:
Introduction: Optical phase shift and cell
biology
A propagating light field can be characterized by two complementary quantities:
its amplitude and its phase. In principle, a light field can be completely described by
knowledge of these two quantities at all points on a plane that intersects the propagating
light field. The square of the amplitude of the light field is proportional to the energy flux
of the light field. As such, the light field amplitude can be simply determined by
measurements with a photodetector. The accessibility of amplitude to measurement
makes it the quantity that is studied far more extensively than the optical phase.
In the context of biomedicine, the multitude of light-matter interaction
mechanisms makes optical methods particularly suited for extracting information from
biological samples. For example, a biological sample may fluoresce [1, 2], reflect [3-5]
and/or Raman-scatter light [6, 7], depending on the wavelength and intensity of light
used. Studies have shown that by measuring the amplitudes of these resulting light fields,
it is possible to deduce the chemical composition and structural information of biological
tissues. In addition, optical means of disease diagnosis have the advantages of being less
costly and less invasive in comparison to non-optical means. For example, an optical
diagnostic technique based on analyzing the reflectance spectrum of epithelial tissues
illuminated by white light can detect the presence of pre-cancer conditions rapidly,
cheaply and non-invasively [3-5]. In comparison, the standard diagnostic protocol
requires the excision, staining and microscope examination by a trained pathologist of the
tissue in question. In addition to being costly, slow and subjective, it is also invasive and,
thus, cannot be applied to certain critical tissue types, such as brain tissue.
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However, amplitude-based approaches for studying biological targets is
fundamentally limited in their achievable resolution. Specifically, it is not possible to
focus a light beam to a width much smaller than an optical wavelength; neither is it
possible to distinguish the light originating from a specific volume, the dimensions of
which are much smaller than an optical wavelength, from light from its immediate
surrounding. This fundamental limitation implies that it is not practically reasonable to
expect resolution much better than 1 pm (the nominal optical wavelength) with
conventional optical detection techniques that measure the light field amplitude.
In comparison, optical methods based on measurements of the optical phase shift
can have sensitivity to changes in length on the scale of nanometers. With such
sensitivity, we can begin to observe and study certain cell biology phenomena that are
otherwise inaccessible. For example, an optical system with nanometer sensitivity can be
applied to study the movement of a living cell at a level that is previously unattainable.
The study of dynamics of living cells has, until recently, been limited to motions that are
greater than 100 nm [8-13]. Cell dynamics studies are important to the overall
understanding of cell functions. For example, image analysis of the movements of
chromosomes within mitotic cells has lead to the discovery of several key proteins
involved in the cell division process [14-17]. One of the more important findings that we
will be reporting in this thesis is the development of a means for tracking living cell
dynamics that is about two orders of magnitudes more precise than existing techniques
[18]. This technique allows us to study motions that are of even more significant
relevance to cell biology. One of the more important cell biology phenomena that this
proposed system will allow us to observe directly is the dynamics of the cytoskeleton
[19] that maintains the cell shape. The cytoskeleton is a highly dynamical collection of
polymer strands that are continuously making and breaking cross-links. In addition, these
polymer strands are continuously polymerizing and depolymerizing. While a lot is known
about the chemical and physical properties of these polymers, relatively little is known
about their biophysical behavior and the manner by which they respond to stimuli in a
living cell.
In addition to its applications to the study of cell dynamics, phase-based optical
measurement methods can also be used to measure the refractive properties of biological
16
samples with unprecedented accuracy. These measurements can in turn be used to
determine chemical or structural properties of the samples.
At this point, we would like to clarify the distinction between the optical phase
and the optical phase shift. The optical phase at any given time- and spatial- point is
equal to the phase of the electromagnetic oscillation at that point. As such, the optical
phase changes at the rate given by the optical frequency. On the other hand, the optical
phase shift is defined as the cumulative phase change acquired by light as it reflects off
an interface or traverses a given distance. Therefore, the optical phase shift is a constant.
The optical phase shift is often also referred to as the optical phase in the literature. This
is largely due to the fact the optical phase shift is the predominant characterization
parameter relevant in experiments. Just as the time interval between two events is
generally more meaningful than the specific occurrence time of an event on an arbitrary
time scale with no reference points, the optical phase shift has more physical relevance
than the rapidly changing optical phase. The phase discussed in this thesis is the optical
phase shift. While I shall try to keep the two distinct, I hope the reader will understand
any lapse and realize that I am always referring to the optical phase shift.
To measure the optical phase shift, we generally require the use of an
interferometer. The role of the interferometer is to translate the optical phase shift into an
intensity variation that can then be measured by a photodetector. However, the use of an
interferometer inevitably introduces phase noise into the measurement. One major source
of phase noise is associated with the motional drift and jitter within the interferometer. If
a key component of the interferometer drifts continuously, the systematic error on the
measured phase will increase cumulatively. This issue is further compounded by the fact
that optical phase shift is bounded in values between 0 and 27c radians. The phase
automatically wraps over beyond this range. This implies that given a sufficiently long
time, the error introduced by drifts in the interferometer will render any optical phase
shift measurements meaningless.
An approach to correct for the systematic error associated with drifts in the
interferometer, would be to introduce a second light beam into the interferometer. By
making this second light beam travel along the same path as the original light beam, we
can use the second optical phase shift measurement made with this second light beam to
17
correct for phase error in the first optical phase shift measurement. However, such an
approach for error correction is incomplete if the wavelength of the second light beam is
arbitrarily chosen. Phase error induced by motions within the interferometer can be
completely corrected only if we choose the frequency of the second light beam to be a
harmonic of the first. We explain the general principle of such an error correction
interferometry technique, henceforth referred to as harmonic phase-based low coherence
interferometry (HPI), in Chapter 2.
The idea of a phase-based interferometer based on the use of harmonically related
low conherence light sources was conceived after I had a particularly inspiring talk with
Prof. Jeff Shapiro and Dr. Franco Wong, who were working on the problem of absolute
optical frequency determination by a cascaded frequency step-down to the microwave
spectrum range with the use of optical parametric oscillator. At that time, their statement
about the frequency of the second harmonic light being exactly twice of the fundamental
appealed to me as being a possible solution to the difficulty of making phase
measurements in an interferometer.
The concept of using harmonically related light in an interferometer is not a new
one; it was recognized very early that very sensitive systems can be built by exploiting
the exact frequency harmonic relation between the second harmonic generated light and
the fundamental light [20-23]. In the course of our research, we found that, when
implemented with broadband light source(s) (broadband and low coherence are
equivalent), the stringent frequency requirement can be relaxed. This subtle point is
discussed in Chapter 2. This relaxation of an otherwise restrictive constraint allows us to
use two independent light sources, if need be.
Furthermore, the use of broadband light sources allows us to overcome some
fundamental issues that previously limited the applications of harmonically-based phase
interferometry systems. One of the key advantages of using broadband light sources in an
interferometer is that it allows for depth resolved imaging of the scanned targets. The
resolution is proportional to the spectral bandwidth. This is explained in some details in
Chapter 2. The use of broadband light sources for tomographic imaging has been
pioneered by another MIT research group, headed by Prof. J. Fujimoto, and the technique
is known as Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) [24-28]. The technique has proven
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particularly useful for studying the morphology and structures of in-vivo tissues, such as
the eye, the gastrointestinal tract, and blood vessels.
Details of our general experimental setup can be found in Chapter 3. There, we
explain the computational procedure for extracting the optical phase shift from our
measurements. Elaboration of other sources of phase errors can also be found in that
chapter. The subsequent five chapters detail various adaptations of the HPI technique for
application to specific situations. To make each of these chapters as complete by
themselves as possible, we briefly summarize the general principle and the specific
adaptations made to each particular system at the beginning of each chapter. Hopefully,
the modular nature of each of the ensuing chapters will facilitate the understanding of the
specific study detailed in each chapter.
Having successfully implemented HPI experimentally, we applied it to study the
phase velocity variation of ballistically propagating light traversing in a turbid medium
[29]. The details of this experiment can be found in Chapter 4. Ballistically propagating
light, also known as unscattered light, is conventionally visualized as billiard balls of
photonic energy that have escaped collisions with scatterers during their transmission
through a turbid medium. In this picture, as this component of the transmission does not
interact with the scatterers, it should not be influenced by the properties of the scatterers.
We find the opposite to be true. HPI measurements reveal that the phase velocity of that
component of the light is dependent on the size of the scatterers. The effect is a very
small one and has remained unobserved as the sensitivity required to detect it is
previously unattainable. The observation of this phenomenon with HPI opens up some
interesting biomedicine possibilities. Biological tissues are filled with scatterers of
varying sizes. Some of these scatterers, such as the cell nuclei and the mitochondria, are
important biomarkers that are used by pathologists in assessing the health of a patient.
HPI can potentially aid in this aspect by providing size information.
We next created a microscopy implementation of HPI [30]; the details of this
application can be found in Chapter 5. By exploiting the refractive index difference at the
two wavelengths for contrast, the microscope is able to render details from unstained
microscope sections based on their refractive index variations. We demonstrate that this
type of microscopy can outperform the cell biologist's current tool of choice - phase
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contrast microscopy - for examining unstained microscope sections. Chapter 5 also goes
into details about a fast scanning implementation of this technique that will have greater
image acquisition speed and higher resolution than our demonstration implementation.
As mentioned earlier, the use of broadband light sources in an interferometer
allows us to obtain a depth resolved image of the scanned target. We exploit this property
in our next adaptation of HPI - phase dispersion optical tomography [31]. In this
implementation, we demonstrated the ability to measure the phase shift associated with
reflection from an interface. As the reflection phase shift is dependent on the properties
of the underlying materials, it can have significant applications for semiconductor and
high quality mirror fabrication. In addition, the technique can be applied to provide depth
resolved dispersion information about a target sample. As such, it can complement OCT
by providing additional information.
We next apply HPI to tackle the challenge of tracking very small (- nm) and very
slow (- nm/s) cellular motions [18]. In the progress of our research, it gradually becomes
apparent that, not only is that the HPI technique is sufficiently robust that the frequencies
of the two light sources need not be an exact harmonic match and thus allows for the use
of two independent light sources, we can also substitute one of the broadband light
sources with a CW light source. As we show in Chapter 7, such a substitution allows us
to measure very small and slow changes in a target sample by using the CW interference
signal as a sort of optical ruler by which length changes are measured. Using it, we can
study the cell membrane dynamics of a single cell without destroying it in the process.
This system is about 2 orders of magnitude more sensitive than other systems that have
been applied to this problem. In addition, its ability to study samples at the single cell
level makes it possible to study individual cellular motions that would otherwise be
unobservable.
The final adaptation of the HPI, discussed in Chapter 8, involves its use to
measure long optical distances very accurately [32]. While phase-based methods are very
good at measuring small (sub-nanometer) changes in length, these methods are ill-suited
for measuring long distances absolutely. The problem is due to the phase wrap over
beyond the range of 27r radians. An analogy of the problem can be found in an example
of a highway lined by identical 1-foot rulers. While it is very easy to tell how far a car has
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moved with respect to the rulers between two consecutive measurements if the car did not
move beyond a ruler's length, it is impossible to determine the absolute distance moved if
the car passed several rulers between measurements. We overcome this problem through
the novel use of a tunable broadband light source in conjunction with a CW light source.
Using this method, it is possible to determine the refractive index of a 1 mm thick sample
with 7 significant figures. This unprecedented accuracy can potentially allow us to track
subtle chemical changes in biological target. One possible application of this method can
be to use it to track the glucose concentration fluctuation through measurement of the
refractive index of the vitreous humor in the eye.
To facilitate easy referencing by the reader, I have included the experimental
schemes of the five HPI adaptations described above (see Figs. 1. 1-1.5).
The HPI technique is very well suited to the measurement of the optical phase
shift. However, the optical phase shift measured with HPI does not represent the entirety
of the phase information extractable from the light field. In Chapter 9, we demonstrate
that the phase front uniformity of a propagating light field can be interferometrically
measured, and that this parameter contains information about the turbid medium that it
has passed through [33, 34].
In chapter 10, we exploit the concept that a light field can be completely
characterized by knowledge of the field amplitude and phase at all points on a plane that
intersects the propagating light field. A scattering event where a light field interacts with
a scatterer is time-reversible. In other words, we can recover the original input light beam
by reproducing the scattered light and re-project it to the scatterer. We developed a
complete mathematical description of this light field reversal process for correcting the
distortion in light field due to scattering. With it, we demonstrate that an experimental
procedure based on a combination of phase conjugation and transmission can suppress
part of the turbidity of a scattering medium.
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Figure 1.1. Experimental setup for the ballistic light propagation study (Chapter
4). M1,2 are mirrors (Ml is the reference mirror); BS is a beamsplitter; D1,2
are photodetectors; DM is a 400 nm/ 800 nm dichroic mirror.
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Figure 1.2. Experimental setup for the phase dispersion microscope (Chapter
5). M1,2 are mirrors (Ml is the reference mirror); BS is a beamsplitter; D1,2
are photodetectors; DM is a 400 nm/ 800 nm dichroic mirror, 01,2,3,4 are
microscope objectives.
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Figure 1.3. Experimental setup for the phase dispersion optical tomography
system (Chapter 6). M1 is a reference mirror; BS is a beamsplitter; D1,2 are
photodetectors; DM is a 400 nm/ 800 nm dichroic mirror, 01,2 are microscope
objectives.
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Figure 1.4. Experimental setup for the motional phase referenced low
coherence interferometer (Chapter 7). M1 is a reference mirror; BS is a
beamsplitter; D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a 775 nm/ 1550 nm dichroic
mirror, 01,2 are microscope objectives.
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Figure 1.5. Experimental setup for the phase-crossing low coherence
interferometer (Chapter 8). M1 is the moving reference mirror; BS is a
beamsplitter; D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a 775 nm/ 1550 nm dichroic
mirror.
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Chapter 2:
The method: Harmonic phase based low
coherence interferometry (HPI)
Section 2.1: Introduction
In this chapter, we explain the principle of harmonic phase based low coherence
interferometry (HPI). We elaborate on the technique's need of approximately
harmonically related light and its ability to eliminate motional artifacts (the scourge of
phase measurement techniques) from the measurements. Then, after briefly summarizing
other methods for measuring the optical phase, we elaborate on the differences of HPI
from prior art.
A
xs
to detector
M2
signal arm
Xr
BS
refe
put light
MI
rence arm
Figure 2.1. A standard Michelson interferometer. M1 is the reference mirror;
M2 is the target interface with an unknown reflection phase shift 0; BS is a
beamsplitter.
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Section 2.2: The principle of HPI
A
Idetector
L
Xr = Xs
Xr
Figure 2.2. The phase of the heterodyne signal at the point where x, =
x, is equal to the phase difference ($r - 0).
In principle, it is possible to evaluate the optical phase shift, associated with
reflection from an interface or the retardation of optical wave through a medium, based
on measurements done with an interferometer. To illustrate an approach for performing
such an evaluation, we shall consider a reflector that confers an unknown optical phase
shift, 0, to its reflection. This unknown phase shift can, in principle, be measured by
using the reflector as the end mirror in the signal arm of a Michelson interferometer (see
Fig. 2.1) In general, the light intensity at the detector can be expressed as:
Idetector = (E rei(2kxr -wt+Or ) + E ei( 2 kxs -Ot+$ ) C.C.
E,.2 + Es 2 + 2Er Es cos(2k(xr - Xs)+ -p),
Er2 +E 2 +2Er Es Re(ei(2k(xr -xs )+r -0)
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(2.1)
with Er and ES the light field amplitudes incident on the detector from the reference
arm and signal arm, respectively. We shall ignore any polarization considerations in this
thesis. The symbols k and o represent the optical wavenumber and frequency. The
symbol c.c. represents the complex conjugate. The reflection phase shift from the
reference mirror, which we assume is a known constant, is represented by Or. Strictly
speaking, the relationship between intensity and electric field contains a proportionality
1
constant -E . To simplify all the equations in this thesis, we have chosen to normalize
2
this constant to unity.
By arranging the optical path lengths of both the signal and reference arms to be
exactly equal, we arrive at:
Idet ector( Xr =X )= Er 2 + ES 2 + 2 Er ES cos(2k(xr - Xs )+ Pr - )
SEr 2 +ES 2 +2Er Es COS(pr - )
The phase shift 0 can thus be evaluated from the detector measurement.
In reality, measurements of phase shift are not trivial. There are two major
difficulties. First, it is not practically possible to measure Xr or xs with adequate
accuracy. A micrometer, for example, can measure a distance to an accuracy of about 10
pim. Assuming a nominal wavelength of 1 tm, the phase uncertainty would be given by:
Oerror = 2k(Xr - Xs )error = 407w . (3)
This error of 40ir or, equivalently, 20 interference fringes, is unacceptably large. Second,
even if the interferometer arms can be aligned to be exactly equal in length, motional
jitter in the interferometer can still disrupt phase measurement. The typical jitter motion
of a typical interferometer occurs at a nominal speed of 1 gm/s. This implies that the
phase measured will jitter at a rate of about 10 rad/s.
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Section 2.2.1: The equivalence of time domain (Doppler)
treatment and space domain treatment
Before we proceed further, it is useful for us to understand the form of the
interference signal if the reference mirror is made to move at a constant velocity, v.
In the time domain, the motion of the mirror will induce a Doppler shift on the
reflection from the reference mirror. This Doppler shift frequency is equal to 2- . The
light intensity at the detector will oscillate at this frequency. The modulated signal is also
known as the heterodyne signal.
While this picture correctly predicts the heterodyne signal frequency, it does not
appeal well to our intuition. A better explanation can be found through a space domain
interpretation. A moving reference mirror will cause xr to change in time. The change
can be expressed as:
x/^ = XO +vt. (2.4)
The light intensity incident on the detector can be expressed as:
Idet ector = Er e*( 2kxr -( W+t+ir )) + Ee 1( 2kxs -wt+ ) c.c.
= (Ere 2k( xO +vt )-( +t+Or )) + Ese1( 2kxs -wt+) ) .C.
= Er 2 +ES 2 + 2Er Es cos(2k(xro - Xs )+ 2kvt + r - 0) . (2.5)
= Er 2 +Es 2 + 2 ErEs cos(2kvt + 2k(xro - Xs )+ Or - )
Er2 +Es 2 +2ErEs Cos 2r 2 +2k(xroXs)+P< -
We can see that the above derivation yields the correct heterodyne modulation frequency.
This space domain picture appeals well to intuition. Each time the reference mirror
moves a distance of half a wavelength, we expect Idetector to go through a complete
interference fringe. Given that the reference mirror is moving at a speed of v, Idetector
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should pass fringes at a rate of 2 . This is consistent with the calculation based on the
Doppler shift argument.
The reason we highlight this equivalence is because, in many situations, it is more
convenient and intuitive to rely on the space domain interpretation. The main advantage
of the space domain interpretation is that a trace of the heterodyne signal mapped in this
domain is independent of the reference mirror scan speed and the variability (due to noise
or otherwise) of the speed during a scan. The heterodyne signal is always a pure sine
wave in this domain. In comparison, the time domain trace of the heterodyne signal will
not be a clean sine wave if the translation velocity is not uniform.
We shall employ the space domain interpretation in much of the proceeding
explanations.
Section 2.2.2: The uniqueness of the x, = x, point
A
1 detector
L
Xr ~ Xs
Xr
Figure 2.3. The phases of heterodyne signal at different frequencies
are equal at the point where x, = x,.
Another feature of the interference signal from the Michelson interferometer is
worth some elaboration at this point. The phase of the heterodyne signal at the point
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where x, = x, is completely independent of the optical wavelength used. In the case where
the reflection phase shifts are independent of wavelength, the heterodyne signal will have
the same phase shift across the whole wavelength range at the point where x, = xs. Given
that the heterodyne signal period decreases at lower optical wavelength, this implies that
the heterodyne signal will squeeze in and expand out from this unique point (see Fig. 2.3)
as we vary the wavelength.
This observation is critical for understanding some of the key aspects of HPI that
we will be elaborating shortly. In addition, it forms the basis of a novel phase based
approach for determining arbitrarily long optical distances with sub-nanometer precision.
This method is described in Chapter 8 and Ref. [I].
Section 2.2.3: Low coherence interferometry
Low coherence interferometry refers to a class of interferometery methods that
use broadband light. The heterodyne signal associated with a typical Michelson
interferometer that uses monochromatic light will modulate across the entire scan of the
reference arm. Such is not the case when a broadband light source is used instead. The
heterodyne signal amplitude will peak at the point where xr = xs, and decreases rapidly
away from that point. The nominal width of this heterodyne peak is proportional to the
coherence length of the light source. The coherence length is simply an inverse function
of the wavelength bandwidth. The broader the bandwidth, the shorter the coherence
length.
The localization of the heterodyne peak at the point where x, = xs can be
intuitively understood from the unique behavior of monochromatic light around this
point. As mentioned in the above sub-section, the heterodyne phases of all wavelengths
are the same where x, = xs. Depending on the wavelength, the heterodyne signal will then
either spread out or squeeze around this point. When several wavelengths are
simultaneously used in an interferometer, their associated heterodyne signals will all be
in phase at this given point and will dephase as we move away from that point. Therefore,
we should expect light with a broader spectrum to dephase faster, leading to a narrower
heterodyne signal peak. With a typical broadband super luminescent diode, localization
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to an accuracy of 20 ptm is possible. The heterodyne signal associated with a low
coherence light source is given by:
x -V s _ 2
Idet ector =Er 2 + ES2 + 2Er Ese i c cos(2k(xr - Xs )+ Or - ), (2.6)
with lC the coherence length of the light source. To simplify the equations in this thesis,
we choose to define the coherence length a little differently than is done in existing
literature [2]. The coherence length is typically defined as the round-trip full-width-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the interferometric signal coherence envelop associated with a
single reflecting interface. We choose, instead, to define the coherence length as the
optical distance between the points where the amplitude is e- of the peak amplitude
value. There is a factor of In(2) difference between the two definitions.
2
Eq. (6) can be derived by considering a light source with a gaussian spectrum
profile:
4(o-co )2
E(o)A= E(o)e t 2  , (2.7)
where E(o) is the electric field amplitude at optical frequency o, 0o) is the center
optical frequency and Ao is the characteristic frequency bandwidth of the light source.
The characteristic wavelength bandwidth, AX , and frequency bandwidth of the light
source are related by:
A2
AA = Ao . (2.8)
2Tr
The resulting heterodyne signal is then given by:
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Idetector Er2 + ES2 + 2 Er Es Re
SEr 2+Es2 +2Er Es Re
r 8(w-co0 )2
f e Aw2 e '(2k (.r -xs )+0r -O)do)
8
+ 8(c -o )2
+2 1 20(xr -XS +r -0
8e cd(
8
I,
(2.9a)
The evaluation of the integral yields:
Idet ector E,.2 + ES2 + 2E,.Es Re
= E,2 + ES2 + 2 Er Es Re
= El,2 + Es2 + 2 Er Es Re!
i 2 -(xr -- s )+(r -0 + -
e c f e
8(w-w() )2 2 "0x0-0
Ao 2 e 12c ),
wAw 2
8
i 2 (x, -xs )+Orl j - w 2 AO(xr -x)
e 8 )
8
i 2'0(xr -xs )+Prl - _ AWoxr-xs 2
e c 4c
This yields an equation that is the equivalent of Eq. (2.6):
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I
(2.9b)
+c v(xr- s () 2
'det ector =E1, + E+ 2EEse s (x, x)+r
C
(rA2(xr -s ) 2
l E 2 + ES2 + 2 EI'Ese 22 cos (2ko(Xr - Xs )+ r - 0)
(2.9c)
By comparing Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.9c), we see that the coherence length is related
to the bandwidth of the light source by:
/C 42 (2.10)
The localization ability of low coherence interferometry makes it a technique that
is particularly suited to depth resolved probing of structures. The optical coherence
tomography (OCT) [3-7] and optical coherence microscopy (OCM) [8] are both
biomedical implementations of low coherence interferometry to study biological tissues
up to a depth of a couple of millimeters.
Section 2.2.4: The use of harmonically related light
sources
In order to measure the optical phase shift, we would need to completely
eliminate errors due to motional jitter. One possible approach would be through the use
of a second wavelength in the interferometer. As the two light beams will travel the same
optical paths, any changes in the optical path will affect both beams simultaneously.
If we choose the second wavelength to be the harmonic of the other, we can
express the associated heterodyne signal as:
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IdetectorA 1 =Er 1
2 + ErAj 2 +2Er ESe -12 (r-s ) 2IC cos(2kg, (x, -xs )+Pr -0 )
(2.11 a)
IdetectorA 2 = Er222 + Er , +2Er Ese
-?2 (xr -xs) )ic )
cos(2k 2(Xr -Xs )+0 - 0/2 '
(2.1 Ib)
with the subscripts X1 and A2 denoting quantities associated with the fundamental and
second harmonic wavelengths, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the phase
shift from the reference mirror, Or, is a constant across the entire optical spectrum. The
heterodyne phases are given by:
Ak
X-r - Xs
Xr
Figure 2.4. The first two traces are the low coherence heterodyne
signals associated with harmonically related wavelengths. The last
trace shows the corresponding difference phase (phase is plotted on
the vertical axis).
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Idetector
P j =mod2 (2k, (xr - Xs )+ 0r - A, ),
TA2 =mod2 x (2kA2 (Xr -Xs)+0r -OA 2 ).
(2.12a)
(2.12b)
The symbol mod2, ( ) represents a modulus function with the factor 2r . The modulus
function accounts for the fact that phase cannot be measured beyond the range [0, 27].
This intrinsic limitation on phase measurement is known in the field as the 27r ambiguity
issue. On a more intuitive level, it reflects the impossibility in telling one interference
fringe from another.
We note here that extraction of the heterodyne phases is not a trivial experimental
procedure. We will detail the procedure in the next chapter.
The modulus function obeys the following rules:
mod 2, (n mod2, (A))= mod2, (nA),
mod2l (mod 2l (A)+ mod2, (B))= mod27r (A + B),
mod 2,, (mod 2,, (A)- mod 2, (B))= mod 2, (A - B),
where A and B are real numbers and n is an integer.
If the two wavelengths are harmonically related, we can express the relation as:
kA 2 = 2kAi .
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
(2.13c)
(2.14)
We can derive a difference phase, TD, that is independent of x, and xs, using Eq. (2.8a-
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TD =nod2,, (A'.2 - 2T1, )
mod 2 , (mod2,, (2k 1 2 (Xr - Xs )+ Or - A2 2 mod 2 , (2kA, (xVr - Xs )+ Pr - 01 )
modl2 (Mod 2l (2k1 2 (Xr - Xs )+ Or - 0/ 2  iiod2 7 (4k11 (Xr - Xs )+ 2 Pr - 2pA,)
=mod27r ((2k k2 (Xr - X )+ p' - A2 )- (4kA, (Xr - XS )+ 20- -20A,
mod 2 r ((2k A2 (Xr -xs - 4kA1 (Xr - Xs )r )+ (Pr - 20r )+ (20pA - pA2
= mod~r ((- Or ) +(20A] 
-112
(2.15)
The difference phase, TD, is thus an intrinsic measure of the reflection phase shifts. The
independence from xr and x, implies that PD is insensitive to motional jitter in the
interferometer. Further, we do not need to know the exact value of x, and x, at all to
determine a property intrinsic to the reflector.
This harmonic based phase technique can be adapted for use with any pair of
harmonically related light waves, such as the fundamental and the third harmonic pair. If
we use a pair comprised of the fundamental and the mth harmonic (k 111 =Ink1 ), we
will derive a difference phase as follows:
TD = mod 2 (TAM - mA, 
()
mod 2 , (((I - I )Or )+ (mn0 - (2A6
Section 2.3: A few illuminating questions
Section 2.3.1: What if the light sources are not
harmonically related?
The difference technique described in Section 2.2.4 relies on the fact that an
integer can slide into the modulus function via Eq. (2.8a). This necessarily constrains the
choice of wavelengths pair to be harmonically related.
This constraint can be intuitively understood from another perspective. Consider
the heterodyne signals created in a scan. If the wavelengths are harmonically related, we
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will expect to see that the pair of heterodyne signals repeat themselves at the lower of the
two frequencies (see Fig. 2.5). The difference phase between the two signals, as given by
Eq. (2.15), is a constant value regardless of whether the value of x, and x, is known or
not. In other words, we can simply pick any heterodyne peak associated with the
fundamental wavelength and compress the heterodyne signal around it by a factor of two.
The resulting signal will have the same phase lag with respect to the second harmonic
signal regardless of the peak chosen. Knowledge of xr and x, are thus immaterial.
Idetector Xr = Xs
Xr
Figure 2.5. The heterodyne signals associated with harmonically related
wavelengths repeat themselves at the lower of the frequencies. (Note
that the peaks of the slower heterodyne signal always lag the peaks of
the higher heterodyne signal by the same amount.)
The same cannot be said if the light sources are not harmonically related.
Consider an example in Fig. 2.6, where we choose one wavelength to be 1.7 times longer
than that of the other. No repeating pattern can be seen in the traces (it should repeat after
17 of the fundamental heterodyne signal cycles; we could make the signals completely
non repeating by choosing the wavelength ratio to be an irrational number.). If we pick
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any heterodyne peak associated with the fundamental wavelength and compress the
heterodyne signal around it by a factor of 1.7,
with respect to the other heterodyne signal
difference phase is now sensitive to the relative
A
Idetector
the resulting signal will have a phase lag
that depends on the peak chosen. The
position of the chosen peak to xr and x.
Xr = Xs
Xr
non-harmonicallyFigure 2.6. The heterodyne signals associated with
related wavelengths do not repeat themselves.
Section 2.3.2: What if the light sources are approximately
harmonically related?
Due to the nature of the generation process, the optical phase of harmonically
generated light always track with respect to the fundamental generator's optical phase. In
other words, the optical frequency of harmonically generated light is always an exact
integer multiple of that of the fundamental. This property of a harmonically generated
light pair satisfies the light source requirement of the HPI technique absolutely. However,
if we are to use two independent light sources, such an exact harmonic match would be
impossible due to minute frequency fluctuations in the two light sources.
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Can such an independent pair of light sources be used for HPI? The answer is,
surprisingly, yes. This is because the phase shift measured in an interferometer is the
optical phase lag between the light in the signal arm and the light in the reference arm.
This phase lag is very different from the actual optical phase of the light, which is given
by the term (kx-o t). The latter is dependent on time while the phase lag is time
independent and is instead dependent on the interferometer arm lengths difference.
A slight optical frequency mismatch of the two light sources does influence the
optical phase lag measured. However, the systematic error is very small for small
detunement. The exact error can be worked out as follows.
We assume that the harmonic light is detuned from twice the optical frequency of
fundamental light by Aw . The corresponding wavenumber relationship is:
AcokA2 = 2kAI +- A
C
The associated heterodyne signals are given by:
-,2 (Er r 2 2
Idet ector,A I = Er,Aj 2 + ErA4 2 + 2Er ESe Ic
(2.17)
(2.18a)
Idet ector,A 2
2
2 2 -E 2 j
= Er,A2 2 + Er,A2 + 2Er Es e I Cos 4kA, + 2A r s )+ r - 2
(2.18b)
and the corresponding phases are:
"% =mod2 ( 2k 1 (xr -xs)+0r - 1), (2.19a)
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cos(2kgl (xr - Xs )+ 0Or I )I
TA2 = nod2< 4k,11 +2 A Xr -Xs )+ Or - X2C 11
In this case, the difference phase, TD, is given by:
TD mod 2 (A 2 -2A,
mod2, 2 2kA, +2 Aco Xr -Xs ) +Or - / 2= mod2n c
-mod 2 (4kA, (Xr - Xs + 20r - 20A, J
=mod 2, k A2 (Xr - Xs )+ Or - A2 )-(4k, (xr Xs )+ 2r
- mod2x (2kA2 (Xr - Xs )- 4kA1, r - X s )r )+ (Or - 20r )+ 2LA,
(2.19b)
-$A2
mod 2 K 4 Ao (Xr - XSC
(2.20)
The difference phase is now dependent on the interferometer arm length mismatch,
(xr - X ). As (xr - xs ) is an unknown, the first factor in the last sub-equation of Eq. (2.11)
is a systematic error. Fortunately, the use of low coherence light sources in the system
allows us to confine the value of (x,. -xs) to some extent. By reason of the low coherence
heterodyne profile, the heterodyne signal amplitude falls rapidly away from the point
where x, =xS. We can easily localize the point where xr =xs to within a coherence
length, 1C . By this conservative estimate, this implies that we should be able to restrict the
error due to 4 (x,. - xs) to be no greater than 4 1C.
C C
A typical super luminescent diode will have a coherence length of 50 pm and a
nominal wavelength of 1 tm. It is experimentally feasible to adjust a tunable laser to
harmonically match the center wavelength of the super luminescent diode to within
0.lnm. This results in an error Awo of about 2x10" s-1. The difference phase error is,
therefore, equal to about 0.1 rad.
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- 20A, ))
) + (- O,.) + (20 ,l - OA2
We note here that this is a very conservative estimate of the error. If we measure
the difference phase TD close to the center of the low coherence heterodyne envelop, the
corresponding error will be smaller.
This analysis establishes the fact that the HPI technique does not require exact
harmonic light sources pair. We note that this relaxation of the harmonic requirement is
due to the use of low coherence light in the system. One of the major advantages of such
a more relaxed requirement is that we can pair a CW light source with a low coherence
light source. We will demonstrate in Chapter 7 and 8 that such a pairing allows us to
measure very small and slow motions, and to measure arbitrarily long optical distances
with sub-nanometer sensitivity.
Section 2.3.3: Is it phase or group velocity related?
Optical phase lag can be induced through reflection from an interface; it can also
be created in light passage through an optically thick material. For a monochromatic light
beam of wavelength X passing through a piece of material with refractive index nA and
physical thickness L, this phase lag is given by:
2wc
0A = (n -l )LA . (2.21)
= kA( nA -I )L
In a purely CW implementation of the HPI technique, the difference phase, TD, for this
example, is then given by:
TD =modm (TA2 -2TPI)
= modl2 , (mod 2, (2k A2 (Xr - X )+ r - A2 )- 2 nod 2,, (2kA, (Xr - XS )+ pr - 0,1
nodD ((2kA2 (Xr -Xs )+ r - 2 k A2 ( nA2 - I )L)- (4kAl (Xr - XS )+ 20Pr - 4k,(n, -1 )L))
nod2D ((-r +(4k1, (fn, -nA 2 )L
(2.22)
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The harmonic based technique can thus be applied to measure the refractive index
difference (n, - n ). This is the topic of discussion in Chapter 4, 5 and 6.
The refractive index of a given material, n, is related to the phase velocity of light
in that material through the following relationship:
V phase velocit k _(2.23)
kiaterial nk n
where knaterial is the wavenumber in the material. Thus far, our usage of the
wavenumber has been limited to the free space variety as the detection of the exiting light
beams from the interferometer are done in free space. The group velocity through the
same material is given by:
Vgroiup velocity d - j CnC2(2.24)
dkmnaterial n+dn o) ndn
We can denote the denominator of Eq. (2.24) by nl) 1 ,. This quantity is the equivalent of
the refractive index in the group velocity context. For a lack of a better name, we shall,
henceforth, refer to it as the group refractive index.
The use of broadband light in the HPI technique prompts the question of whether
the refractive index difference measured via the approach described in Section 2.2.4 is
the standard refractive index difference or the group refractive index difference. The
answer is that it is the standard type.
Phase velocity based measurement and group velocity measurement are
fundamentally different types of measurements. To measure the phase velocity of a light
beam, a phase based interferometry system is a necessity. To measure the group velocity
of a light beam comprised of a train of narrow light pulses, we simply need to measure
the traveling time for a particular pulse to traverse a certain distance. Interferometry is
helpful but not a necessity.
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Consider a single light pulse (with a Gaussian time profile) propagating in a
dispersive medium. The light pulse will travel through the medium at the group velocity.
However, its optical oscillation will propagate at the center wavelength's phase velocity.
For a sample with two interfaces, we expect a low coherence interferometer to
render two heterodyne signal amplitude peaks during a scan. The separation between the
two peaks will be a function of the group velocity. The fraction of a light pulse reflected
from the second interface is delayed with respect to the fraction reflected from the first
interface by a time period equal to the physical distance traveled divided by the group
velocity. This implies that the optical distance measured by amplitude based low
coherence interferometry is the product of the group refractive index, rn -- A , and
dlI
the physical distance. On the other hand, the optical distance measured by phase based
low coherence interferometry is the product of the actual refractive index, n, and the
physical distance. This is because phase based interferometry measures the phase
difference of the optical oscillation of light propagating in the two interferometer arms.
Section 2.4: Historical perspectives
The use of harmonically related light pairs in an interferometer for phase
measurements is not a new concept. The first implementations of a harmonic based
interferometer system to measure phase were termed second-harmonic interferometers
and were developed in 1980 [9].
Section 2.4.1: non-linear Fizeau interferometer
In one of the two implementations described in Ref. [9], a 1.06 pam laser beam is
passed through a doubling crystal. The second harmonic generation and the remaining
fundamental light are then passed through the target and a second doubling crystal. If the
target's dispersion varies spatially, the two wavelengths will arrive at the second
doubling crystal with a difference phase that mirrors this spatial variation. The second
harmonic light generated at the second doubler will have a similar variation and interfere
with the original second harmonic light beam accordingly (see Fig. 2.7).
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input to detector
IR light
SH SH
crystal 1 crystal 2 IR
target attenuator
object
Figure 2.7. The experimental setup for non-linear Fizeau interferometer.
Unlike the HPI method, this technique requires the light beams incident on the
target to be absolutely harmonically related. The method can be considered as a means by
which the fundamental wavelength transmission can be interfered with the second
harmonic wavelength transmission.
The major advantage of this harmonic based interferometer is that it is remarkably
easy to align as it has only 3 elements. However, there are a few significant
disadvantages to this implementation. First, the technique requires significant
transmission of the input light beams; the second harmonic generation process at the
second doubler requires a high fundamental wavelength intensity, a low transmission
through the target can result in an insufficient amount of second harmonic light being
generated at the doubler. Second, this is a homodyne type interferometer. The resulting
image not only depend on the dispersion profile of the target, it also depends on the
absorption profile. In contrast, a heterodyne based system will allow separation of the
information; the amplitude profile of the heterodyne signal will provide information
about the target's absorption variation, while the phase profile will reveal the dispersion
variation. There is no obvious way by which this technique can be converted into one
based on heterodyne.
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Section 2.4.2: non-linear Twyman-Green interferometer
to detector
IR
attenuator
input
IR light
beamsplitter
SH
crystal
reference
mirror
SH light
<j7 IR light
dichroic
mirror
t
if
arget
nterface
Figure 2.8. The experimental setup for non-linear Twyman-Green
interferometer.
The second implementation described in Ref. [9] involves the use of a single
doubling crystal. In this implementation (see Fig. 2.8), the output from the crystal is split
by a dichroic mirror. The second harmonic component travels to and is reflected back by
a plane mirror while the fundamental component is incident on the target object. Height
variations of the target object translate to phase variations in the light reflected back by
the object. Both back reflected beams are recombined at the dichroic mirror and returned
to the doubling crystal. There, a portion of the fundamental wavelength component is
converted into second harmonic light. This second harmonic component will interfere
with the original second harmonic component and render the phase variation of the target
object into intensity variation.
This interferometry technique could equally have been implemented without
resorting to the use of any second harmonic generation and does not warrant further
discussion.
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Section 2.4.3: Harmonic based interferometer schemes
for measuring gas densities.
As harmonic based interferometry methods are particularly good at measuring the
optical path length differences at two wavelengths, they can be applied to profile very
subtle dispersion changes in materials. This advantage has prompted the development of
numerous harmonic based interferometry methods for measuring gas density fluctuations.
These methods have been applied to monitor air density changes due to turbulence [10,
11] and electron plasma density fluctuations in a tokomak [12].
All of these methods are based on the Michelson interferometer geometry. The
input beam contains the fundamental and second harmonic wavelength. The signal arm of
the each of these interferometers contains the target gas medium. The returning beams are
recombined and separated by wavelength through a dichroic mirror. The heterodyne
frequency shift is created through either Doppler shifting the reference beam or through
the use of an acousto-optic modulator.
These methods represent significant improvements over the non-linear
interferometry techniques described in Sec. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. The elimination of the need
for the generation of a second harmonic component after passage through the target
object implies that the laser power requirements of the system are much more relaxed. In
addition, the two light sources no longer need to be exact harmonics of each other. The
tolerable wavelength mismatch is dependent on the stability of the interferometer and the
accuracy by which the interferometer arm lengths are measured to. These considerations
have been detailed in Sec. 2.3.2.
Section 2.5: Discussion
The HPI method, though independently developed, can be viewed as the natural
progression in the context of this prior art. By incorporating low coherence light sources
into the systems, we can obtain depth resolved dispersion profiles of the target object. We
describe a tomographic implementation of HPI capable of doing such in Chapter 6.
Further, previously developed harmonic-based interferometry techniques are sensitive to
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the dispersion of the target object which is typically a small quantity. We show in
Chapter 7 that the use of a low coherence light in conjunction with CW light source
allows us to increase the sensitivity of the technique dramatically by making itsensitive to
the refractive index of the target object instead. The refractive index of a material is
typically two orders of magnitudes larger than its dispersion. Finally, the HPI technique
can be modified to allow highly accurate measurement of arbitrarily long optical
distances with sub-nanometer precision. We describe this modification in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 3:
Experimental Methods for HPI
Section 3.1: Introduction
The basic experimental implementation of the HPI method is fairly
straightforward. As alluded to in the previous chapter, the main technical challenge lies in
the extraction of the heterodyne phase shift from the measured signal. We describe the
basic experimental setup in the next section. We then explain the process by which the
heterodyne phase shift is extracted. Finally, we consider the phase error associated with
the system.
Section 3.2: Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up is as shown in Fig. 3.1. A superposed beam of laser light
at the fundamental and second harmonic frequencies is used as the light source. The
fundamental wavelength light at 800 nm and power of about 1.4 W is produced by a
Coherence MIRA Ti:sapphire laser. The light consists of a train of pulses with duration,
Azr, of 104 fs and a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The Ti:sapphire laser is the most
convenient way to generate a wavelength tunable low coherence light (or broadband)
light. The bandwidth of the light is given by:
AL=E . (3.1)
cAr
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In our case, the bandwidth equals 20 nm and the coherence length is 30 ptm. Another
advantage of using a Ti:sapphire laser is that the peak electric amplitude is sufficient for
second harmonic generation through a commercially available doubling crystal.
Our doubling crystal for this purpose is a LBO crystal from Skytek Corp. By
passing the Ti:sapphire laser output through the crystal, we obtain about 200 mW of 400
nm light. The bandwidth of the second harmonic output is about four times that of the
fundamental wavelength. Its coherence length is approximately equal to that of the
fundamental wavelength, as predicted by Eq. (2.10) of Chapter 2.
We superpose the two light beams and send them to the beamsplitter. The
combined beam is split into two components. One component travels down the signal
arm of the interferometer and reflects from the target interface. The other component
travels down the reference arm of the interferometer and reflects from a reference mirror
in the reference arm. The reference mirror moves uniformly at a speed of 1 mm/s and
induces a Doppler shift on the return beam. The Doppler shift equals 2.5 kHz for the 800
nm light and equals 5.0 kHz for the 400 nm light. The recombined beams are then
separated by wavelength using a dichroic mirror and detected separately.
M2
D2 800 nm DM
}[400 nm BS Ml
ADC
D1 composite 400 nm/ 800
computer nm 
beam
Figure 3.1. Experimental Setup. M1 is the reference mirror; M2 is the target
interface; BS is a beamsplitter; D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a dichroic
mirror.
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The resulting heterodyne signals at both wavelengths are measured and digitized
by a 16-bit 100 kHz National Instruments PCI-MIO-16XE-10 A/D converter. This A/D
converter has 10 input ports and 2 output ports. The sampling rate of the converter equals
the maximum sampling rate (100 kHz) divided by the number of ports in use. In our
experiment, this rate equals 50 kHz. This implies that we are acquiring 10 points per
heterodyne cycle for the 400 nm wavelength and 20 points per cycle for the 800 nm
wavelength. The acquired signals are then processed through a Labview program. The
schematic of the Labview program used can be found in Appendix 1. The functions of the
Labview program can be summarized as follows:
a) initiates the movement of the reference mirror through an output port of A/D
converter.
b) acquires the heterodyne signals through the A/D converter.
c) filters the heterodyne signals around their center Doppler frequencies.
d) Hilbert transforms the filtered signals to extract the the respective phases P
(fundamental) and IF (second harmonic).
e) evaluates the difference phase IFD and plots its value.
f) stores the processed data in the hard drive.
Section 3.3: Heterodyne phase extraction
In general, heterodyne phase extraction is not a trivial experimental operation. In
a few simple cases, phase extraction is relatively easy. For example, the oscillating
component, I(t), of an ideal heterodyne signal associated with a CW light input is a
cosine function:
I( t )= cos( at + b ) cos( I( t )) Re(eT ,t) (3.2)
where T(t) is the phase shift of the heterodyne signal at time, t. The period and phase lag
of this heterodyne signal is given by a and b, respectively. (This analysis can alternatively
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be formulated in terms of the interferometer arm lengths difference.) In such a case,
given the value of the heterodyne signal, I(t), and the sign of its gradient,
dt
given position/time point, the phase shift can be evaluated through:
, at a
T( to )=cos- (I( to ))
= Cos' (I( to ))+ Ir
for dI(to <0,
dt
tr > 0.
dt
We assume that all inverse trigonometric functions involved map to the range from 0 to
7r rad.
However, phase extraction is not trivial in general. An illuminating example can
be found in a heterodyne signal which amplitude has a gaussian profile:
I( t )= e-t (3.4)
There is no direct means by which the phase can be extracted.
In these cases, phase will have to be extracted by using a Hilbert transform based
process [1]. The basic concept of such a phase extraction process is relatively simple. We
note here that Eq. (3.4) can be alternatively expressed as:
.
(3.5)
If we can convert the heterodyne signal to the form, e- 2e"'(), the heterodyne phase can
be extracted via:
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(3.3)
cos( T( t )).
I( t )= e-1 2 cos( T( t )) = Re( e~' e it' )
T(t )=tan R Jor hi e eI t) >i0,
(3.6)
hn e- e f * e)1V
=tan- Re(e e 2~t + )T for 11n e-2 e2 ~)<0
Since T(t ) is a linear function of t, the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.5) is:
(3.7)
F(I )= e-t' e'T + et e -iT 'tdt
-( (f -a)2+ -( f +,)2-i
=- e 4 +e 4
2
where the first term of the evaluated integration lies on the positive f-axis while the
second term lies on the negative side. If we multiply this equation with a unit step
function, U(J), to suppress the negative f-axis contribution, and inverse Fourier transform
the result, we obtain:
I+ = F '(U( f )F(lI))
1f -a) 2 +ib 
-
- -ib
2= f U(f )2 e 4 +e 
4
1O (f- ±2ib
= - e 4 C ftdf27c - 2
1-t e i( at+b)
2
_ -t 2  i (t)
2
}f'df
(3.8)
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The heterodyne phase can then be found through Eq. (3.6).
FT
filter for only +ve
frequency
components
0
real 1FT-
component
imaginary
component
Figure 3.2. A pictorial illustration of the phase extraction process.
This is a general procedure for finding the heterodyne phase; it works on any
heterodyne signal waveform, including waveforms that contain multiple frequencies. To
summarize, the computational formula for finding the heterodyne phase is given by:
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~If
f
-- kh'.
-A
ReI F1 (U( f )F( I )) I{i(~ (u F1( t)=tan IF'(U(f)F(I)) for hm F U( f)F(I)))>0,
Re F '(U( f )F( 1)) (39)
tan +IF(U( f )F(I))+ for hn F (U( f )F( I )))<0.
Re F 1 (U(f )F(I))) + "
Figure 3.2 summarizes the procedure. An added advantage to this approach is that we can
adjust the windowing function, U(f), appropriately to filter out noise at frequencies away
from the heterodyne frequency.
The difference phase, TD(x), can then be found from the values of the
heterodyne phases at the two wavelengths.
Section 3.4.1: CW heterodyne signal
The impact of noise on phase measurement can be illustrated by the following
example. We consider the heterodyne signal associated with a CW wavelength as
described in Eq. (3.2). We next assume a noise signal of the same frequency, a, and a
noise to signal amplitude ratio of M:
I noise( t )= M cos( at + bnse )= Re (Mei( at+b1oise )= Re(MeInoise( t) (3.10)
superposed on the heterodyne signal. As this is a noise signal, it is reasonable to assume
that bijise is unknown and is uniformly distributed in the range of [0, 27].
The phase of the combined signal can be found via:
Tsignal+noise( t ) arg eI M'(t) + Mel 1noise( t))
=arg(ei(ta+b) + Mei(at+bnwise)
= arg (ei(at+b) (1+ Meibnoise-b) (3.11)
=arg (ei(at+b))+ arg(I + Mei(bflise-b)
Tsignal ( t ) + 1 noise( t)
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The resulting phase error, V (i), is thus dependent on the noise to signal amplitude
ratio, M, and the phase shift of the noise signal, b,,oise.
In the limiting case where M is small, the phase error can be approximated as:
T noise( t ):= arg ( + Me i(bfise-b))
arg (1 + iM sin (btioise - b))
-tan -] (M sin(bnoise - b)) (3.12)
sin' (M sin(bioise - b))
M sin(bnoise - b).
Using the fact that bnoise is uniformly distributed, we can calculate the variance of phase
error:
var( fioise ( t )) E(Iinise 2 (t))- E(Pnoise (t ))2
E( Pnoise 2(t )) 0
iEJ (M sin(bnise - b)) 2 d(b2 oise - b) (3.13)
M 2
2
This implies that the expected phase error, 1Tois, , is approximately M rad.
The above phase error estimation is for the measured phase associated with a
single heterodyne signal. As HPI extracts a difference phase, TD(t), from the phase
measurements of two different heterodyne signals, the error in the measured TD(t) can
be expected to be higher than that for a single heterodyne signal. By making a reasonable
assumption that the phase errors of the two heterodyne signals are uncorrelated, we can
estimate the phase error TDinoise to be:
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D noise, +1 noise,
2
2 (3.14)
The above equation predicts that the phase error is approximately linear with respect to
the noise to signal ratio, M. This is consistent with our experimental observation where
the phase error is measured at different values of M associated with the second harmonic
wavelength (Fig. 3.3). Each data point corresponds to the standard deviation of the
measured phase, as calculated from the repeated measurements. The level of M is
changed by decreasing the intensity of the input second harmonic light.
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Figure 3.3. The plot of experimentally determined phase error, 'YD,noiseI in
the measured difference phase, TD(t), shows that there is a clear linear
relationship between the error and the level of noise to signal, M.
Section 3.4.2: low coherence heterodyne signal
Noise consideration is less simple in the case of a low coherence interferometer.
In an ideal interferometer, the width of the frequency spectrum of the low coherence
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heterodyne signal, Afjhetero, is proportional to the bandwidth, AX , of the light source used.
The exact relationship is given by:
Af/hetero vAX (3.15)
where v is the translation velocity of the reference mirror.
This frequency spectrum can become broadened if the reference mirror of the
interferometer is not translating uniformly. The extent of broadening on the CW
heterodyne signal is proportional to the translation velocity uncertainty, Av:
Aft _ 47rAv (3.16)
For most other phase based techniques, the non uniform motion is a key contributor to the
phase error. The phase error arising from this source is significantly worse than the type
due to electrical noise and laser intensity fluctuations because it is time cumulative.
Given enough time, the measured phase will be dominated by this phase error. As HPI
eliminate this form of error completely through the use of harmonically related light, the
non-uniform motion simply broadens the heterodyne frequency spectrum.
The broadened low coherence heterodyne signal is given by the convolution of
the two above spectra. The resulting bandwidth is given by:
4,r vAX
Afitetero = - -- + Av . (3.17)
As we show in Fig. 3.4, the low coherence heterodyne frequency spectrum of our
experiment is broader than that predicted based on the bandwidth of the light source. This
indicates that the non-uniform translation is a contributor to the heterodyne signal
frequency spectrum broadening.
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Figure 3.4. The heterodyne frequency spectrum. The top trace shows the
theoretical prediction based on the bandwidth of the light source. The
bottom trace shows a trace based on measured data.
To collect the complete heterodyne signal, the filtering process mentioned in
Section 3.3 must be sufficiently wide to bandpass the frequency spectrum spanned by the
heterodyne signal. The level of the noise signal is proportional to this acceptance
frequency range.
The data acquisition process introduces another type of noise to the
measurements. As we sample only a finite number of points per time period, alias
associated noise will be added to the total noise. As with other discretized signal based
system, the frequency component at frequency f is indistinguishable from the frequency
components at f + nfacq where n is an integer and facq is the acquisition frequency. This
implies that the frequency passband centered at the heterodyne frequency will not only
admit admit noise in that passband, it will also admit noise at the aliasing frequency (see
Fig. 3.5). As the noise from each passband is uncorrelated, it adds incoherently. This
implies that, in the case of ideal white noise (spectrally flat noise), the amplitude of the
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resulting noise is proportional to the square root of the frequency range covered by the
passbands.
signal f
signal pass band
requency spectrum
Ist alias pass band a aN
white noise spectrum
F
fhetero fhetero + facq fhetero + 2 facq
Figure 3.5. An illustration of the signal frequency spectrum, white noise
spectrum and the acceptance passbands.
This amplitude corresponds to the vector length of the noise vector. The error in
phase can then be evaluated in a manner similar to that in Section 3.4. 1. With these
considerations, it is possible to discuss ways to minimize phase errors. These error
suppression measures are listed below:
a. A more uniform reference arm translation
The width of the passband is limited by the spectral width of the heterodyne
signal. By narrowing this spectral width, we can correspondingly narrow the passband
and admit less noise. A reduction of passband by a factor of X will reduce the phase error
by a factor of JX .
b. A higher data sampling rate
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By increasing the sampling rate, we widen the frequency separation between each
alias passbands. This in turn translates to a smaller total frequency range in which noise
can be admitted. An increase in sampling rate by a factor of X will reduce the phase error
by a factor of X.
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Fig 3.6. Experimentally determined phase error, 'TD,noise(t)
sharply with increased sampling rate.
decreases
We verify the relationship between phase error and sampling frequency in an
experiment where the sampling frequency is incrementally decreased. As Fig. 3.6 shows,
the amplitude of phase error does indeed decrease as the sampling rate increases.
However, the rate of decrease appears sharper than predicted by the above analysis. This
can be attributed to the fact that the theoretical analysis is based on the assumption that
noise is white. In reality, the noise spectrum is skewed towards the low frequency end.
By increasing the sampling frequency, we shift the alias passbands towards the higher
frequencies and thus further decrease the noise contribution.
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c. Increase the center heterodyne frequency
While our discussion of the noise up to this point has been based on
considerations of white noise, it is worth noting that, in reality, noise tends to be higher at
the lower frequencies. As such, we can reduce phase error by shifting the center
heterodyne frequency, and consequently, its associated passband to a higher frequency.
Our present experimental set-up does not allow for easy change of the reference
mirror translation velocity (and thus change the center heterodyne frequency). However,
we are able to change the translational velocity from 1mm/s to 0.5mm/s. We observe an
increase in phase error from 0.077 rad to 0. 111 rad.
Section 3.5: The fundamental phase sensitivity limit
The above analysis allows us to derive a formula for the fundamental phase
sensitivity limit. We shall consider the following situation where:
a) the fluctuation of the light field is limited only by shot noise.
b) the nominal intensity of the light field is I,.
c) the low coherence heterodyne signal lasts for a time duration of T.
d) the center heterodyne frequency is given byfiietero.
e) the sampling rate is given byfc.
f) the bandwidth of the detector isf,.
g) the detector light flux to current conversion is given by 77.
In such a case, the noise to signal level is given by:
M (i2 ) frelevant frequency range 2 e flIOdf (3.18)
721 2 772 I
In the continuous time situation, the relevant frequency range is equal to the bandwidth of
the heterodyne signal, /T, and is centered atfete,(r. However, as we have seen above, the
discrete time sampling scheme introduces addition passbands of the same bandwidth
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centered at at Jhetero + nfacq, where n is an integer. The number of passbands that need be
considered is capped by the total detector bandwidth. This implies that the total number
of passbands required in the integration, including the signal frequency band, is given by:
a = quotientfacq 1, fb - fletero )- (3.19)
Upon substituting the result of Eq. (3.19) into Eq. (3.18), we derive:
M 2 2erql oquotient(facq , b - fiietero) 2e x quotient(facq, fb - fhetero (3.20)
T7 21 0 2T 'IOT
The corresponding phase error can then be found through Eq. (3.13) to be:
e x quotient(facq , fb - fiheter" 3)oise T (3.21)
Not surprisingly, the above equation implies that phase measurement is more
accurate when the time duration is longer, the light intensity is higher, and the ratio of the
acquisition rate to detector bandwidth is higher. We note that the above equation predicts
the phase error on a single heterodyne signal. The phase error in the difference phase can
be derived from the above equation through a similar analysis as detailed in obtaining Eq.
(3.14).
Using Eq. (3.21), we can make an estimate of the fundamental phase noise limit
based on the light intensity that we are using. If we assume an ideal detector with perfect
light flux to current conversion and a nominal optical wavelength of 1 Jtm, rj will be
equal to 2.0x10'-9 C/J. We further assume that we are sampling at a sufficiently high
frequency and that the detector has a finite frequency passband so that there is no
aliasing. This implies that quotient(facqfb -fhetero) will be equal to one. In a typical
experiment, the nominal light intensity on a detector is about 1 mW and the time duration
T is about 100 fs for a laser pulse. Based on these numbers, Tnoise has a fundamental
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lower limit of about 8.9x10-9 rad. We are currently about 5 orders of magnitude away
from this limit.
It is unlikely that the fundamental limit will ever be reached for a number of
reasons. Perhaps the most important of these reasons is that there is an intrinsic
wavelength jitter of any given laser source. In the case of a commercial Ti:Sapphire laser,
the wavelength jitter is typically more than 0.01 nm. The error introduction by
wavelength jitter does not factor into the above error analysis. The error is manifested
only when we take into consideration of situations where the interferometer arm lengths
are mismatched. The magnitude of the error is proportional to the mismatch. If we
assume an optical path length mismatch of 1 tm and an optical wavelength of 1 pim, the
error will be equal to 1.2x10 4 rad.
Section 3.6: Discussion
The general experimental details presented here apply for all of the experiments
discussed in the chapters to follow. Modifications to the experimental setup for specific
experiments are elaborated in the relevant chapters.
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Chapter 4:
Measurement of anomalous phase velocity of
ballistic light in a random medium
Section 4.1: Background
The great sensitivity to optical path length changes that we can achieve through the use of
HPI enable us to study subtle phenomena that have eluded observation previously. One such
phenomenon is the dependence on scatterer size of the phase velocity of ballistic light
propagating in a turbid medium [1].
Ballistic propagation is formally defined as the light, which traverses a scattering medium
(also called a turbid medium) in the same direction as the incident light [2]. Ballistic light (along
with its acoustic analogue) is particularly important for biomedical imaging applications [3, 4].
Conventionally, ballistic propagation is pictured as photons which are undeflected in
transmission. We shall, henceforth, refer to this picture where light is treated as billiard balls of
energy as the photonic model. The photonic model lends itself well to Monte Carlo type
simulations. It is this fact and the physical reality that a turbid medium generally comprises of a
random arrangement of scatterers, that the photonic model is extensively used in optical
tomography [4, 5]. The built-in randomness implies that there will be very little coherent
interaction of the light fields, such as can be found when light interacts with a photonic crystal
[6].
The photonic model can adequately explain many properties of ballistic propagation.
However, it is incomplete, as the wave nature of light is not considered. An obvious shortfall of
the photonic model is its inability to model diffraction. Fortunately, as long as any diffraction
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inducing edges or apertures are sufficiently well immersed in the turbid medium, the resulting
diffraction patterns will be smeared out during transmission through the turbid medium such that
the exiting light field carries little signs of diffraction and can be well approximated through the
use of the photonic model.
There is, however, a physical phenomenon that is more ubiquitous and that
unambiguously highlights the fact that the photonic model is an incomplete model. This
phenomenon is the dependence of the phase velocity of the ballistic light on the turbid medium's
scatterer size. In the photonic model, as ballistic light is modeled as billard balls that have
escaped interacting with the scatterers, the phase velocity is predicted to be independent of the
scatterers's properties. On the other hand, as we shall show later in this chapter, a more complete
model that accounts for the wave nature of light predicts a dependence of the phase velocity on
the scatterer size.
This velocity dependence is a very small effect. For a turbid medium with a 1x10 5
volume fraction (17) (volume fraction is defined as the fraction of space occupied by scatters in
the medium) of spherical scatterers of radius (a) 0.5 Itm and relative refractive index of 1.2
(typical of polystyrene microspheres used in fluorescence tagging cell biology experiments), a
wave-based theory predicts the decrease in fractional phase velocity decrease of light (nominal
wavelength of 1 ptm) to be only 2x10-6
Observation of this phase velocity change can conceivably be done by measuring the
time-of-flight of light through the turbid medium. To do this, we would need to use very short
pulses of light and a very fast detector in an experiment, such as that described in Ref. [7]. We
shall suppose the light pulses are sufficiently short such that each pulse contains only 10 light
field oscillations; in other words, each pulse is only 10 optical wavelengths long (nominally 10
jim). We shall further suppose that the detector is sufficiently fast such that its sensitivity is
limited only by the light pulse length. In this case, we would need the light to traverse about 7 m
of the turbid medium to observe a noticeable phase velocity change. Aside from the large and
impractical volume of turbid medium required for such an experiment, such an experiment has
an even more fundamental problem - there will be too little ballistic component of the light left
to be detected.
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The attenuation of the ballistic component of the transmitted light at a distance L,
Iballistic ( x L), through the turbid medium (and x = 0 is the input face of the turbid medium) is
given by:
Iballistic ( x = L) I( x =0 )e~M , (4.1)
where p is the scattering coefficient. The scattering coefficient of the turbid medium is
approximately:
[ Nx (2ra2)
-x 2)ra . (4.2)
(3
_ 31
2a
where N is the number density of scatterers in the turbid medium. This result can be derived by
noting that the scattering cross-section of a spherical object is approximately twice its physical
cross-section.
For the example of the turbid medium that we are considering, the fraction of the original
input light that survives as ballistic light will only be 6x10-92. Given that the state-of-the-art
technology will generally detect light fraction of 10-15 in similar experiment, an experiment
based on time-of-flight to observe phase velocity changes in ballistic light is well beyond the
ability of current technology to bring about.
In contrast, the HPI can be readily adapted to observe the phenomenon by measuring
very small differences in optical path lengths between the wavelengths 800 and 400 nm (the
wavelengths of the light sources in HPI) of the ballistic light traveling through the turbid
AOL
medium. The fractional increase in optical length, , is proportional to fractional decrease in
OL 0
phase velocity, -, as given by:
V0
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AOL Av _ An (43)
OLO vo no
with OLO the original optical length and v0 the original phase velocity. As the optical length is
simply the product of the refractive index, n, and the physical length, L, we can alternatively
express the equation in terms of the fractional increase in refractive index. Given that we can
measure optical length difference changes with the HPI, we can therefore directly compute the
phase velocity difference. In the case of the turbid medium that we are considering, the HPI will
be able to observe changes in a turbid medium that is as thin as 3 mm. The corresponding
attenuation of the ballistic light component is very small; the fractional proportion of surviving
ballistic light (with respect to the original input intensity) is 0.91. This remarkable sensitivity
permits us to study dilute turbid media - a relevant model for optical applications such as
biomedical imaging [8-12] and remote sensing through fog [13].
We show that our experimental data agrees well with the predictions of van de Hulst and
Mie scattering theories [14, 15]. The theories indicate that ballistic propagation separates into
three regimes: (1) When the scatterer size (a) is much smaller than the optical wavelength (k),
the turbid medium may be approximated as a bulk medium for phase velocity considerations; (2)
when a is comparable to k, the phase velocity is strongly dependent on scatterer size; (3) when a
is much larger than k, turbidity can be ignored for phase velocity considerations. In the second
regime, ballistic light can propagate with a phase velocity that is uncharacteristic of the
constituent materials. Hence, the ballistic light itself must carry phase information about the
structure and composition of the turbid medium. The photonic model simply cannot explain this
variation in phase velocity. We note that this effect is very small in a typical diffuse turbid
medium and, thus, has remained unobserved till now.
Section 4.2: The experiment
The experiment consists of a simple adaptation of the HPI where a 10 mm thick cuvette
filled with turbid medium and a corresponding compensator cuvette is inserted into the signal
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and reference arm of the interferometer, respectively. By gradually inserting microspheres into
the cuvette while monitoring the phase difference signal, we can determine the increase in
optical path length difference (and the corresponding increase in phase velocities difference) that
the ballistic light at the two different wavelengths (400 nm and 800 nm) has to travel in the
gradually thickening turbid medium.
We note here that the technique does not directly measure the phase velocity change but
instead measure the change in phase velocity difference at the two different wavelengths. This
implies that the quantity measured is related to the refractive dispersion instead of the refractive
index.
M2
turbid
medium
compensator_
D2 800 nm DM
400 nm BS MI
ADC
DI composite low
coherence 400 nm /
computer 800 nm beam
Figure 4.1. Experimental Setup. M1,2 are mirrors (Ml is the reference mirror);
BS is a beamsplitter; D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a 400 nm/ 800 nm
dichroic mirror.
The details of the experiment have been outlined in Chapter 2 and 3. However, for
completeness, we will summarize the essential experimental details presently (see Fig. 4.1). The
input light is created by superposing beams of laser light at the fundamental and second
harmonic frequencies. The source is a low coherence Ti:sapphire laser producing 150 fs pulses at
800 nm, and the second harmonic is generated by a standard frequency doubler.
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The superposed beam is split into two components at the beamsplitter. One component
makes two passes through the turbid medium in the signal arm of the interferometer. The other
component passes through a compensator cuvette of water and reflects from a reference mirror in
the reference arm. The reference mirror moves at a speed of 1 mm/s and induces a Doppler shift
on the return beam. The recombined beams are then separated by wavelength using a dichroic
mirror and detected separately.
The resulting heterodyne signals at both wavelengths are measured and digitized by a 16-
bit 100 kHz A/D converter. Each digitized signal is bandpassed around its center heterodyne
frequency, given by the Doppler shift. The filtered signals are then Hilbert transformed, and the
respective phases IF, (fundamental) and 2 (second harmonic) are extracted. Related phase
techniques have been used to measure the dispersion of metals [16], the refractive index of air
[17] and plasma electron density [18].
Jitter in the pathlengths of the interferometer arms due to, for example, vibrations of the
mirrors, will introduce phase errors in both heterodyne signals. The phase errors are correlated as
jitter affect both heterodyne signals equally. This novel interferometric design eliminates these
phase errors through comparison of the two heterodyne phases to achieve sensitivity unattainable
by conventional means. Specifically, we subtract twice I from T? to obtain the difference in
optical path lengths of the two wavelengths, AOLk 2 ,k , with great sensitivity (- 5 nm):
AOLk 2 ,KI - T2 -2' (4.4)AO~kki~ 
~k2
The experiments measure the phase of light traversing a 10 mm thick turbid medium
composed of scattering polystyrene spheres in water. A water filled cuvette of the same thickness
provides phase compensation. Measurements are taken as polystyrene microspheres of a given
size are gradually added to the signal arm cuvette (see Fig. 4.2). The fractional volume of
microspheres, q, is varied from 8x10-6 to 3x10-3. The relative refractive index of the
microspheres is 1.20 at 800 nm and 1.23 at 400 nm, with respect to that of water. Each
measurement of optical path difference is then used to find the fractional phase velocity
difference, Av 2 _ 1 , between the two wavelengths in the cuvette:
v0 v0
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Figure 4.2. P2 - 2T difference versus the fractional volume, 77, of microspheres in
the turbid medium (microsphere radius is 0.5 jim).
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Figure 4.3. - versus the fractional volume, 77, of microspheres in the turbid
VO V0
medium (microsphere radius is 0.5 pim). The gradient of the line is a dimensionless
quantity that relates the fractional velocity change to the fractional volume of
scatterers. This gradient is plotted for various scatterer sizes in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4. Phase velocity difference versus scatterer radius. The data points
show the measured values. Theoretical fits based on the van de Hulst model
and Mie theory solution are shown.
Av 2  Av 1  ALk 2 ,k (45)
v0  vo nOL
with vo the speed of light in water and no the refractive index of water (see Fig. 4.3). We note
here that Eq. (4.5) assumes that the speed of light in water, v0 , is a constant with respect to the
optical wavelength. This is, of course, not strictly true. The fractional speed difference, 8o, at our
two wavelengths is about 0.01 [19]. This introduces a second order correction term of A,
vo
on the left hand side of Eq. (4.5). The smallness of the term in comparison to the other two terms
allows us to ignore it in our considerations.
Measurements are made for a succession of microspheres varying in radius from 10 nm
to 10 Rm. The data points of Fig. 4.4 show the measured fractional difference in phase velocities
as a function of scatterer size. The experimental observations are best discussed by comparison
with the following theoretical phase velocity analysis of the ballistic light.
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Section 4.3: Theory
The transmission of the ballistic light through the turbid medium can be characterized by
a complex relative index of refraction n_ =n -in'. The ballistic light field, E(L), which has
traversed a distance L in the turbid medium, can be written as a complex exponential attenuation
of the incident field, E(0):
E(L) = E(O)e-kL = E(O)ei"( n-in')L (4.6)
with k the wavenumber. ne can be expressed in terms of S(O), the scattering function evaluated
in the exact forward direction of the input light [15]:
27rN
n =+(S(O)),
2wcN
n'= Re( S(O0)),
(4.7a)
(4.7b)
with N the number of scatterers per unit volume.
The imaginary part of the refractive index is associated with the well-known attenuation
of ballistic light due to scattering and has been studied extensively [4]. In fact, it is related to the
scattering coefficient, p , discussed in Eq. (4.2) by:
y = 2kn'
37a
2a 2
(4.8)
' 4Re(S(O))
ak 2
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Equation (4.2) is an approximate equation that assumes that the scattering cross-section is twice
the geometric cross-section. The above equation represents the exact equation where the factor,
4Re(S(O))J
e ' is the ratio of the scattering cross-section to the geometric cross-section.
ak ,
The imaginary component of the refractive index and its dependence on scatterer
properties can be readily studied through measurements of light transmission through turbid
media. In comparison, the effect of scatterers on the real part of the refractive index is small and
cannot be readily measured by conventional means. Our highly sensitive interferometer allows
us to study these subtle variations of the imaginary part of the scattering function.
Section 4.3.1: The van de Hulst scattering model
To elucidate the effect of spherical scatterers on the refractive index (or, equivalently, the
associated phase velocity), we consider the van de Hulst scattering model for spheres of radius a
and relative refractive index in [15]. While the van de Hulst model is an approximate model, it
can nevertheless be used to provide good insights into the problem at hand.
.......................I
/Fi
Figure 4.5. Tracing a ray through a sphere.
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We define a normalized scatterer size parameter, p, as:
p = 2ka( m -1), (4.9)
where (m-1) is the relative refractive index difference between the scatterers and the
surrounding medium. We shall consider a uniform light field incident on a sphere as shown in
Fig. 4.5. We shall assume that p is very large so that it is valid to trace rays though the sphere.
In such a situation, the phase lag, 0, at Q will be given by:
2ff0 = 2a (m -I)sin(r)= p sin(T),
with the angle, r , as depicted in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.6. Plot of modeled normalized phase velocity, Av
77V 0
normalized scatterer size, p. The normalized refractive index
(m-1), equals 0.2 for this plot.
versus
difference,
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By integrating over all rays through the sphere, we can find the value of the scattering
function, S(0), in the forward direction:
27r
Ji - exi sin(')>Xdy
cross-sec tion of sphere
(4.11)k 2 a / 1 - e-'P sin() )cos(T)sin(T)dr
k2a2 1
2
e-ip e-ip
+ -
iP p 2 )
By substituting Eq. (4.11) into Eq. (4.7a), we can find the effective refractive index change:
2)rNa 2 M
n =1+ Im 
k
sin( p) cos( p)
P 2 P
This model is strictly valid only when the scatterer size is large compared to the wavelength and
the refractive index difference is small. Nevertheless, it provides important physical insights and,
as shown below, describes the salient features well beyond these limits. For light at one
wavelength, the van de Hulst model gives a fractional phase velocity change of the form:
Av
vo
3 (ka)2r
2a3 k3
sin p
P 2
cos p
p .b (4.13)
A plot of Av
7V 0
using the van de Hulst model is shown in Fig. 4.6. For comparison, an exact
computation based on Mie theory [15] is also shown.
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S(0)
(4.12)
Section 4.4: Discussion
Figure 4.6 reveals three different regimes of ballistic light propagation, depending on the
scatterer properties. We can discuss each of these analytically using the van de Hulst model:
I. p << 1 - turbid medium as bulk medium.
In this limit, the phase velocity change, Av , reduces to - 7v 0 ( m - 1). This change arises
only from bulk refractive index change due to the presence of small scatterers. From another
perspective, when the phase lag through each scatterer is small, the net result is simply an overall
change in phase velocity, as determined by the refractive index difference.
lb-_ The scatterers contribute a positive
dispersion to the turbid medium.
a> The scatterers do not affect the
phase velocities.
The scatterers contribute a
paradoxical negative dispersion to
the turbid medium.
800 nm light
400 nm light
Figure 4.7: The relative phase velocity change of 400 nm and 800 nm light
traversing a turbid medium with a fixed fractional volume of scatterers.
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II. p = 1 - no simplification.
In this regime Eq. (4.13) cannot be simplified. The phase velocity is seen to oscillate with
changing p. The net change in phase velocity is strongly dependent on whether the forward
scattered light is in phase or out of phase with the input light. We note the existence of an
anomalous phase velocity increase for some values of p, despite the fact that the scatterers have
higher refractive index than water.
III. p >> I - phase velocity is independent of turbidity.
In this limit, the phase velocity change, Av , is zero. This is the only regime in which the
photonic model provides a complete description. The phase velocity is thus independent of the
presence of turbidity. Physically, we can understand this from the fact that when p is large, the
phase of the transmitted light varies rapidly with increasing distance from the center of the
sphere. The net result is that the phase shift of the transmitted light averages to zero. Therefore,
large scatterers have no effect on the bulk refractive index for ballistic propagation.
The above discussion is based on the behavior of ballistic propagation for light of a single
wavelength. In our experiments, based on phase velocity differences between two wavelengths,
the three regimes still can be clearly seen (Fig. 4.4).
The change in phase velocity at 400 nm compared to that at 800 nm reveals another
anomaly. Usually, adding a material with index higher at 400 nm than at 800 nm (normal
dispersion) into water would cause the 400 nm light to be slowed more than at 800 nm.
However, in the case of scatterers with p = 1, the opposite is observed (see Fig. 4.7). This effect
is due to the shift in the phase velocity profile arising from the scaling of p with wavelength (Fig.
4.6) and is not dependent on the anomalous phase velocity increase discussed above. This
negative dispersion effect is observed in our experiment. In the region where p is about unity, we
can see that Av 2  Avi s positive in the experimental plot (Fig. 4.4); this implies a negative
vo vo
dispersion effect.
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Section 4.5: Conclusions
We experimentally observed the dependence of the phase velocity of ballistic light
traveling in a turbid medium on the scatterer size. This observation is made possible by the high
sensitivity of the HPI.
The distinctive features of the phase velocity difference profile suggest that it is possible
to extract precise scatterer size distributions in polydisperse media, by scanning the
fundamental/second harmonic wavelengths. Such a phase based method can potentially
complement related intensity-based techniques for measuring the size distribution of cell nuclei -
an important indicator of pre-cancerous changes in biological tissues [20]. Moreover, a purely
phase based particle sizing method will not have to account for the influence of absorptive
elements in the turbid medium.
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Chapter 5:
The use of HPI in a microscopy context:
phase dispersion microscope
Section 5.1: Background
In this chapter, we discuss the microscopy implementation of the HPI method [1].
As the method is highly sensitive to subtle refractive index differences due to dispersion
(differential optical path sensitivity = 5 nm), we can use it to profile the dispersion
variation in a microscope section. We demonstrate that this form of microscopy,
henceforth referred to as phase dispersion microscopy (PDM), performs better on certain
types of biological samples than the standard phase contrast microscopy technique.
In a typical microscope analysis of a biological sample, the sample is typically
sliced or prepared so that it is on the order of 10 tm thick. This thickness is chosen to
match the approximate size of biological cells. A thicker section will contain several cell
layers and the resulting microscope image of the section will be confusing, while a
thinner section will contain only fragments of the targeted cells. At the nominal thickness
of 10 jim , biological samples will appear transparent, as little of the light is absorbed
during transmission through the sample. Hence, in most situations, a dye, such as toluene
blue, is used to stain the section prior to examination. The dye selectively stains different
parts of the cell structure to render absorption contrast. The typical microscope image is,
thus, an artifact, caused by the interaction between the dye and the biological sample.
There are situations where the staining of a biological section is undesirable. For
example, it is undesirable to stain the target sample in a cell biology experiment where
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the cells are required to be living and viable throughout the period of the experiment. The
addition of an exogenous dye is likely to kill the cells or at least disrupt its normal
functions. Another situation where staining is undesirable is where the biologist requires
a quick morphological assessment of the sample and the preparation of a stained section
is simply too time consuming.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of a phase contrast microscope.
To this end, a couple of phase-based microscopy techniques have been developed
over the past century. The better known and more widely applied phase microscopy
technique is phase contrast microscopy (PCM) [2]. This form of microscopy forms
images by phase-shifting the light field scattered from a specimen and interfering it with
the unscattered light field (see Fig. 5.1). In PCM, a ring of light is created by transmission
through an annular diaphragm. This transmission is then focused on the speciman plane.
The exiting cone of light is passed through a phase shifting element. The unscattered
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component of the light will pass through a ring section of the element and will experience
a given phase shift. While the scattered component will pass through other parts of the
elements and be phase shifted differently. When the two components reach the image
plane, they will interfere accordingly and, thus, variations in the phase of scattered
transmitted light from the sample plane are translated into intensity variations. PCM is
able to render subcellular structures visible without staining. However, it can only be
applied to specimens that scatter a significant amount of light, and the information it
provides is largely qualitative.
The other phase-based microscopy technique that is widely applied is known as
Nomarski phase microscopy [2]. This method simultaneously acquires two images of the
same section and laterally translates one of them by a small displacement (typically about
1 pm). The two images are then superposed. The light that passes though the section at a
given point will therefore interfere with the light that passes through a point laterally
displaced an appropriate distance away. This method will therefore render an image of
the phase front variation of transmission through the section. Nomarski phase microscopy
has a major intrinsic artifact by reason of its principle - there will always be a double
image. In addition, the method is highly sophisticated and requires significant technical
expertise to operate. These two reasons prevented the method from supplanting PCM as
the cell biologist tool of choice for examining unstained microscope sections.
We shall presently show that PDM is a new and highly sensitive type of phase
microscopy technique. The capabilities of this system are compared with those of
conventional PCM - the current standard. We first show that this new method can provide
quantitative information by measuring the refractive index dispersion of very dilute
DNA-water solutions. We then demonstrate the sensitivity of the technique and its image
formation capabilities by applying it to an unstained tissue section. Finally, we discuss
the extension of this technique to 3D imaging.
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Section 5.2: The experiment
The microscope implementation of HPI is relatively straightforward. We insert a
pair of microscope objectives into each of the interferometer arms (see Fig. 5.2). The
objectives bring the input light into a focus and re-collimate the light from the focus. By
scanning the target microscope section through the focus, the dispersion properties of any
given point on the section can be probed.
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computer 800 nm beam
Figure 5.2. Experimental Setup. Ml ,2 are mirrors (Ml is the reference mirror);
BS is a beamsplitter; D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a 400 nm/ 800 nm
dichroic mirror, 01,2,3,4 are microscope objectives.
For completeness, we shall briefly describe the entire experimental arrangement.
PDM is based on a modified low-coherence Michelson interferometer (Fig. 5.2). The
input light is created by overlapping beams of laser light at the fundamental and second
harmonic frequencies, forming a two-color composite beam. The source is a low
coherence Ti:sapphire laser producing 150 fs pulses at 800 nm with a beam diameter of
2.1 mm (full width at half maximum) at the input to the interferometer, and the second
harmonic with a beam diameter of 1.1 mm is generated by a standard frequency doubler.
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The composite beam is split into two at the beam splitter. One part is focused on the
target sample of known thickness, and makes two passes through it, while the other
passes through a compensator in a similar fashion. The powers of the 400 nm and 800 nm
components at the sample are 7.0 and 2.8 mW, respectively. Achromatic lOX microscope
objectives focus the composite beam onto the sample with a FWHM of about 7 pim at
both wavelengths; however, difficulty in aligning the returning path to overlap with the
incoming path degrades the resolution to about 10 ptm. (Note that finer resolution is
achievable by using higher power objectives and improved alignment.)
The reference mirror moves at a constant velocity of 1 mm/s and induces a
Doppler shift on the returning beam. The two composite beams are recombined,
separated by their wavelength components with a dichroic mirror, and measured
separately by photodetectors. The resulting heterodyne signals at both wavelengths are
measured and digitized by a 16-bit 100 kHz A/D converter. Each digitized signal is
bandpassed around its center heterodyne frequency, as given by the Doppler shift. The
filtered signals are then Hilbert transformed and their respective phases, IF, and IF?,
extracted [3, 4]. The acquisition and processing time for each pixel is about 3 seconds.
It can be seen that a jitter of magnitude, Ax, in either the signal or reference arm
length will vary the phases, IF, and IF?, by kjAx and k2Ax respectively, with k1 ( k2) the
free space wavenumber of the fundamental (second harmonic) light. As k2 is exactly
double k1, the effect of this jitter can be totally eliminated by subtracting twice W, from
I2. (Note that such elimination is only possible when one wavelength is an integer
multiple of the other.) This operation yields (OLA 2 -OLA, ), the optical path length
difference experienced by the two wavelengths in the interferometer, with great
sensitivity:
(T 2 - 2T,)(OL A2 - l OL k2 .(5.1)
The exact details with regards to the above equation can be found in Chapter 2. The
sensitivity achieved is about 5 nm in optical path length difference or, equivalently, about
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9x10-2 rad for phase difference with respect to the second harmonic light. Note that phase
measurements are inherently limited to modulus 2n. Therefore, measurements of longer
path differences require appropriate phase unwrapping techniques such as those described
in Ref. [5, 6] or the one presented in Chapter 8. For clarity in the presentation of our
novel microscopy implementation, we shall presently limit the discussion to samples that
are sufficiently thin or dilute that phase unwrapping is not required.
By independent measurement of the sample thickness, L, we can evaluate the
refractive index dispersion relative to that of the compensator medium,
(An400nni - An 800 nm) , between the wavelengths by:
An 400nm - An80 0 mn = AOL k ,kl / L , (5.2)
where An 400nm (An 80011111) is the difference in refractive index between the sample and
the compensator medium at the wavelength of 400nm (800nm). The sensitivity of our
system permits us to detect refractive index dispersion as small as 5x10-6 for a 1 mm
sample. This sensitivity improves for thicker samples.
The scanning system for translating the microscope section comprised of a couple
of translation actuators controlled through our labview program. The sample is raster-
scanned during the experiment. The exact details of the program that controls the
translation are listed in Appendix 2.
As with the experiment in Chapter 4, this is a transmission-based experiment and
no depth resolving is required. Therefore, the light sources need not be low coherent in
this application of HPI. A pair of harmonically related light sources would have been a
suitable substitute.
In addition, just as was explained in Chapter 4, the purpose of the compensator
and the microscope pair in the reference interferometer arm, is to ensure that the low
coherence heterodyne signal envelopes associated with the two wavelengths do not drift
away from each other during the axial scan. Such drift can occur if the optical path
lengths in the microscope section are different for two wavelengths. The extent of optical
path lengths is given by the product of the turbid medium thickness and the refractive
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index difference at the two wavelengths. The method will work well as long as the drift is
smaller than a coherence length. However, if the drift is such that the two heterodyne
signal envelopes do not overlap in time, the difference phase cannot be extracted. To this
end, we have inserted a compensator (2 pieces of cover slip) which refractive properties
closely mirror those of the microscope section. In this case, the optical path lengths
discrepancy in the signal arm is compensated by a similar optical path lengths
discrepancy in the reference arm.
Section 5.3: Proof-of-principle experiment
To demonstrate the sensitivity of this method, we measured the refractive index
dispersion change produced by adding a small amount of DNA to water. The experiment
is performed by replacing the microscope objectives (01 and 02), and the target sample
with a cuvette of very dilute herring testes DNA (0.014% vol. conc.). The cuvette is 10
mm thick, which makes L = 20 mm due to the system's double pass configuration. The
compensator and its associated objectives (03 and 04) are correspondingly replaced by a
cuvette containing only water. The measured refractive index dispersion, based on 10
separate measurements, is (2.27±0.04)x10-6.
As an illustration, we compare the performance of PDM to PCM on similarly
prepared samples comprising a drop of water and a drop of DNA solution (1.0% vol.
conc.) sandwiched between two cover slips (Fig. 5.3). The separation between the cover
slips is 170 pm. As evident in Fig. 5.3, PDM can easily distinguish the two drops and
provides a refractive index dispersion value for the DNA solution. In contrast, PCM does
not distinguish between the two. Interestingly, the refractive index dispersion measured
in this experiment, (1.3±0.2)x10-4, differs from the value, 1.6x10-4, extrapolated from the
cuvette experiment, based only on the ratio of their concentrations. This difference can be
attributed to the fact that the refractive index depends on scatterer size, as well as
concentration. Thus, at higher concentration, the formation of DNA aggregates, which
behave as scatterers, effectively alters the refractive index. As we have seen in Chapter 4,
the refractive index (or the phase velocity in a medium) is strongly dependent on scatterer
size.
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of images from PCM (top) and PDM (bottom) of a drop
of water and a drop of 1.0% DNA solution sandwiched between 2 cover slips.
We measure the refractive index dispersion, (Dn400nm - Dn8oonm) , of the DNA
solution to be (1.3±0.2)x10 4 .
Section 5.4: Application to a biological sample
To further demonstrate the capability of PDM, we compare PDM and PCM
images of a brain tissue sample. A 16 microns thick sample was prepared from a frozen
brain tissue block using a sectioning device - a microtome. The sample was obtained
from the autopsy material of an Alzheimer disease patient and sandwiched between two
cover slips. A drop of glycerol was applied to keep the sample moist and to provide index
matching. We use a compensator in the reference arm identical to the target sample but
with no tissue. Figure 5.4 shows PCM and PDM images taken from the same sample. For
comparison, a stained sample from an adjacent thin section is also shown. As can be seen,
the PCM image reveals only a slight distinction between the gray and white matter; this is
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due to the relatively weak scattering of brain tissue. In comparison, the differences
between the two are quite visible with PDM. This can be attributed to differences in the
composition of the two tissue types, which give rise to a small but measurable refractive
index dispersion change. This compositional difference can be due to the difference in
scatterer size, such as was demonstrated in Chapter 4, or the chemical difference between
the two tissue types.
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Figure 5.4. Images of a white matter - gray matter interface in a 16 microns thick
brain sample. A) PCM image; B) PDM image; C) an adjacent frozen section
stained with hemotoxylin and eosin.
Section 5.5: Discussion
The above implementation of PDM is primarily a means of verifying the use of
dispersion differences for contrast. As we can see from the two sets of microscopy
images, PDM can perform better than PCM for certain types of samples.
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In this section, we will discuss the differences between PDM and PCM. We will
also examine a more practical implementation of the microscopy technique which is more
suited for practical applications.
Section 5.5.1: PDM versus PCM
We can draw some distinctions between PDM and PCM. PCM is a qualitative
technique, and in the resulting image it is difficult to separate the contributions from
absorption and phase shift. PDM provides a quantitative measurement of the phase shift.
In addition, while PCM relies on small phase shifts between the scattered and unscattered
light from the target for contrast, PDM directly measures the small phase shifts of the
unscattered light associated with the refraction of the target. This results from the fact
that interference-based techniques detect unscattered light far more efficiently than
scattered light [7, 8]. Therefore, PDM can render useful phase images when used on
samples that are weakly scattering or do not scatter at all, while PCM has difficulty with
such samples.
Section 5.5.2: PDM based on the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer
The above implementation of PDM is sub-optimal. Aside from the fact that our
image acquisition time is very slow (about 3 hours for a l00x100 pixel image), the
implementation of PDM, using a Michelson interferometer geometry, is fundamentally
limited.
A practical PDM system should be able to acquire an image with reasonable
speed. This acquisition time is limited ultimately by the heterodyne frequency used in the
system. We need to measure at least one complete heterodyne cycle before phase
extraction can proceed. As such, a high heterodyne frequency is desirable.
One way to achieve a high heterodyne frequency is to use a frequency-shifting
device, such as an acousto-optics modulator (AOM), to upshift the frequency of the light.
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A typical AOM is capable of upshifting by about 100MHz. Gigahertz upshift is also
achievable with the state-of-the-art AOMs.
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Figure 5.5. Experimental Setup. AOM is an acousto-optics modulator; M1,2 are
mirrors; BS1,2 are beamsplitters; D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a dichroic
mirror, 01,2 are microscope objectives.
The current implementation of PDM in a Michelson interferometer geometry is
limited by the fact that the light beams make return trips through the interferometer arms.
This makes it difficult to align the returning path in the signal arm of the interferometer to
overlap with the incoming path. This implies that the focal point, between the microscope
objectives, that is associated with the outgoing path will be different from that associated
with the incoming path. In our experiment, the match is no better than about 10 gim. If we
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are to achieve a resolution of 1 ptm, the coincidence of the two focal spot will need to be
better than 1 ptm, in addition to the tightening of the focal spots through the use of high
power microscope objectives. While this is not an impossible task, it would be better if
our PDM arrangement does not involve such overlapping return paths.
These two factors prompt us to re-examine the PDM implementation. We believe
a more convenient interferometer scheme can be based on a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. In such a scheme, the input light beam is split into two. The two beams
follow different optical paths and combine at the exiting beamsplitter. In such a scheme,
an AOM can be easily inserted into one of the interferometer arms to provide the required
frequency shift. In addition, as there is no return path anywhere in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer, alignment of the system is much simplified.
The frequency shift of the second harmonic light is required to be twice that of the
fundamental in an interferometer in order for the motional jitter correction mechanism to
function. We can satisfy this requirement in an AOM-based experiment by using the first
Bragg diffraction of the fundamental wavelength transmission through the AOM and the
second Bragg diffraction of the second harmonic wavelength.
As pointed out earlier, PDM does not require the light sources to be low
coherence. As such, we can choose instead to use a pair of CW light sources. Such a
choice has another advantage - we will not need a compensator arrangement. The two
heterodyne signals will always overlap, as there are no coherence envelops issues to
contend with. A simplified experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.5.
In such an experiment, the signal interferometer arm light fields Etsigna
and Esignal,A2(t ) arriving at the exiting beamsplitter are given by:
Esignal,Aj (t) Esignal,11j e i(k 1 (xsignal +OQL )-(wi +AO))t), (5.3a)
Esigna,22 (t) Esignal,x2 e i(k 2 ( xsignal +OLA 2 )~(( 2 +2Ao )t), (5.3b)
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and Esignal,L2 the light field amplitudes at the two wavelengths in the
signal interferometer arm, xsignal the length of the signal arm excluding the thickness of
the microscope section, OLA, and OL 2 the optical path length through the microscope
section, Ao is the driving acoustic frequency for the AOM. The quantities A, k and w-
are the optical wavelength, optical wavenumber and optical frequency, respectively, the
subscript 1 and 2 denotes the fundamental and the second harmonic, respectively. We
note that xsignl/ will be slightly different for the two wavelengths due to dispersion.
However, the error is a fixed quantity and can be easily corrected through a calibration
experiment.
The reference interferometer arm light fields Erefierence,L (t) and
EreferenceX2 (t ) arriving at the exiting beamsplitter are given by:
(5.4a)EreferenceAi (t) Ereference,AJ e i(klxreference -co1t)
Ereference,A2 (t) EreferenceA2 e i( k2xreference -0 2 t) (5.4b)
with Ereference,j and Ereference,A2 the light field amplitudes at the two wavelengths in
the reference interferometer arm, xreference the length of the reference arm.
The phases of the resulting heterodyne signals are given by:
T = nod2 . arg EreferenceA1 Esignal,A e i(k1 -'Xsignal xreference )+k1 OLX1 Awt)
= mod2,, k1( Xsignal - Xreference ) + k OL, - Awt)
(5a)
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with Esignal,,
T2 mod2f ( arg ( EreferenceA2 E signal,A2 e i( k2 ( xsignal -xreference )+OL A2 -2Ao)
= mod2ff (k2 ( Xsignal - Xreference ) + k2 OL12 - 2AWt)
)I.
(5b)
The difference phase is then given by:
mod2i (T2 - 2T 1 ) = mod2, (k2 ( OL, 2 - OLAI )). (5.6)
This difference phase can then be used in Eq. (5.2) to derive the dispersive refractive
index difference.
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Figure 5.6 Experimental Setup. AOM is an acousto-optics modulator; Li is a
collimating lens; 01,2 are microscope objectives. FU is the focal length of
L1. FO is the focal length of the microscope objectives. By setting Li at the
focal length from the AOM, the light beams from the AOM will become
parallel. They will then focus to the same spot on the microscope section.
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We note that the first Bragg diffraction of the fundamental light will overlap
approximately with the second Bragg diffraction of the second harmonic light. This
fortuitous overlap is due to the fact that the deflection angle is proportional to the ratio of
the energy conferred to each photon to the initial energy of the photon. A photon
associated with the second Bragg diffraction of the second harmonic light absorbs two
quanta of acoustic energy. On the other hand, a photon associated with the first Bragg
diffraction of the second harmonic light absorbs one quanta of acoustic energy. Since a
photon associated with the second harmonic light has twice the energy of a photon
associated with the fundamental light, both photons will be deflected by the same
amount.
In reality, the overlap will not be perfect due to the dispersion of AOM crystal.
This can pose a significant problem as it will lead to the two wavelengths focusing on
different spots on the sample. One solution would be to use a convex lens set at its focal
length away from the AOM to deflect the two beams so that they become parallel. This
pair of parallel beams will then focus to the same spot on the sample (see Fig. 5.6).
The implementation of PDM using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer would be a
significant improvement over the existing implementation. At present, Andrew Ahn, an
EECS MEng student, is working on such an implementation in our laboratory.
Section 5.6: Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated the use of PDM for 2D imaging. PDM is also
readily adaptable to 3D imaging, by employing a backscattering geometry as is done in
OCT [9-11]. This opens the important possibility of creating tomographic phase
dispersion images of in-vivo sites. As discussed above, this technique is sensitive to
biological differences that manifest themselves as changes in the index of refraction. In
addition, simultaneous measurement of the amplitude and phase of the heterodyne signals
yields the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index, providing a more complete set
of data about the scanned sample.
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Chapter 6:
The use of HPI in a tomography context:
phase dispersion optical tomography
Section 6.1: Background
In this chapter, we report on phase dispersion optical tomography (PDOT) [1], the
implementation of HPI in a depth resolved optical tomography geometry. As this is a reflection
geometry implementation, we can measure the phase shift associated with reflection at an
interface within a sample with great precision (~50). We demonstrate this capability of PDOT by
measuring the phase shifts associated with several types of surfaces that reflect light with non-
trivial phase shift. In addition, PDOT can be used to provide a depth resolved bulk dispersion
profile of a sample. We show that this highly sensitive phase technique can complement optical
coherence tomography (OCT) [2-4], which measures electric field amplitude, by revealing
otherwise undetectable dispersive variations in the sample.
The capability of PDOT to measure reflection phase shifts can have significant
applications for semiconductor and high quality mirror fabrication. In the case of
semiconductors, the phase shift thus found can be used to deduce the complex permittivity
4mc(e+i ), where o is the optical frequency and o- is the conductivity. At present, the
0
architecture of a semiconductor chip is typically profiled for its physical morphology via electron
microscopy [5, 6]. Such an imaging method can only provide limited information. In addition, it
is a destructive process. Besides being a non-contact and non-destructive imaging method,
PDOT can also provide information about the dopant levels of the semiconductor structures. As
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we shall later describe, the incorporation of spectroscopy into PDOT can potentially enable us to
directly probe the energy transition states within the semiconducter. As PDOT is non-destructive,
it can potentially be applied during the fabrication process and be a method by which the quality
of the product at each fabrication step can be assessed.
The PDOT technique can also be applied as a quality control method for mirror
fabrication. At present, the fabrication of high reflectivity multiple layer dielectric mirrors, such
as the Newport ER series mirrors, are fabricated without intermediate step assessments. The use
of PDOT to assess dielectric layer thickness via phase measurement can potentially allow for
finer control of the deposition process.
In addition, we demonstrate that PDOT can be used to provide depth resolved dispersion
information about a target sample. As such, it can complement OCT by providing additional
information. As briefly mentioned earlier in this thesis, OCT provides information about the
scattering properties of sub-surface structures through measurement of the amplitude of the
backscattered electric field. The PDOT method combines the ability of phase contrast
microscopy to image transparent objects with the capability of OCT to obtain depth-resolved
images. We show that PDOT can reveal dispersion based differences which are not detectable
with OCT.
Section 6.2: The experiment
The depth resolved optical tomgraphy implementation of HPI simply requires the
addition of a pair of focusing microscope objectives (one of which functions as a compensator
for the other) and the incorporation of a scanning stage. For completeness, we shall briefly
describe the entire experimental arrangement. PDOT employs a modified OCT system, based on
the Michelson interferometer arrangement shown in Fig. 6.1. The input light is a two-color
composite beam composed of fundamental and second harmonic laser light. The light source is a
low coherence Ti:sapphire laser producing 150 fs pulses at 816 nm with a beam diameter of 2.1
mm (full width at half maximum) at the input to the interferometer. The second harmonic at
408nm, with a beam diameter of 1.1 mm (FWHM), is generated by a standard frequency
doubler.
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ADC
D1 composite low coherence 400
nm / 800 nm beam
computer
Figure 6.1. Experimental Setup. M1 is a reference mirror; BS is a beamsplitter;
D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a 400 nm/ 800 nm dichroic mirror, 01,2 are
microscope objectives.
The composite beam is divided in two at the beamsplitter. One part (signal) is brought to
a focus in the target sample, while the other (reference) is focused on a stationary reference
mirror. The focal spots in the signal and reference arms are maintained at the same distance from
the beamsplitter, to ensure that the resulting interference is maximal in amplitude. The powers of
the 408 nm and 816 nm beam components at the sample are 7.0 and 2.8 mW, respectively.
Achromatic lOX microscope objectives focus the composite beam onto the sample with a
FWHM of about 7 gm at both wavelengths. The sample, which is mounted on a translation stage,
is axially scanned at a constant velocity of Imm/s. The motion serves two functions: it creates a
Doppler shift on the reflected beam and it translates the focal spot through the sample. A second
translation stage moves the sample laterally between each axial scan. The back-reflected beams
are recombined at the beamsplitter, separated by their wavelength components using a dichroic
mirror, and measured separately by photodetectors. The resulting heterodyne signals at both
wavelengths are measured and digitized by means of a 16-bit 100 kHz A/D converter. The
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signals are bandpassed around their respective heterodyne frequencies and Hilbert transformed,
to extract their corresponding phases, IF, and T?. (In the following, the subscripts I and 2 denote
the fundamental and second harmonic wavelength components, respectively.)
We note here that the experiment requires both light sources to have broad bandwidths.
The use of low coherence light sources in this interferometer allows us to localize the position of
the various interfaces in the sample. The phases, IF, and IF 2 , found in the vicinity of each
interfaces will be the wavelength dependent phase shifts associated the interface.
It can be seen that jitter of magnitude, Ax, in either the signal or reference arm length will
vary the phases, IF, and F, by kiAx and k2Ax respectively, with kl. 2 the free space wavenumber.
As k2 is exactly double k1, the effect of this jitter can be totally eliminated by subtracting twice
T, from IF. The resulting phase difference, TR (L), can be expressed in terms of the sample's
properties:
FR(L=md 2 Lj (n 1( 7 )-n2( z ))dz+ 20;-$ (6.1 )
with z the axial direction, L the depth of the focal spot in the sample, n1,2 ( z) the spatially
varying refractive index of the sample, and 01,2 the phase shift due to the interface at the focal
spot. We measure TR (L) with a sensitivity of 9x 10-2 rad.
Section 6.3: The application of PDOT to measure reflection phase
shift
In the case where the uppermost surface of the sample is probed (L = 0), 1 R (L) reduces
to:
'PR (L=0) = 'Finteiliwe = mod21r (20, - 02 ). (6.2)
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We note that, unlike phase-based techniques which measure the phase difference between two
adjacent points [7, 8], our technique provides intrinsic phase information, in the form of W'i,,,tace,
at the point which is probed.
The ability to measure Winte,ywee can be used to characterize interfaces. The reflection
phase shift can reveal the optical properties of the reflecting surface. For example, the phase shift
associated with reflection from a higher index dielectric surface is exactly 1800, independent of
wavelength.
For a simple interface between two continuous media , the reflection coefficient (R) of
light incident at zero incidence angle is given by [9]:
1- ~~
R= , (6.3)
1+
with y and E the permittivity and the permeability of the first medium, respectively. The
corresponding symbols with subscript, t, denote the same quantities for the second medium. For
the case in which the permeabilities of the media are the same as that for vacuum (the case for
most materials), the equation can be re-expressed in terms of the refractive index ratio of the
second medium to the first:
R= . (6.4)
1+n
As the reflection phase shift is given by the argument of the reflectivity:
0 =arg(R), (6.5)
we can easily see the reason the phase shift associated with reflection from a purely dielectric
medium is either 1800 or 00. In these cases, R is a negative real number when n is greater than
unity and is a positive real number when n is smaller than unity.
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In the case where the refractive index ratio (n = n),+ in ) is complex, the reflection phase
shift is given by:
0 = arg(R)
arg1-n, -in
I+ n, + iniI
n 2 -n2 1.2
-n -n- -i2n.
= arg 2 2 r1+ n, +nj -2n,-
= arg9 I-n -n - i2n
=tan-
- i2n;
2 2I-n -nI
I. (6.6)
2
If the first medium is vacuum, the above equation can be re-expressed in terms of the complex
permittivity (e + i ) of the second medium where a
0-)
situation, the refractive index ratio can be expressed as:
E +-
0)
n=W
E O
is the medium's conductivity. In this
2 2 -(4za I
+ L Cos(
O)En
1 _1 (4ca
- tan - I)
2 WOx
where EO is the permittivity of vacuum. Equation 6.6 can be re-expressed in the form:
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K . . 1+ i sin( -
2
tan 4L
NEO J)]
(6.7)
-- 2 + -- sin I -tan 41rc
( = tan 1  EO 0i)EO 2 Ox: (6.8)
2 21c 2
We can see that a conductive medium will reflect light with non trivial phase shift. Further, the
presence of the term, w, in the equation implies that the phase shift is dependent on the optical
wavelength of the incident light.
incident lig t
1 st interface
optical coating
2"d interface
substrate
Figure 6.2: A substrate with a single layer of optical coating.
In addition, deposited coatings on optical mirrors can also exhibit spectrally dependent
phase shifts. As the thicknesses of these coatings are much smaller than the coherence length of
the light source, the various reflections will interfere and give rise to a single heterodyne signal,
which has an envelop that is centered at the location of the coatings. The associated net phase
shift is dependent on the optical wavelength used and the thicknesses of these coatings. We can
see that these will lead to a non trivial and spectrally dependent phase shift by considering a
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simple example of a single dielectric coating on a dielectric substrate (see Fig. 6.2). The average
reflection light field is given by:
0 = arg( EWReI 1 + ER2e'( 2 +2nk5))
=01 + arg(ER1 + ER2 ei(02-01+2 nk6))
= 01 +tan (
sin( 0 2 -01 + 2nk3 )
ER1 + ER2 cos( 02 - 1 + 2nk6)
with ERJ and ER2 the reflected electric field amplitude from the first and second interfaces,
respectively. The quantities 0; and 02 are the reflection phase shifts associated with the first
and second interfaces, respectively, n is the refractive index of the coating and 5 is the thickness
of the coating. The existence of k in Eq. (6.9) implies that the phase shift is spectrally dependent.
Lastly, the packing arrangement and particulate size of complex surfaces, such as those
of an opal diffuser, can cause wavelength dependent phase shifts as well.
"'interface Pinterface (theory)
Microscope glass slide (180.0±1.6)0 1800 (calibration set)
MgF2 slide (179.8±0.7)0 1800 (dielectric)
Newport AL. 1 mirror (344.8±0.6)
Newport AL.2 mirror (232.6±1.2)0
Newport ER.1 mirror (336.8±1.4)0
Newport ER.2 mirror (235.4±0.5)0
Newport BD.2 mirror (67.6±1.4)0
Edmund Sci. opal diffuser (182.4±0.7)0
gold (99.9% purity coin) (176.1±2.4) 0 1730 (for electroplated gold)
Table 6.1. Measurements of 1 teace for various surfaces.
As a demonstration of the method's ability to acquire phase shift information, we
measured pintegfice for several surfaces: dielectrics, coated mirrors, an opal diffuser and gold. The
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)
Sample
(6.9)
results are presented in Table 6.1. A glass slide was used as calibration, as it is a dielectric
material, and thus Tinregiyce is 1800. The second dielectric sample, a magnesium fluoride slide,
gave Finteifice = (179.8±0.7)0, demonstrating the accuracy of the technique. In addition, the
measured Tin,e Je from a gold coin is in good agreement with published values for electroplated
gold [10]. Finally, we experimentally verify that the Winterjuwe's associated with an opal diffuser,
and different types of mirror coatings are distinctively different from each other.
Section 6.4: The application of PDOT to make depth resolved
measurements of dispersion
light input
direction
glass cover
wate slips
20% conc.
gelatin
AL.2 coated mirror
Figure 6.3. The schematic of the sample studied with PDOT.
As PDOT can provide depth resolution, it can also be applied to multiple layer targets to
reveal dispersion information about each layer. The target, shown in Fig. 6.3, consists of side-by-
side 90 im thick segments of water and 20% volume concentration gelatin, sandwiched between
170 pm thick microscope cover slips. The arrangement rests upon a flat Newport AL.2 mirror.
The PDOT phase image of the sample is shown in Fig. 6.4a. For clarity, 1R (L) is plotted for a
given interface for the region at which the heterodyne signal is more than half of the maximum
signal associated with that interface. The light reflected from the first glass-gelatin/water
interface gives rise to a phase difference, FR (L), that is uniform across the lateral scan. This
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constant phase difference is as predicted by Eq. (6. 1), where the uniformity of the microscope
cover slip implies that z ),- z))di is constant, and the lower refractive indices of both
water and the gelatin relative to the cover slip ensure that $/2 are zero. The light reflected from
the top and bottom surfaces of the second glass cover slip has traversed either gelatin or water.
As such, 1 'R (L) varies across the lateral scan.
3600
0 0
100 microni
3600
0
Figure 6.4. Images of the sample studied using PDOT. a) PDOT phase image
,WR(L); b) Processed PDOT image, in which the intrinsic dispersion-related phase
shift, I'A,(L), is plotted.
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100 microni
Figure 6.5. OCT images of the sample. a) 816 nm. b) 408 nm.
Since, all interfaces in the sample are well characterized as either dielectric-dielectric or
dielectric-mirror, we know all 7 and 'p2 values. By substituting the phase shifts into Eq. (6.1)
and subtracting the P11 (L)'s of the interfaces associated with a given layer, we can extract the
phase shift between the 408 nm light and the 816 nm light for each layer, due to refractive index
differences between the two wavelengths. This intrinsic dispersive phase shift, TDJ 1(), for the
ith layer can be expressed as:
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I'D,i(Li) mod 2f (2k, ( n ,, - n2,i ( 6 . 1 0)
with Li the thickness of the layer. Figure 6.4b shows a false color image of the sample based on
IDi(Li). The regions of gelatin and water are clearly distinct, while the bottom cover slip now
appears uniform. In addition, by comparing IFDi(L ) for water and gelatin we can quantitatively
evaluate the difference between (n] - n2 ) for water and (nj - n2 ) for gelatin to be
(3.07±0.05)x10 3 . We note that 'ID,i(Li) is inherently limited to modulus 27c. Therefore, should
the difference be large enough that WIDi(Li) wraps over as we scan across the two regions, the
step size used should be sufficiently fine so that this phase wrapping can be tracked. The inherent
27c phase range limitation on the measurement of 'FDi(Li) can, alternatively be removed via a
novel phase crossing technique to be discussed in chapter 8.
For a comparison between OCT and PDOT, we show in Fig. 6.5a and 6.5b the
corresponding OCT images of the samples at 816 nm and 408 nm. As can be seen, the
amplitude-based approach is unable to detect any difference between the gelatin and water
regions. PDOT can thus complement OCT by providing additional phase information about the
target.
Section 6.5: Conclusions
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that PDOT is a practical and robust method for
extracting depth-resolved phase information. We showed that the information is quantitative and
reveals the phase shift due to reflection at an interface and/or dispersion of a bulk material, even
when the target region is below the surface. The technique can provide a highly sensitive non-
contact means of verifying the quality of materials in fabrication processes.
In particular, PDOT can potentially be a useful modality for imaging and characterizing
the properties of semiconductor devices. The profiles of characteristics energy band gaps in
semiconductors can potentially be mapped through the use of a wavelength tunable PDOT
system. These energy band gaps should confer a strong optical wavelength dependency on the
conductivity, (-. In other words, we would expect the conductivity to peak when the probe's
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energy quantum matches the energy difference of one of the band gaps. The reflection phase
shift, 0, by virtue of its dependency on o, will therefore be correspondingly influenced by the
energy band gaps.
In a biomedical context, as the technique eliminates motional artifacts, it is well-suited
for performing phase-based measurements of in vivo tissues, and thus has potentially important
clinical applications. As we have shown in the previous chapter, the dispersion property of
biological tissue can be used as a good contrast mechanism.
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Chapter 7:
The use of HPI for measuring very slow and
very small motions: motional phase
referenced low coherence interferometer
Section 7.1: Background
In this chapter, we discuss the implementation of HPI in a novel motional phase
referenced low coherence interferometer (PRI) [1]. We report an experimental system that is
sensitive to motions as small as 3.6 nm and velocities as small as Inm/s. Using the instrument,
we can measure very slow and very small cellular motions. We demonstrate the capability of the
system by studying the transient volume changes of a few (-3) cells in a monolayer immersed in
weakly hypotonic and hypertonic solutions.
Detection of motions with amplitude less than an optical wavelength and/or velocity less
than 1 tm/s is important for the study of subcellular dynamics in living biological tissues.
Motions of such magnitude include the actin-based transport of organelles within the cells [2],
the ruffling of cell membranes [3] and the reaction of cell volumes to hyper/hypotonicity [4].
These motions are of significant biomedical interest and their study can potentially lead to new
diagnostic modalities. For example, it has been established that cells with high metastatic
potential are significantly more motile than normal cells [5-8]. Cell dynamics is also of particular
interest in the study of cell volume regulation mechanisms which are identified by measurement
of cell volume changes [4, 9, 10].
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At present, cellular motions are generally studied via sequential recordings of high power
microscope images. Such studies have two major limitations. First, the ultimate sensitivity to
length changes of such an imaging method is limited by the resolving power of the microscope.
It is generally accepted that a microscope cannot resolve at a scale finer than a tenth of a micron
or a tenth of an optical wavelength. While such sensitivity is sufficient for the study of
pseudopodal motions [11, 12], it is inadequate for the study of cellular motions on finer scales.
microscope
cells in a cell
culture
[ II ]
vertical axis
demicroscope sli
image plane
Figure 7.1. The physical arrangement of a cell culture under a microscope.
Second, microscopy techniques are unsuited for detecting changes in the cellular
thickness. Aside from single cellular organisms, macrophages, red blood cells and a few other
cell types, cells in their natural states are typically attached to their neighboring cells by binding
proteins such as those of the cadherin and adherin families [13]. Such bindings effectively
immobilize the cells and prevent them from moving extensively in the image plane in the case of
a cell culture (see Fig.7. 1). The only spatial degree of motional freedom for these cells is in the
vertical plane. In fact, cells have evolved a whole range of functions that involves motions in the
vertical plane. An example can be found in the case of secretary glands, where continuous
exocytosis of hormone molecules via cell membrane budding processes occur on the outward
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facing cell membranes [14]. Such motions, which cause the upper cell membranes to fluctuate
vertically, cannot be studied with conventional microscopy techniques.
One of the more extensively studied aspects of cellular motions is the field of cell volume
regulation. Cells have evolved a whole range of volume regulation mechanisms, by which they
maintain their cell volumes in changing external environments [4]. For example, a change in the
osmolality of the external environment will cause an osmotic outflow of water from a cell. The
cell compensates by opening appropriate ion channels within its cell membrane. The ensuing
outflow of cytoplasmic salt ions equilibrates the osmotic pressure and allows the cell to recover
its original cell volume in time. As we shall later see, this action and reaction translate to very
slow and small changes in the cell height. The field of cell volume research has significant
applications in the understanding and treatment of certain diseases. For example, the toxicity of
cholera toxin arises from its ability to disrupt cell volume regulation mechanisms, thereby,
causing a massive loss of fluids from a cell [14-17].
Section 7.1.1: Flow cytometry
The inability of microscopy techniques to reveal cell volume changes has prompted the
development of other means for measuring these changes. The most widely applied of these
techniques is flow cytometry [18, 19]. In flow cytometry, an ensemble of cells in suspension is
streamed through a beam of light. By measuring the light scattered in the forward direction and
to the side, the size of each cell that passes through the light beam can be determined. A typical
cell volume regulation experiment performed with flow cytometry involves initiating the change
in a suspension of cells and studying the transient changes in the measured cell volume as the
cells flows through the cytometer [4]. There are three significant disadvantages to such an
experiment for characterizing cell volume changes. First, the cells must be in a suspension.
While this does not pose a problem for red blood cells (red blood cells are designed for operation
in a suspension), it can potentially affect the normal functions of other cell types, which are
normally bonded to their neighbors. In addition to other disruptions, the greatly increased
exposed cell surface area can potentially lead to an over expression of transmembrane transport
proteins. The cell volume regulation rates will thus be greatly increased over their normal rates.
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Flow cytometry based cell volume regulation experiments therefore may not accurately measure
the regulation rates.
Second, cell volume changes determined with flow cytometry are ensemble averaged
measurements. As such, small individual cell responses are averaged out and cannot be revealed
by flow cytometry. In addition, a large number of cells are required. Flow cytometry experiments
are thus limited to cell types that can be grown in sufficient and abundant numbers.
Finally, cell sizing methods based flow cytometry have large random errors. The
sensitivity to small volume changes is derived from averaging over a large sample size.
Section 7.1.2: Cell volume studied with transmission phase
interferometry
BS1
i- perfusate flow
flow chamber
N \M2
beam
cells
M\ BS2
phot
Figure 7.2. Setup for transmission phase interferometer. M1,2 are mirrors;
BS1,2 are beamsplitters.
)detector
Recently, a phase-based interferometric method was developed for the detection of cell
volume changes without some of the disadvantages of flow cytometry [20-22]. The system based
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laser
on this method is a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer where a flow chamber containing a
cell layer is inserted into one of the two interferometer arms (see Fig. 7.2).
As the light passes through the flow chamber, its phase is retarded by:
S= k(n L +n Lei ), (7.1)
with k the optical wavenumber, n and no the refractive index of the perfusate flowing inPcell
the chamber and the cell layer, respectively (see Fig. 7.3). The physical length through the
perfusate and the initial thickness of the cell layer are represented by L, and ell' respectively.
The phase is proportional to the homodyne phase measured in the interferometer.
Vinew = k(np(Lp-ALcel)+ ncell(Lcell+ALceli))
v = k(nLP+ ncellLcel)
0
n cell
nP
Lcell t
I
Lcell +ALcell
)-ALcell
Figure 7.3. Sketches showing the relevant factors that affect
phase shift. a) cell culture in normal state. b) swollen cells in
uptake of water.
the transmission
cell culture due to
Assuming that any cell volume change is due to the uptake or outflow of water from the
cells, we would expect an increase in cell thickness of ALcei/ to alter the phase retardation:
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ncell
nf
I
V new k( n ( LP - ALcell )+ 1 cell ( Lcell + ALcei )) (7.2)
= k( nP( LP - ALcell )+ n0 11 Lcel + nlwaterAScell )
where nwater is the refractive index of water (see Fig. 7.3). The change can be understood as
follows. An increase in cell thickness changes the optical path length through the cell. The new
optical path length is equivalent to the sum of the optical distance traveled through the original
cell and a layer of water equal to the increase in cell thickness. In addition, the optical length
through the perfusate is shortened by the product of the cell thickness increase and nP .
With this equation in mind, it is easy to see the reason a flow chamber is employed in this
experiment. If a static pool of perfusate is used instead, nP will increase by virtue of the loss of
water to the cell. Since the volume of water simply shifts from the perfusate to the cell, the net
optical path length remains constant. No optical phase change is expected in this case.
The net change in optical phase is given by:
Vnew - V = k(( -n + nwater )ALceii ) . (7.3)
The inventors of the technique reported phase sensitivity of about 0.25 rad and (-nP +nwater)
to be approximately -0.01 in their experiment with a He-Ne laser as the light source. This
translates to a sensitivity to a cell thickness change of 2.4 tm.
While this technique demonstrates the capability to measure cell volume changes on a
cell layer attached to the flow chamber, the sensitivity leaves a lot to be desired. The
interferometer system is also very susceptible to vibrational noise. The absence of a drift
correction mechanism in the system also casts doubts on the long term stability of the phase
measurements recorded by the system. Moreover, the use of a flow chamber entails further
complications and requires additional care to ensure that the cell layer is not washed away by the
flow current.
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Section 7.2: Motional phase-reference low coherence interferometry
In this section, we report a novel phase-referenced low coherence interferometry (PRI)
method, that is capable of measuring slow (- 1 - 1000 nm/s) and small (4 nm or more) motions.
In addition, it provides depth resolution and can be used for tomographic imaging. This method
is particularly suited for the study of cell membrane dynamics. As with the above mentioned
interferometry method, this technique can measure cell membrane motions of cells in a cell
culture. We demonstrate that, with PRI, it is possible to track the cell membrane motions of a
single or a few cells. Further, unlike transmission phase interferometry, PRI can measure very
small motions very accurately. We shall discuss later the reason that this technique is about 104
times more sensitive than transmission phase interferometry. Finally, PRI has the advantage that
it is completely free of interferometer vibrations and drifts. This stability makes it possible to
track the cell membrane dynamics over very long time scales.
Section 7.3: Experimental set-up
The experimental set-up is based on a modified HPI system shown in Fig. 7.4. In this
experiment, one of the low coherence light sources is replaced by a CW light source. (We define
CW light source as a monochromatic narrow bandwidth light source.) The experiment further
requires the sample to include a strong reflecting interface for the CW wavelength.
For completeness, we shall summarize the experimental set-up below.
The input light to the system is a two-color composite beam composed of CW light from
a Ti:sapphire laser at 775 nm and low coherence light (bandwidth = 40 nm) from a 1550 nm
Optospeed superluminescent diode. The composite beam is divided into two at the beamsplitter.
One part (signal) is brought to a focus at the target sample, while the other is incident on a
reference mirror moving at 0.5 mm/s, which induces a Doppler shift on the reference beam. The
technique requires a strong reflection at the CW wavelength from a control interface at the
sample. (The reason for this will become clear in the next section.) We fulfill this requirement by
placing the sample on a glass cover slip; the index mismatch between the first glass interface and
air is sufficient to provide the strong reflection. The powers of the 775 nm and 1550 nm beam
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components at the sample are 0.9 gW and 1.2 gW, respectively. An IR objective lens (12 mm
focal length) focuses the composite beam onto the sample with a FHWM of about 17 ptm at the
1550 nm. The focusing effect of the lens on the CW beam is not important, as we do not rely on
this wavelength for imaging.
target
sample -- strong CW reflector
02
D2 1550 nm DM
775 nm BS 01 MI
ADC
DI composite CW 775 nm/ low
coherence 1550 nm beam
computer
Figure 7.4. Experimental Setup. M1 is a reference mirror; BS is a beamsplitter;
D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a 775 nm/ 1550 nm dichroic mirror, 01,2 are
microscope objectives.
The back-reflected beams are recombined at the beamsplitter, separated by their
wavelength components using a dichroic mirror, and measured separately by photodetectors. The
resulting heterodyne signals at their respective Doppler-shifted frequencies are measured and
digitized by means of a 16-bit 100 kHz A/D converter. The signals are bandpassed around their
respective center heterodyne frequencies and Hilbert transformed, to extract their corresponding
phases of the heterodyne signals, Icw and "Lc. (The subscripts CW and LC will be used
throughout to denote the 775 nm CW and 1550 nm low coherence wavelength components,
respectively.)
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Section 7.4: The principle of PRI
For clarity, we have provided two explanations of the technique. The. first explanation is
intuitive and hopefully illuminating. The second explanation is a more formal and rigorous
mathematical explanation. In this later explanation, the elimination of interferometer jitters from
the resulting measurements in this system, that employs a CW and a low coherence light source,
is made explicit.
Section 7.4.1: An intuitive explanation
CW heterodyne signal
tj
LC heterodyne s* nals
t2
input light
I 1St interface 2nd interface
Figure 7.5. The heterodyne signals associated with the 2 interfaces in the sample.
Movement of the second interface with respect to the first interface will skew the phase
of the low coherence signal.
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the origin of the heterodyne signal in a Michelson
interferometer with a moving reference mirror can be explained via a time domain Doppler
picture or a displacement domain picture. For this first discussion of the PRI method, we shall
employ the later picture. While this picture is illuminating, it cannot explain the elimination of
interferometer jitters from the measurement. A satisfactory resolution of that question is given in
the next sub-section where a time domain explanation is given.
We denote the length of the reference and signal interferometer arms as x and x1
respectively. The principle of PRI can be illustrated through the simple case where the sample
consists of two reflecting interfaces, 1 and 2. The separation between them is L, and the
refractive index of the material between them is n. We assume that the first interface is at the end
of the signal interferometer arm. We further assume that the first interface is a strong reflector at
the CW wavelength.
As we scan the reference mirror and change x, we will see a continuous heterodyne signal
associated with the first interface that exists across the entire scan (see Fig. 7.5) due to the CW
light. As the first interface is assumed to be a strong reflector, the corresponding CW heterodyne
signal associated with the second interface will be negligible. The continuous heterodyne signal
will be anchored with respect to the position of the first interface. In other words, every scan of x
will have the same heterodyne phase where x = x1. This allows the CW heterodyne signal to
serve as a convenient ruler which position is fixed with reference to the first interface.
In the case of the low coherence light, we would see two low coherence heterodyne
signal envelopes associated with the two interfaces in each scan. Each of these low coherence
heterodyne signals is anchored to the associated interface position. In these cases, every scan of x
will have the same low coherence heterodyne phases where x = x1 and where x = x1 + nL. The
associated heterodyne signals are anchored to the positions of the interfaces.
A straightforward way to determine if the second interface has moved with respect to the
first interface would be by assessing if the centers of these heterodyne envelops have displaced
with respect to the each other. However, this approach is limited by the accuracy to which the
envelope centers can be determined. In a typical experiment, the accuracy is about I ptm. This
approach will not be sensitive enough to measure small length changes. There is another
disadvantage to such a method of displacement determination - if the optical distance separation
between the two interfaces is smaller than a coherence length, there will only be a single
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heterodyne signal envelope. The low heterodyne signal envelopes associated with the two
interfaces would have mtrged into one. While an amplitude-based approach fails in such a
situation, a phase-based approach can nevertheless elucidate displacement changes between the
two interfaces.
The displacement of the second interface will not only shift the associated envelope but
also move the heterodyne phase. Another way to see this is to remember that the heterodyne
signal associated with the second interface is anchored to that interface. Any shift of the interface
will shift the heterodyne signal by the same displacement.
As such, by measuring the low coherence heterodyne with respect to the CW heterodyne
phase, we can determine the displacement of the second interface with respect to the first
interface. Since such length measurement can be made to a small fraction of a wavelength, the
sensitivity of the technique is very high.
Section 7.4.2: The formal mathematical explanation
The above explanation does not account for the fact that the heterodyne signals
measurements are made in time. In an ideal world where the interferometer is vibration free and
where the translation of the reference mirror occurs at a constant velocity v, the time traces of the
heterodyne signals can be recasted as functions of the reference arm length, x. The function can
be derived simply from the relation that x = vt. In reality, neither of those assumptions holds.
Fortunately, the vibration correction mechanism of HPI allows us to eliminate these effects from
the measurements. To understand the correction that occurs in the PRI system, we shall now
explain the principle in time domain.
We denote the rate of change of path length difference between the reference and signal
arms by v. This term includes both the translation velocity of the reference mirror and the jitter of
the interferometer. The phase of the CW heterodyne signal is given by:
ikCW 2 vdt ik CW 2 5 vdt-nCW L
VCW(t)=mod 21 arg RCW ,1e + RCW ,2(
(7.4)
mod k CW 2 t vdt
~md21r arg RCW,le = mod27 2kCw 2 tvdt )
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with Rcw j the reflectivity of the interface j at the CW wavelength, and k the optical
wavenumber. The factors of 2 in the exponents are due to the effective doubling of optical paths
in the back reflection geometry. The approximation is valid provided that the first interface is a
strong reflector compared to the second interface (RCWi >> RCW,2 ). The term j tvdt is equal
to (x - x, ) from the previous explanation.
The situation is different for the low coherence light. The LC heterodyne phase is given
by:
VLC(t)
t 2 ( 2 2 ( v>2Y
ik LC 2(vdt 1 vdt C kLC 2(t vdt-n LC L -0vdtnLCL
=mod2w arg RLCe + RLC,2e
(7.5)
with /, the coherence length. When L is larger than the coherence length, the LC heterodyne
signal trace will consists of two low coherence signals. The heterodyne signal associated with the
second interface occurs when j vdt = nLCL. In that vicinity, VLC(t), will be dominated by the
contribution from the light reflected by the second interface, since the contribution from the light
reflected by the first interface is suppressed by coherence gating. jf vdt = nLCL. The resulting
phase of the low coherence signal associated with the second interface can be expressed as:
VLC(t)
ik LC 2 vdt -nLC L) I--dtnLC (
mnod2, arg RLC,2v )
=nod21r kLC2 vdi -nLCL)
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Given that the center wavelength of the low coherence source is chosen to be twice that of the
CW source ( 2 kLC = kCW ), we can obtain a difference phase, V/D, that is simply a function of L
by subtracting twice of Eq. (7.3) from Eq. (7.1):
VD CW - 2 LC = mod 21r (4kLCnLCL). (7.7)
This subtraction yields the phase acquired by the low coherence light wave as it traverses from
interface I to interface 2 and back. The effect of interferometer jitter, which is manifested as
variations in v, is completely eliminated. By periodically scanning the sample and measuring this
phase difference, changes in L can be determined accurately. As the uncertainty in phase is about
4.5 , we can measure time dependent changes in L with an accuracy of about 3.6 nm.
The system could equally have been constructed with the CW wavelength being
approximately twice that of the low coherence wavelength (kLC = 2 kCw ). In such a case, the
associated equations need minor modification. The changes are rather straight forward. We have
listed the corresponding equations here:
kCW 2 J vdt ikCW 2( vdt-nCW L)
VCw(t)=imod2 ;T arg RCW ,1e + RCW ,2(
(7.4a)
ikCW 2 t vdt
m2, arg RCW,1e =mod27r (kCW 2 t vdt,
VLC( t)
)e tvt e 
2 vt'LL2
Ik, LC 2 dt vdt 1*k LC 2 vdt-n LC L 1 d -n0
=mod2;T arg RLC,le 0 e + RLC,2e
(7.5a)
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fLC(t)
ikLC 2 vdt-n LC L)0d(nLC L
mod 2 arg RLC,2e 0LLC
= nod 2 , (kLC2vdt - LCL)),
Section 7.4.2.1: Two closely spaced interfaces situation
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Figure 7.6. The various interfaces associated with a cell culture sample.
In the cell culture experiment that we will describe shortly, there are three associated
interfaces (see Fig. 7.6): the bottom cover slip surface, the top cover slip surface and the cell
membranes of the cell monolayer facing the buffering medium. The problem is further
complicated by the fact that cell membranes are very close to the top cover slip surface. Given
that the nominal thickness of the cell is about 10 tm, light reflected from the cell membranes
would have to travel an extra optical distance of about 30 tm (given by twice the optical path
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VD = 2VCW -YVLC = rnod2 r (4kCW nLCL).
(7.6a)
(7.7a)
Lcell
L9
Z-//\
through the cells due to the reflection geometry) compared to light reflected from the top cover
slip surface. As the coherence length of the low coherence light source is about 30 tIm, we would
expect the heterodyne signals associated with these two interfaces to merge together. Instead of
observing 3 distinct peaks in the scan, we would expect to see 2 peaks. We shall presently show
that it is, nevertheless, possible to measure the phase shift associated with the cell membrane.
heterodyne signal
mean heterodyne signal associated with 2nddetected. interface
heterodyne signal
associated with 3rd
a) interface (cell
membrane)
v dt
nLC,gLg +fnLC,cLc nCW,gLg
20
b) 15-
10-
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Figure 7.7. The merging of the heterodyne signals associated with 2
interfaces which are closer than a coherence length. a) The two heterodyne
signal merge to form a slightly wider based heterodyne signal. B) Plot of the
heterodyne signal amplitude ratio, F, shows that if we go about 3 coherence
lengths away from the center, the heteroydyne signal will be dominated by the
contribution from the 3 rd interface.
In this specific case, the two surfaces of the cover slip are strong reflectors of CW light
while the cell membrane is a weak reflector. The phase of the CW heterodyne signal can be
expressed as:
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'CW ( t)
= md 2 (rg(R~w,1ikCW 2 t I'dt +RWekW2 fj{ vdt-nCW ,gL mod2 k2(arg(R iknCW ,0 + CWcel
Rcw,3 ikCW 2(f v'dt-ncw,g Lg -nCW,cellLcell
modl2, arg RCwce
ikCW 2 Jvdt R
0+ RCW ,2e
kCW 2(jtvdt-nCW Lg j
inod2,ar Re' kCW 2 
J vdt-xi
mod. kcw 2( vdt - -
with Rcwj the reflectivity of the interface j at the CW wavelength, and ncwvg and ncwVe/ the
refractive index of the cover slip and cells, respectively. The physical thickness of the cover slip
and the cells are denoted by L and Lcell, respectively. Given that the cell membranes are weak
reflectors, we can ignore the contribution to the net heterodyne signal from the third interface
(formed by the cell membranes) as shown in the second equality. The two remaining terms can
then be combined. The effective amplitude of the net heterodyne signal is denoted by R while
the net phase shift is denoted by kcw 2.
The corresponding equation for the low coherence heterodyne signal is given by:
VLC(t)
ikLC 2 Jfvdt -eiPVdt 2
=mod 2, (arg( RLC l e )e /C+ R LC,2e
ikLC 2( Jvdt-nLC,gLg ) Vdt--nLCgLg 2
+ R LC,3e ikLC 2( Jvdt -LCg Lg -nLC,ceIILcell - Cfvdt-nLCg Lg -nLC,ceIlLcell 2
The heterodyne signal associated with the third interface occurs when
j vdt ~ nLCg L, +nLCcellLcel. However, unlike in the previous situation, we cannot neglect
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(7.8)
the other terms in that vicinity. Specifically, while the heterodyne signal associated with the
interface is negligible, the heterodyne signal associated with the second interface will still be
significant. The resulting phase of the low coherence signal in that vicinity is given by:
VLC(t)
2(2
rnod2 ; (arg( RLC,2 e ikLC 2 jvdt-nLCg L vdt-nLC,g (7.10)
= ~ ~ _o 2,ag R tC2 -
+ RLC,3e ikLC 2( .f vdt-nLCg Lg -LCcellLcell )e /CKh vdt-nLCg Lg -nLC,cellLcell
The heterodyne phases associated with the two interfaces are intermingled with each other.
Fortunately, there is still a way to extract the phase associated with the cell membranes. The
ratio, F, of two heterodyne signal amplitudes is given by:
R - 3 vdt-nLC, g Lg 
-nLC ,cell Lcell
F =RLC,3e-/ ) (7.11)
2 e t vdt-nLC,gLg
R LC,2e-/Cf
Figure 7.7 shows a log plot of this equation. We can see that the further we move to the right of
the third interface, the bigger the ratio F gets. Therefore, by looking at the phase of the
heterodyne signal at a sufficient distance away from its peak signal position, we can neglect the
contribution from the second interface. In our present case, we expect the third interface's signal
to dominate at a distance of 60 tm from the third interface location and arrive at:
VLC(M)
~nod2 r (arg( RLC,3 e ikLC 2r J vdt-nLCg Lg -nLC,cellLcelL vd-nLCg Lg -LCcel Lcel2
10d 27 ( k LC 2 (10 - 'LC,g Lg - 11LC,ceII Lcei)-
(7.12)
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The difference phase, VD, is, in turn, given by:
VD =VCW - 2VLC
Sinod22 c (2kcw vdt - X-)- 4 kLc vdt -n LC,g Lg nLC,cellLcell
=-Mod2rc(4kLC(nLCg Lg -A+nLC,cellLcell)
(7.13)
As the first two terms are constant, V D will be sensitive to changes in the cell thickness, Le1.
Section 7.5: Proof-of-principle experiment
To establish the sensitivity of motional PRI to measure small and slow length changes,
we study the motion of a PZT (Thorlabs Inc. AE0203DO4) firmly mounted above a glass cover
slip with a thin layer of water in between (Fig. 7.8a). The PZT is driven sinusoidally with a
period of 100 s by an applied voltage of amplitude of 2.25V. In this case, all relevant interfaces
are sufficiently well separated, so modified versions of Eq. (7.4) - (7.7) apply. Figure 7.8b shows
the time-dependent depth profile of VD(t)obtained from the system over 850 s. Note the
sinusoidal variations in phase at both the PZT surface (interface C) and beneath it, demonstrating
the capability for depth resolution. Figure 7.8c plots the time trace of VfD( t) associated with
interface C. For comparison, the time trace of VD(t) associated with the back surface of the
cover slip (interface B) is also plotted. Analysis of VD(t) for the PZT surface reveals a period
of 100.1±2.3 s and a peak-to-peak variation of 45.20±7.70 (or equivalently a 36.6±6.2 nm
displacement of the actuator). The slow drift of VD(t) for the PZT surface is due to the slow
sag of the PZT towards the cover slip. We know that it is not a measurement error as VD(t)
associated with the back surface of the cover slip remains constant during the duration of the
experiment.
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Figure 7.8. PRI analysis of a slowly moving PZT. a) geometrical arrangement; b)
depth-resolved PRI image of VD(t); c) trace of VD(t) at the PZT surface and the
second cover slip interface. The dashed lines indicate the beam profile.
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Figure 7.9d. Trace of VD(t) at the PZT surface. PZT is made to move with peak-to-
peak variation of 70 nm and period of 100s.
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Figures 7.9 shows the corresponding traces of YD( t) when the PZT driving voltage and
period are varied. The amplitude and period of the corresponding observed PZT motions are
consistent with the changed parameters.
Our observation of the sinusoidal movement of the PZT, which has a nominal speed of
about I nm/s, establishes that the system's motional sensitivity is at least about I nm/s. The slow
drift in the PZT phase can be attributed to slow variations in the PZT-to-coverslip separation.
This attribution of the drift to mechanical drifts in the sample as opposed to an error in the
system is validated by the fact VD(t9for the back surface of the cover slip is stationary, with an
uncertainty of ±4.50 (or ±3.6 nm variation) over the entire scan.
Section 7.6: Cell volume regulation experiment
We next apply the method to study the reaction of cell volume to hypo/hypertonic
environment changes. It has been previously established using flow cytometry [9] that cells
respond to hyper/hypotoncity with an initial shrinking/swelling followed by a compensatory,
slower reversal of the initial responses.
Section 7.6.1: Cell volume regulation mechanism
A cell at equilibrium with its environment maintains the same solute concentrations
across the cell membrane [[4, 13]]. The absence of solute gradient across the cell membrane
implies that there will not be any net osmotic flow of water across the cell membrane. The cell is,
thus, able to maintain its cell volume. However, the equality of solute concentrations across the
cell membrane does not imply that the composition of the solute content is identical. In fact, the
cell actively maintains a high concentration of potassium ions and low sodium ions within the
cytoplasm. A typical mammalian cell will have a 139 mM concentration of potassium ions and
12 mM concentration of sodium ions in the cytoplasm. In comparison, the corresponding values
in its surrounding medium are 4 mM and 145 mM, respectively. These concentration differences
are actively maintained by the cell through the action of ATP-powered transmembrane Na' and
K' exchange ion pump proteins. Each pump protein hydrolyzes an ATP molecule to export 3
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sodium ions and import 2 potassium ions. The charge difference is equilibrated through the free
flow of chloride and bicarbonate ions through their respective transmembrane channels. These
concentration -differences in turn create the membrane potential (typically about 50-7OmV),
which is used by the cell to drive certain energy dependent processes.
These concentration differences also serve as a convenient means by which the cell can
maintain its cell volume in response to a solute concentration change in its environment. When
the environment becomes hypotonic, the lower overall solute concentration in the surrounding
medium of a cell causes water to flow out of the cytoplasm by osmosis through the appropriate
transmembrane water channels in the cell membrane. This loss of cell volume activates the cell
volume regulation mechanism, which opens up the appropriate ion channels. In this situation, the
channels permitting the free flow of potassium and chloride ions are opened (see Fig. 7.10). The
outflow of these ions lowers the overall solute concentration in the cell and reverses the osmotic
loss of water from the cytoplasm.
K' channel
K*K+
Cl-
Cl~ K' Cl- cotransport
Cl- channel
Figure 7.10. The various transmembrane transport channels used for regulating
cell volume in a hypotonic environment.
In the case where the environment becomes hypertonic, the higher enviromental solute
concentration causes the cell to absorb water from its surrounding medium. This swelling of the
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cell activates the cell volume regulation mechanism, which opens up the appropriate ion
channels. The ion exchange process is more complicated here (see Fig 7.11). The cell converts a
molecule of carbon dioxide and a water molecule into a bicarbonate ion and a hydrogen ion. The
bicarbonate ion is then exchanged for a chloride ion through the cell membrane. A similar
exchange occurs for the hydrogen ion and a sodium ion. As carbon dioxide diffuses freely
through the cell membrane (the carbon dioxide concentration is always at equilibrium across the
cell membrane), the net result of the process is an influx of sodium chloride. The increase in the
solute concentration of the cytoplasm reverses the flow of water into the cell and allows the cell
to recover its original cell volume.
CO2 +H20
--+>h H +
H+ + HC03- Na*
H+ Na+ exchange
HC03-
C Cl- HCO 3- exchange
Figure 7.11. The various transmembrane transport channels used for
regulating cell volume in a hypertonic environment.
While the compensatory reaction rates depend on the number of the relevant transport
protein present in the cell, it is nevertheless reasonable to conjecture that the compensatory
reaction to a hypertonic environmental change is likely to be weaker and that it requires more
time to activate by virtue of the more complicated ion transport process.
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Section 7.6.2: The experiment
We perform a similar experiment with HT29 intestinal epithelial cell monolayers grown
to confluency on cover slips (Fig. 7.12a). The cell monolayers are immersed in isotonic buffer
(Hank's balanced salt solution). We focus the low coherence beam directly on the cell culture.
The index mismatch between the cells and the medium causes the top membrane surface to
reflect light. The reflection from this interface cannot be resolved from the signal arising from
the boundary between cover slip and cells as the optical path difference is smaller than the
coherence length. This prevents extraction of amplitude-based information. However, phase-
based information describing both of the two interfaces can still be extracted. The phase shift
associated with either interface can be found by measuring at sufficient displacements from the
peak interference signal. The method has been described in Section 7.3.2.1. The focal spot is 17
tm wide, and the average cell diameter is 10 Jim, indicating that only a few cells are sampled
during the experiment. A single cell sampling can be performed by choosing a tighter focal spot.
Upon abruptly changing the buffer's osmolality to 85% (115%) of its normal value, the
phase shift yD associated with the cell membrane surface changes rapidly and then slowly
recovers. In the hypotonic (hypertonic) case, the maximum change in cell thickness is about 0.2
pm (-1.3 ptm) (the refractive index of cells is assumed to be 1.36), and the duration of the entire
process is several hundred seconds (Fig. 7.12b).
We note here that the compensatory reaction to the hypertonic change appears to be
slower and weaker than the reaction to the hypotonic change. This is consistent with our
predictions based on the complexity of the compensatory mechanisms.
To our knowledge, this is the first time that cell volume changes of such small
magnitudes have been observed optically and continuously traced in situ for a few cells. One of
the consequences of this ability to observe the motions of a few cells is that we can begin to
detect metabolically driven motions of cell membranes.
The cell membrane is held in place by a cytoskeleton scaffolding. This cytoskeleton
framework is a highly dynamic structure. Its primary building blocks are actin filaments, which
are stacks of actin monomers. These filaments are unstable structures and they maintain their
length through a process known as treadmilling. By hydrolyzing ATP, actin monomers are added
to one end of the filament to replace monomers that are constantly being lost at the other end.
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The energy dependency of the cytoskeleton suggests that the agitation level of the cell membrane
will likely correlate to the ATP level and various chemical reaction rates in the cell.
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Figure 7.12. PRI analysis of a live HT29 cell monolayer grown on a cover slip. a)
Experimental setup. The graph in b) shows changes in cell thickness when the
osmolality is changed from its normal value to 85% and 115% at t = 230 s. The
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We believe the relatively fast and small fluctuations of the trace in Fig. 7.12b, reflect the
normal fluctuation of the cell membranes as the cytoskeleton undergoes metabolically driven
changes. These observed fluctuations are about ten times above our noise limits.
Section 7.7: Correlating cell membrane fluctuations with cell
metabolic level
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Figure 7.13. Plot of the experimental measurements of cell membranes
fluctuations at different temperatures.
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The establishment of a correlation between cell membrane fluctuations and cell metabolic
level can lead to some important applications. At present, no means exists for determining the
metabolic rates of cells on a single cell basis. To measure the metabolic rates of cells, a large
number of cells is typically observed. In such a case, the oxygen intake and carbon dioxide
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output are sufficiently large for measurement purposes. From these measurements, the metabolic
rates of the cells can be determined. As with all ensemble averaged based measurements, such a
determination does not allow observation of variation on an individual cell level.
Since the PRI technique can be applied to observe a single cell, a correlation of
membrane fluctuation to metabolic rate will permit a cell biologist to assess cell activity on a
cell-by-cell basis.
Prompted by this motivation and the results in the above section, we performed several
experiments to probe the correlation of cell membrane fluctuations with cell metabolic level.
In the first set of experiments, the ambient temperature of the cells' environment is
changed. As with the previous experiment, we perform the experiments with HT29 intestinal
epithelial cell monolayers grown to confluency on cover slips. As this cell line is derived from
human tissue, we expect the cells to be optimized for operations at 37C - the normal body
temperature. We expect the metabolic rates to be lowered at other temperatures where proteins
will not operate at their optimal rates.
The observed membrane fluctuations at 27 C, 37 0C and 47 0C are plotted in Fig. 7.13.
The difference in mean fluctuation at 27 C from those at the other temperatures is obvious. This
correlation with temperature suggests that the fluctuation is indeed metabolically related. At
present, more detailed experiments into this topic are being planned.
Another way by which we can alter the metabolic rates is by adding a toxin that disrupt
the metabolic processes to the cells. The deprivation of ATP in the cell should cause the actin
filaments to unravel. We should expect to see much less fluctuations. At the same time, we
should expect to see a gradual fall in cell height. We can perform such an experiment by adding
sodium azide - a potent poison, to a cell culture. We indeed observe a cessation of small
fluctuation upon poisoning the cells. In addition, the membrane level appears to fall as predicted
by our theory. Further experiments are planned along this line of investigation.
Section 7.8: Discussion
We note here that the quantity measured in PRI is distinctively different from the
quantities measured in previously described systems based on HPI. In this case, the quantity
measured is proportional to nLcL whereas the quantities previously measured are of the form
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(nX - 12A )L where nA and n2A are the refractive index of the material at the second harmonic
and fundamental optical wavelength.
The PDOT system can also be used to measure length changes. A change of AL in L is
going to lead to a difference phase change equal to 2ki(nA -n2A )AL, as given by Eq. (6.3) of
Chapter 6. Since (nA -n2A ) is nominally about 10-2 and our sensitivity to phase is about 50, we
are sensitive to AL of the order 500 nm or more. In comparison, the multiplying factor in PRI is
nLC, which has a typical value of about 1.4. This gives PRI a sensitivity to AL on the order of 5
nm or more.
The vastly improved sensitivity of the PRI system to length changes in comparison with
the transmission phase interferometer can be attributed to the difference in the multiplication
factor as well. In the case of the transmission phase interferometer, the phase change is equal to
k(( -n +nwater )AL) (as given by Eq. (7.3)). The multiplication factor (-na +nvater ) has a
nominal value of about 10-2. In addition, as the technique is transmission based, there is no
additional factor of 2 in the expression, such as is found in the equations for PDOT and PRI. The
sensitivity of the transmission phase interferometer, thus, works out to be about 2.5 pim.
The sensitivity of the PRI technique to motions should also be contrasted to another low
coherence interferometer for characterizing motions. This technique is known in the field as
Doppler optical coherence tomography (Doppler OCT) [23, 24]. Doppler OCT is a modified
version of the conventional OCT system. In this case, the motion of the reference mirror is very
well characterized. By measuring the exact Doppler shift of the heterodyne signal in the scan, the
velocity of a scattering object or interface in the axial direction can be measured. Doppler OCT
has been applied to measure the blood flow in blood vessels.
We can compare Doppler OCT and PRI to the radar gun and LIDAR gun. Just as the
radar gun uses the Doppler shift of sound reflected from a moving car to determine its speed,
Doppler OCT uses the Doppler shift of light reflected from a moving object to determine the
speed of the object. LIDAR operates by another principle. It continuously monitors the travel
time of light pulses traveling to and reflected from a moving car and deduce the car's speed from
this set of data. The PRI method can measure the speed of an object by the same means. By
monitoring the length change over time, we can evaluate an object's speed very accurately.
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Doppler OCT is fundamentally limited to measurements of speed of a moving object in
which the object has moved by at least an optical wavelength. Any motion smaller will result in a
deformed heterodyne sine wave which does not permit reasonable Doppler shift extraction. In
terms of velocity sensitivity range, Doppler OCT is bounded on the lower limited by the inherent
motional jitters in the interferometer. Such motional jitters in a typical interferometer are
typically nominally I tm/s in magnitude.
As mentioned earlier, PRI displacement sensitivity is on the order of 5 nm. In addition,
unlike Doppler OCT, PRI has no lower bound on its velocity sensitivity range. Given a
sufficiently long time and continuous movement of the target object, speed as slow as 1 nm/year
can in principle be measured by PRI. Interestingly, PRI has a upper bound on the range of speed
it can measure. This bound is imposed by the time separating each scan and the wrapping over of
phase beyond the 27 range. The phase wrap over issue is a persistent problem that pervade most
phased-based measurement technique. It is known in the field as the 27r ambiguity problem. We
shall present a method for overcoming this problem in the next section.
Without incorporation of that method into the PRI system, PRI is limited to speed
measurements where the object is moving sufficiently slow that the change in phase difference
VD does not change by more than 7r during the time separating each scan. At the present frame
refresh rate of 4.25 s and our low coherence wavelength of 1550 nm, this upper limit is about
100 nm/s.
This sensitivity limit is analogous to the following example. Suppose we line a road with
a set of identical twelve-inch rulers placed end-to-end. We then set up a camera to periodically
take pictures of a car moving down the road. If the car moves sufficiently slowly, we can deduce
its speed simply by examining how far the car has moved from one picture to the next. If it was
at the eleven inch mark of a ruler in a picture and at the one inch mark of a ruler in the next
picture, we would know that it has moved beyond one ruler to the next. The total movement in
this case is two inches. On the other hand, if the car is moving quickly so that it traverses more
than 1 ruler between the time separating each snap shot, there will be no way for us to determine
its exact speed.
Fortunately, this upper speed sensitivity bound of PRI can be increased by increasing the
frame rates. At present, we are working on a fast scan system that is capable of taking 1000
frame/s. With such a system, we should be able to measure speed as fast as 50 ptm/s. However,
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we note here that PRI is unlikely to ever replace Doppler OCT in certain applications. The
processing involved in speed extraction with PRI is far more computationally intensive and
complicated. Given that PRI is currently the only technique capable of measuring very slow and
small cell motions, it is more suited for cell biology applications where real-time signal
processing is not crucially important.
Section 7.9: Conclusions
We have demonstrated that PRI is capable of measuring small and slow changes and
that, in a biological context, it can be employed to study sub-cellular dynamics of a few cells or
even parts of a single cell. The later can be achieved simply by employing a tighter focal spot
through the use of higher power microscope objective. As with all phase-based techniques, PRI
has to contend with the problem of phase wrapping. This phase ambiguity sets a limit on the
fastest length change detectable. On the other hand, there is no theoretical lower limit to the
dynamics which can be measured with this technique. This consideration makes PRI a good
complement to Doppler OCT, in that together they can potentially measure motions over a wide
range of magnitudes.
The capability of PRI to study sub-cellular dynamics, in particular the fluctuations of cell
membranes, can have important cell biology applications. For example, if the fluctuation rates
are correlated with the metabolic rates of the cells, PRI can be applied as a means to measure the
metabolic level of biological targets on a cell-by-cell basis. Given that cancerous cells have
heightened metabolic rates, a system based PRI can potentially be used to assess to assess the
progression of cancerous development on a single cell.
In addition, PRI can be applied to a biophysics problem of some interest. The question is
"Do biological cell exhibit chaotic motions?" Given that a biological cell is a self-organizing
system with specific cell volume control and regulation mechanisms, it is reasonable to
conjecture that the motion of a cell has chaotic properties, much in a similar manner that a heart
exhibit chaotic behavior on a much larger scale [25]. We hope to prove or disprove this
conjecture in the near future.
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Chapter 8:
The use of HPI for measuring long optical
distances very accurately: phase-crossing low
coherence interferometry
Section 8.1: Background
In this chapter, we present a phase based method that is capable of measuring absolute
optical distance with sub-nanometer precision [1]. Using this method, the refractive index of a
sample can be found to an accuracy that is limited only by the precision at which the physical
thickness of the sample can be experimentally measured.
In Chapter 4 and 5, we saw that the unmodified HPI can be used to determine the
differential optical distance, (nx2 - nAx )L, where L is the physical distance, nA, and nA2 are
the refractive indices at the wavelengths N, and X2 respectively, if the optical distance is
increased gradually so that the differential phase measured by HPI can be tracked through its 27r
wrap over. In the case where we want to determine (nA2 - nA ) for DNA in solution, this is
achieved by gradually increasing the DNA concentration in the measuring cuvette. While such a
measurement approach works well in a controlled environment, it can hardly be implemented in
situation where there is less manipulability in the sample. For example, the method described in
chapter 5 will not work on a fixed slab of material which we are constrained to keep whole.
The crux of the problem lies in the fact that an unmodified HPI is unable to tell the
interference fringes of an axial scan apart from each other. This problem is widely known in the
field as the 27r ambiguity (or integer ambiguity) issue [2]. It is a problem that pervades most
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phase-based optical interferometric techniques. As a result, these techniques are unable to
determine optical distance absolutely. Therefore, most such techniques are used in applications,
such as texture evaluating of continuous surfaces [3, 4] or detecting time-dependent distance
changes (such as is discussing in Chapter 7 and Ref. [5]), in which phase unwrapping is possible
through comparison of phases between adjacent points or over small time increments. A recent
phase based low coherence interferometry technique overcomes the 27r ambiguity by introducing
a dispersion imbalance in the interferometer [6]. In principle, it is possible to determine optical
distances very accurately using this method with appropriate modifications.
As we saw in Chapter 7, the substitution of one of the low coherence light sources with a
CW light source in the HPI, allows us to use the associated CW heterodyne signal as a form of
optical ruler by which the low coherence heterodyne signal can be referenced. One of the
benefits of using such a modified HPI is that the measured phase is now sensitive to the length
scale nL instead of (nA2 - n )L, where n is the refractive index at the low coherence
wavelength. The quantity n is more practically useful than the composite (nA2 -nA, ). We found
that by detuning the low coherence wavelength slightly (- 2 nm), the quantity nL can be found
without 27 ambiguity and with sub-nanometer sensitivity. This technique relies on the presence
of the CW optical ruler by which the optical distance is measured with reference to and is a
modification of the system discussed in Chapter 7.
This novel phase-based low coherence interferometry method can measure arbitrarily
long optical distances with sub-nanometer precision. It differs from the above-mentioned
technique based on dispersion imbalance in that the implementation is straightforward and
applicable for arbitrarily long distances. Perhaps more importantly, it is a technique that can be
readily applied to find the optical separation between two interfaces with absoluteness and
sensitivity; a daunting task for most other optical methods. It uses a low coherence phase
crossing technqiue to determine the integer number of interference fringes and additional phase
information from the measurement to accurately obtain the fractional fringe. In addition, it
provides depth resolution and can be used for tomographic profiling of stratified samples. For the
lack of a better name, we shall henceforth refer to this technique as the phase crossing
interferometry. As the method can measure long optical distances with unprecedented precision,
one of the applications of the method can be to determine the refractive indices of materials very
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accurately. We demonstrate this application for several materials. For a given sample of
thickness 1mm, the method can determine the refractive index to seven significant figures.
Section 8.2: The experimental set-up
The experimental set-up for the phase-crossing low coherence interferometer is similar to
the one used for phase-referenced low coherence interferometer. The important difference is that
we have substituted a wavelength tunable low coherence light source in place of the original low
coherence light source. In addition, we have removed the focusing microscopic objectives as
they are not needed in this experiment.
For completeness, we shall summarize the experimental set-up below.
L Isample
xl
x
D2 1550 nm DM
]Ml
775 nm BS
ADC
DI composite CW 1550 nm/ low
coherence tunable 775 nm
computer beam
Figure 8.1. Experimental Setup. Ml is the moving reference mirror; BS is a
beamsplitter; D1,2 are photodetectors; DM is a 775 nm/ 1550 nm dichroic
mirrnr
The experimental set-up employs a modified Michelson interferometer (Fig. 8.1). The
input light is a two-color composite beam composed of 150-fs mode-locked light from a
Ti:sapphire laser at 775.0 nm and CW 1550.0 nm light from a semiconductor laser. (this method
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evluates optical distances in terms of the CW wavelength. For the purpose of this experiment, we
take the CW wavelength to be 1550.0 nm exactly and compute all optical distances based on this
assumption.) The composite beam is divided in two at the beamsplitter. One part (signal) is
incident on the target, while the other is incident on a reference mirror moving at 0.5 mm/s,
which induces a Doppler shift on the reference beam. The back-reflected beams are recombined
at the beamsplitter, separated into their component wavelength components by means of a
dichroic mirror, and measured separately with photodetectors. The resulting heterodyne signals
at their respective Doppler-shifted frequencies are bandpassed around their respective center
heterodyne frequencies and Hilbert transformed to extract the corresponding phases of the
heterodyne signals, 'P and "Tc. (The subscripts CW and LC denote the 1550.0 nm CW and
775.0 nm low coherence wavelength components, respectively.)
We next detune the center wavelength of the low coherence light by 1-2 nm and measure
a second set of 'I,,j and 'ILc values. From these two sets of readings, the various interfaces in the
sample can be localized with sub-nanometer precision. The processing of data for localization is
described in the following section.
Section 8.3: The theory
For the sake of clarity, we have provided two explanations of the technique. The first is
an intuitive and qualitative explanation. Our motivation for providing this explanation is both to
illustrate that the method is fairly intuitive and to provide a sort of rough road map by which the
reader can navigate through the second, more mathematical, explanation.
Section 8.3.1: An intuitive explanation
Consider a sample which consists of a single interface at an unknown distance x from
the beamsplitter. For now, we shall assume that the distance from the beamsplitter to the
reference mirror, x, is a known quantity at each time point in our scan of the reference mirror.
One way to find an approximate value for x1 is by scanning x and monitoring the resulting
heterodyne signal in the recombined low coherence light beam. When x is approximately equal
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to x1, we expect to see a peak in the heterodyne signal amplitude. The precision of such a
technique is limited by the coherence length, 1., of the light source and the signal-to-noise quality
of the heterodyne signal. Under realistic experimental conditions, the error in x1 determined thus,
is unlikely to be better than a fifth of the coherence length.
Given that the coherence length of a typical low coherence source is 10 pim nominally,
this means that the error in such a means of length determination is limited to about 2 tm.
Now consider the phase of the heterodyne signal. The varying component of the
heterodyne signal detected can be expressed as:
heerodive Eref e i( 2kx-ot )E sige-i( 2kx1 -ot ) +C.C.
=
2 Eref Esig cos(k(x - xi ))
where Eref and Esig are the electric field amplitude of the reference and signal light field, k is
the optical wavenumber, o is the optical frequency. The factor of 2 in the exponents is due to the
fact that light travels twice the path going to the mirror/sample and back to the beamsplitter.
Note that when x matches x1 exactly, we can expect the heterodyne signal to peak. The
two returning beams will be in constructive interference. We can therefore use this property to
localize the interface. We find x1 by finding the value of x for which the two beams are in
constructive interference. Since we can measure phase very accurately, such an approach will
give us a length sensitivity of about 5 nm. Unfortunately, this method will not work because
there will be multiple values of x for which the heterodyne signal peaks; specifically, the
heterodyne signal will peak at:
x =xI +a- , (8.2)
2
where a is an integer and ) is the optical wavelength. This is a manifestation of the 27
ambiguity issue.
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light input interface
> x
Figure 8.2. The low coherence heterodyne signals associated with a
reflecting interface in the sample. As we can see, detuning the low
coherence wavelength will 'squeeze' the heterodyne signal around the
interface.
Fortunately, there is a way to distinguish the correct peak. Note that when x = x, exactly,
the heterodyne signal will peak regardless of the optical wavelength. On the other hand, the
subsequent peaks are wavelength dependent (see Fig. 8.2). Therefore, by detuning the
wavelength, we should be able to distinguish the correct peak associated with the situation where
x = x1 exactly. An intuitive way of visualizing the localization is to picture the heterodyne signal
squeezing in or expanding away from the fringe where x = x, exactly.
An astute reader may begin to wonder why we would need the CW light source in such a
localization scheme. There are two reasons for its presence.
First, it is very difficult in practice to know the value absolutely and accurately in an
interferometer. The CW component of the interferometer permits us to make highly accurate
measurements of x as we scan the reference mirror. In a specific case where we would like to
determine the distance between two interfaces in the sample, we would simply need to count the
number of CW interference fringes that occurred between where x is equal to the distance to the
first interface and where x is equal to the distance to the second interface (see Fig. 8.3).
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Second, the above scheme for localization of the interface will fail if there is a phase shift
associated with the reflection process. For example, if the surface is metallic, the phase shift will
be non-trivial and the phase of the heterodyne signal will take on some value other than the
trivial 0 or nt rad when x = x, exactly. While the above scheme will allow us the correct
interference fringe where x = x, , we will not be able to pinpoint with sub-wavelength
sensitivity. The presence of the CW heterodyne signal allows us to find the difference phase via
the HPI technique. Knowing this value, we can then localize the interface with great sensitivity.
The exact details of such localization can be found in the following section.
input st interface 2"n interface
light
CW t r dyn sig a
Figure 8.3. The heterodyne signals associated with 2 reflecting interfaces in
the sample. Again, detuning the low coherence wavelength will 'squeeze' the
heterodyne signal around the interfaces.
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Section 8.3.2: The formal mathematical description
The principle of the technique can be illustrated through the simple case of a sample of
thickness, L, and refractive index, n775nm, at wavelength of 775 nm. The two interfaces of the
sample are at optical distances x, and x2 (=x1 +n775nmL) from the beamsplitter, respectively.
Note that the method only works if the optical distance separation is greater than the coherence
length of the low coherence light source. Otherwise, the heterodyne phase signals associated
with the interfaces will merge together and result in errors. For clarity of explanation, we defer
incorporating the phase shifts associated with reflection until later. Please refer to the typical
experimental scan in Fig. 8.3 as a guide to the mathematical description.
25 IIII I I
a)
201
15k b)
10
0 10 0
-200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500
x (centered on first interface) (gin)
Figure 8.4. Typical scan of a sample with 2 interfaces. a) low coherence
heterodyne signal; b) yi,,(x) trace. The magnified view shows the phase
fringes. Each fringe corresponds to an optical distance of /11; c) traces of
VD(x) at two different values of A. The arrows indicate the phase crossing
points. In Figs. 8.2b and 8.2c, the vertical axis is in radians.
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As the reference mirror is scanned, the phase of the low coherence heterodyne signal is
given by:
VLC( x)
2 2
-x~l 1 2 x-x2)
mod 2 , arg RLC,e i2kLC(x-XI) c +RLC,2e i2 kLC (x~- 2e C
hC( x - x1 )mod 2 , (2kLc(x - x1 ))+ h( x - x 2 )mod 2 ; (2kLc(x - x 2
(8.3)
with RLC j the reflectivity of the interface j at the low coherence wavelength, k the optical
wavenumber, l. the coherence length, x the distance of the reference mirror from the
beamsplitter, and hc( x) a piecewise continuous function with value of 1 for Ix <21c and 0
otherwise. The factors of 2 in the exponents are due to the effective doubling of optical paths in
the back reflection geometry. The last equation reflects the fact that phase cannot be measured
far beyond the coherence envelopes, due to noise. Although the coherence envelops modeled
here are gaussian in profile, the same phase treatment is valid for profiles of any slowly varying
envelop.
Note that, unlike in Chapter 7, this description of VLC(x) does not contain the time
variable t at all. This is because the time dependent term f vdt from Chapter 7 is equivalent to
the length x.
The phase of the CW heterodyne signal is given by:
Vfw( x ) =mod2 . (arg (Rcjt,lei2kcw( x-x )+ Rcw,2eCi2kcw( x-( xl +nl1550nmL))
=mod 2I (arg(Rei2kCw( X-) inod2 7 (2kcid( x -- ,
(8.4)
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with R, j the reflectivity of the interface j at the CW wavelength, n1 5 5 0 nn, the sample's
refractive index, R and I the effective average reflectivity and distance from the beamsplitter,
respectively. If we choose the center wavelengths of the two light sources such that
kLc = 2kcl + A, (8.5)
where A is a small intentionally added shift, then we can obtain a difference phase, VD, of the
form:
VD( X) VLC( XI - 2cw( X)
hc( x - x, )rmod 2 7f (4ken(i -x] )+ 2A( x - x 1 ))+hc(x -X 2 )nod2ir (4kc,,,(X-- x 2 )+ 2A( x - x 2 )
(8.6)
The above quantity provides both the approximate number of fringes in the interval, (x 2 -X 1 ),
and the fractional fringe, which provides sub-wavelength precision.
As we vary A by a small amount (corresponding to the wavelength shift of 1-2 nm), the
slope of VD (x) will change around the points where x= x and x =x 2 . In other words, the
phase scans at different values of A will cross at those points. The optical distance from x1 to
X2 can be found by counting the fringes that Vc,, (x) goes through between the two phase
crossing points. For future calculations, we denote twice the quantity thus found by s5 ,f,,lg (note
that this is not an integer value), corresponding to the number of fringes at the low coherence
wavelength. In the event where multiple phase crossing points occur for a single interface, the
point that corresponds to the position of the interface can be found by making multiple scans at
different values of A. The position of the interface is the only location where VID(x) will cross
for all A values.
We can use the phase shift information to further localize the interface separation.
Specifically, the difference between the phase shifts at x = x1 and x = x 2 is:
Sphase - Inod27 (VD(X=XI )-ID(X = X2) mnod 21r(4k,,(x2 -x 1)) (8.7)27f 21
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This measures the fractional fringe with great sensitivity.
estimate of
("775nmn L)measured
based on Sfringe
possible values of
26.
(n775nm L-Jmeasured 25.111 26.111
based on Sphase
25 26
Figure 8.5. Given the values of Sphase and Sfringe, we
("775ninL)measured by choosing the value that minimizes
on S phase and S fringe -
The absolute optical separation (x2 - x1) can be de
Sflinge and sphase through the following equation:
correct estimate of
7 (fl775ninL)measitred
27.111 28.111
27 28
find the correct estimate of
the error between estimates based
termined with great precision from
(x 2 - X1 )measured = (f775nmimL)easured = c'int( S fringe ) + US phiase
(8.8)
where AS =res( Sfringe -Sphase and U( ) is a unit step function. Here, int( ) and res( ) denote
the integer and fractional parts of the argument respectively. The first term localizes the optical
distance to the correct integer number of fringes by minimizing the error between Sphase and the
fractional part of Sfringe- The error of an optical separation determination is limited only by the
measurement error of sphase* In our experiment such error translates to an error in
(n7775nmimeasured of about ~ 0.5 nm. The measurement error of Sfringe needs only be smaller
than 12 so that the correct interference fringe can be established; having satisfied this criterion, it
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does not enter into the error of (n775nmdmeasired. The maximum measurable optical distance
simply depends on the ability of the system to accurately count fringes between two crossing
points and the frequency stability of the light sources.
The above equation is simply a condensed expression of the method for finding the
correct fringe and the fractional fringe. The operation can be illustrated through the following
example. Suppose we find that Sfringe and sphase are 26.7 and 0. 111. From the measurement of
S)Ihase , we know that the optical distance will be of the value:
(nl775nmLeasured - "- (a + 0. 111), (8.9)4
where a is an integer. Given the value of Sfringe, we can narrow the possible values of
(n7775mnimeasured to the following 3 values: /cv (25.111), /c' (26.111) and Cl) (27.111) (see Fig.
4 4 4
8.4). Given that the value of (27.111) is closest to k (Sfringe), it is the correct estimate of
4 4
(n1775,n1m L measured 
-
As in our earlier interferometry experiments based on harmonically related light sources,
the appropriately chosen pair of light sources and the method of extracting difference phase
allows us to completely eliminate the effect of jitter in the interferometer, which would otherwise
make high precision optical distance measurement impossible. The elimination of jitter also
allows us to compare scans performed at different times.
Section 8.4: The experimental results
To demonstrate the capability of this technique, we use the system to probe the optical
distance between the top and bottom surface of a quartz cover slip (physical thickness, L = 237 ±
3 ptm). In this case, there is a r phase shift associated with reflection from the first interface, that
marks a positive refractive index transition. Hence, there is a e-1 term associated with the
factors RLc1 and Rcuu i in Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2). This results in a correction factor of 12 on
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Sfringe and sphase *.Figure 8.4 shows the result of typical scans at the low coherence wavelengths
of 773.0 nm and 777.0 nm. The results of 4 scans are summarized in Table 8. 1. The repeatability
of the experimental data indicates that the light sources are sufficiently stable in frequency.
As can be clearly seen, the experimental data is repeatable and yields an optical distance
measurement with sub-nanometer precision. (The highest sensitivity reported in literature thus
far is in the tm range [7].) We note that the optical distance found is associated with the low
coherence light source; the CW heterodyne signal serves as an optical ruler. If L of the quartz
coverslip is known precisely, n775 nn for quartz at the wavelength 775.0 nm can be found to a
very high degree of accuracy from (n775nmLmeasured 
-
S inge( pm ) S phase( Pin) (n775nm L )measured (Pim
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Set 1 350.86 ± 0.17 0.3496 ± 0.0004 351.0371 ±0.0004
Set 2 351.08 ± 0.17 0.3497 ± 0.0004 351.0372 ± 0.0004
Set 3 351.15 ± 0.16 0.3502 ± 0.0004 351.0377 ± 0.0004
Set 4 351.04 ± 0.18 0.3498 ± 0.0004 351.0373 ± 0.0004
Average 351.0373 ± 0.0004
Table 8.1. Measurements of (n77 5,,,,,L) on a piece of quartz cover slip.
Alternatively, without knowing the exact L, we can find the refractive index ratio at two
different wavelengths by measuring the corresponding optical distances using low coherence
light at these wavelengths and CW light at their respective harmonics. Using a range of low
coherence wavelengths, the dispersion profile of a piece of material can be determined very
accurately; our experimental results predict that a precision of 7 significant figures can be
achieved with a 1 mm thick sample. This compares well with previously developed methods. For
example, a precision of 6 significant figures had been demonstrated for a specially prepared 6
mm thick sample [8].
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As a proof of principle, we change the light sources of the system to a low coherence
superluminescent diode (SLD) at 1550.0 nm and a CW Ti:Sapphire laser at 775.0 nm. By
adjusting the operating current through the SLD we can change its center wavelength by about
2nm; this is adequate to achieve phase crossing. Using this system, we can measure the optical
distance at 1550.0 nm. Taking the ratio of the result of this measurement with the previous
measurement, we can determine n1775nm / 17155Onn, for quartz. (The fact that the index ratios found
are for harmonically related wavelengths is simply due to the sources we have available. Index
ratios for other wavelengths can be measured with other appropriate choices of light sources.)
For comparison, we also present the corresponding data for glass and acrylic plastic (Table 8.2).
1775nmn / 171550nm
Quartz 1.002742 ± 0.000003
Glass (German borosilicate) 1.008755 ± 0.000005
Acrylic plastic 1.061448 ± 0.000005
Table 8.2. Measurements of 7775nin / s155Onm for different materials.
We note here that some of the equations used when the low coherence wavelength is half
that of the CW wavelength are slightly different from the ones presented above. Their
modifications are straight forward, but for clarity and completeness, we shall list the appropriate
equations below:
VLC(x)
2
- x 2 -( ) 2kC(mod27( arg RLC,1ei 2 kLC (x-xl)e C + RLCi 2kLC (x-x2)e
hc(x- x1 )mod2;r (2kLc(x -x 1 ))+h( x-X 2 )mod2,.C(2kLC(x -x2
2(s- (x-x2 3/C ii
(8.3a)
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Vcwf( x) nod2,7 (arg(Rc, 1 ei2kc1 ( x-xI ) + Row, 2 e i2kcwv( -- (X +n550m1 1L)
=mod, (arg(ke i2kCW( x--x)):) 1=od2 (2k,.( x - )
(8.4a)
2 kLC kc, +A, (8.5a)
VD( x) = 2LCfx )- cwvfx)
hc(x-x, )mod27 r (4kLC(X-- xI )+2A(x-x, ))+h (x-x 2 )nod 2 (4kLc(X-x 2 )+2A(x-x )
(8.6a)
mod 2 (VD( x = 1 ) - VD(X X2 2 _nod 27 (4kLC (X2 - XI (8.7a)S phiase .2.72a
27r 27r
(X2 - X1 )measured (I775nmL)measured = nt( S fringe ) + U AS - - U- AS - + S phase
(8.8a)
Section 8.5: Discussion
There exists an extensive amount of work pertaining to high accuracy optical distance
measurements. Their uses are myriad and cover a large range of applications. For example,
evanescent-wave microscopy, which has a sensitivity in the nanometer range, has been applied to
the study of vesicle movements [9]. On the other extreme, high accuracy interferometer is also
used for the detection of gravitational waves in the LIGO project. Most of these highly precise
optical distance measurement systems are very specialized and require special conditions for
their operations. Our method differs from them in that it is robust and easily adaptable.
There exists a sub-class of optical distance measurement techniques that can nominally
be classified as methods based on the use of a super-wavelength [10, 11]. The idea of a super-
wavelength based method is centered on the use of multiple wavelengths to create an effective
wavelength which length is the lowest common multiple of the component wavelengths. The
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motivation behind the technique is that it alleviates the 27 ambiguity of a single wavelength by
using a much longer effective wavelength. (Of course, if the distance to be measured is longer
than the super-wavelength, 27 ambiguity will creep into the measurement again.) These methods
sacrifice sensitivity for the extended measurement ranges; their sensitivity are typically on the
order of 0. 1 mm for a distance of 1 m.
The implementation of our method defers from these in two major ways. These super-
wavelength methods require the assumption that the refractive index of the medium measured is
constant for all its component wavelengths. Second, while these methods actively avoid choosing
wavelengths that are harmonically related (due to the lowest common multiple criterion
mentioned above), our method exploits harmonically related wavelengths. Instead of creating a
super-wavelength to bump the 27u ambiguity to a longer length scale, our method completely
eliminates the 27 ambiguity problem. This is the reason we can achieve sub-nanometer precision
for arbitrarily long distances.
There exists another elegant method for absolute optical distance measurement [12]. This
method overcomes the 27r ambiguity issue through the use of variable wavelengths and phase
nulling in an interferometer. It has the potential for measuring distances with nanometer
precision. Our method differs from this in that the use of low coherence light allows us to
resolves different interfaces and permits us to find optical separations between different
interfaces. This depth resolving capability allows us to take on the challenge of finding the
refractive indices of biological targets, such as the eye's vitreous humor, non-invasively.
Lastly, the immunity to interferometer jitter that our harmonic phased based method
possesses allows it to be used without need for complicated interferometer stabilization systems.
In contrast, most of the other techniques discussed in this section require stabilization.
Section 8.6: Conclusions
To our knowledge, this optical depth ranging technique is the first to demonstrate the
ability to measure arbitrarily large optical separations with sub-nanometer precision. We believe
this novel phase-crossing technique for overcoming 2r ambiguity will be of significant use in
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applications such as high precision depth ranging, remote high precision separation measurement
and high precision refractive index determination of thin film solid state materials.
In the biomedical context, this technique can be used to very accurately determine the
dispersion property of biological tissues in a non-contact and non-invasive manner. Such
dispersion determination can be used on the cornea or aqueous humor of the eye. The sensitivity
achieved should be sufficient to detect glucose concentration dependent optical changes.
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Chapter 9:
Interferometric light scattering
spectroscopy: an illustration of the
importance of the phase wavefront
Section 9.1: Background
Light scattering spectroscopy (LSS) is a new technique capable of accurately
measuring the features of nuclei and other cellular organelles in situ. We present the
considerations required to implement and interpret interferometric based detection in
LSS, and demonstrate that the technique is experimentally feasible. A theoretical
formalism for modeling interferometric LSS signals based on Mie scattering is presented.
Phase-front uniformity is shown to play an important and novel role. Results of
heterodyne experiments with polystyrene microspheres that localize LSS signals to a
region about 30 gm in axial extent are reported. In addition, differences between
interferometric LSS and the earlier intensity-based LSS are discussed.
Section 9.1.1: Optical phase shift and optical phase front
uniformity
Thus far in this thesis, we have shown that the optical phase shift of light can be
measured with a high degree of accuracy. We have also demonstrated several methods
based on HPI by which measurements of optical phase shifts can be used to extract
information about samples. However, the phase shift information measured with HPI
does not represent the entirety of phase information extractable from the light field.
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In particular, a light field can also be characterized by the spatial uniformity of its
phase front. A plane wave presents a uniform phase front in its propagating direction; the
wave crosses all points of a plane perpendicular to its propagating direction (projection
plane) with the same phase. To first approximation, a collimated laser beam can be
treated as a plane wave. A non-uniform phase front crosses the projection plane with a
spatially varying phase across the plane. A light field with a non-uniform phase front can
be created in numerous ways. A laser beam passing through a scattering medium will
have a non-uniform phase front; this situation is analogous to the breaking of an ocean
wave front on a reef. An incandescent light source has both a non-uniform and a time-
varying phase front because the light is generated by the independent (incoherent)
emissions from a collection of emitters.
We can draw a distinction between randomness in the spatial sense and
randomness in the temporal sense. A spatially non-uniform phase front implies that the
optical phase difference at two given points on the projection plane that it crosses is
random. This phase difference is the same at all times if the light field is time-invariant.
On the other hand, if this phase difference changes randomly over time as well, this light
field would have both a non-uniform and time-varying phase front. Another example of a
light field, which has a non-uniform and time varying phase front, is the transmission
through a scattering medium where the scatterers are moving.
The phase front uniformity of a light field cannot be detected with purely intensity
based approaches. A light beam with a uniform phase front and a light beam with a non-
uniform phase front will appear identical to the eye and other types of detectors. Phase
front non-uniformity does affect the beam profile and give rise to speckle if the light
beam is allowed to propagate a sufficient distance. By measuring such changes, an
observer can indirectly deduce the phase front uniformity characteristics.
Interferometric based techniques permit measurements of the phase front
uniformity more directly. Consider an optical wave front where the optical phase shift is
a constant shift of 0 rad on one side and a constant shift of 7r rad on the other. If a uniform
reference light field of constant phase shift is superposed on it, we will expect to see half
of the fields in constructive interference and half in destructive interference. If this
superposed light field is incident on a detector and the reference beam has a heterodyne
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frequency shift, we will expect to see a constant signal from the detector. There will be
no net heterodyne beat as the heterodyne signal on one side of the detector is exactly 1
rad shifted from the heterodyne signal on the other side. On the other hand, an initial light
field which has a constant optical phase shift across the projection plane will give the
maximum heterodyne beat with the reference light field.
By taking the ratio of the amplitude of the heterodyne signal to the light field's
intensity, we can then characterize the uniformity of the optical phase front with this
parameter.
Section 9.1.2: Light scattering spectroscopy
Recently, a new light scattering technique has been used during endoscopic
procedures to measure the size distribution of cell nuclei and refractive index changes in
the epithelial linings of the body [1-3]. In these studies, the intensity of white light back-
scattered from the tissue is collected via an optical fiber probe and spectrally analyzed.
The cell nuclei behave like Mie scatterers [4, 5]; such particles exhibit periodic intensity
variations with wavelength that are proportional to their sizes (typically 5-15 Jim) and
relative refractive indices. This technique, called light scattering spectroscopy (LSS), is
of interest because changes in the size of cell nuclei and their chromatin content (related
to refractive index) are primary indicators of dysplasia [6], the precursor of cancer, and
treatment is most simple and effective when implemented at this early stage.
Until now, the LSS information has been obtained from analysis of the intensity
of the back-scattered light. In this chapter, we shall explore the feasibility of employing
interferometry techniques to measure LSS signals. Interferometric LSS with low-
coherence light sources can isolate regions as small as 30 tm in dimension for study (as
limited by the coherence length of the light source). The ability of low coherence
interferometry to localize small regions for measurements has been amply demonstrated
in previous chapters. In addition, interferometric based measurements preferentially
detect light which has been scattered only once [7], and greatly discriminate against
direct back-scattering from diffuse tissue reflectance, thus enhancing sensitivity and
simplifying the computations required to extract the size distribution of the scatterers.
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A fully implemented interferometric LSS system would measure the light
scattering signals over a broad spectral range. From these measurements, we would be
able to extract information about the nuclei size distributions and chromatin content of a
few or even a single cell in vivo. In addition, the potentially greater sensitivity of
interferometric LSS may allow for the study of smaller organelles and extracellular
structures. As a feasibility assessment of this technique and the first step in its
implementation, we conducted a interferometric LSS experiment using two wavelengths.
On a related subject, a colleague of mine, Adam Wax, has recently developed an
interferometric LSS system based on measurements of the angular scattering pattern at a
single wavelength [8]. He demonstrated that such an angle-based approach is equivalent
to approaches based on spectral analysis. Such a system has a distinct technological
advantage that it does not require the use of a large number of low cherence light sources
at different wavelengths.
This chapter presents the considerations required to implement spectral-based
interferometric LSS, and demonstrates its feasibility through an experimental study. A
theoretical formulation based on light scattering theory for modeling and interpreting
interferometric LSS is presented. Phase-front uniformity is shown to play an important
role. We report a proof-of-principle experiment that measures the LSS signals arising
from microsphere scattering within a localized region 30 tm in axial extent. In addition,
differences between intensity-based and interferometric LSS methods are discussed.
Section 9.2: Experiment
The experimental set-up (Fig. 9.1) employs a Michelson interferometer with two
low-coherence light sources. A Coherent MIRA Ti:sapphire laser operating in
femtosecond mode (104 fs) produces 800 nm light. A portion of this light is split off and
up-converted to 400 nm by means of a second harmonic generation crystal. The
coherence lengths of both the primary and second harmonic are about 40 pm. The
converted light is then recombined with the original beam. Care is taken to achieve good
spatial overlap between the 2 wavelength components. The combined beam is then
divided by a beam-splitter (BS 1) into probe and reference beams.
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The probe beam is focused onto the sample by means of a 12.7 mm focal length
achromatic lens. The powers of the 400 and 800 nm components at the sample are 14
and 5.5 mW, respectively. The beam waists at the lens are 1.1 and 2.1 mm (FWHM),
resulting in beam waists at the focal point of 5.9 and 6.2 gm, and Rayleigh lengths of 270
and 150 jtm, respectively. As the coherence length is shorter than the Rayleigh lengths,
we can effectively approximate the probe region as a cylinder. The calculated beam
overlap within this region is 98%, insuring that the same particles within the sample are
illuminated simultaneously at both wavelengths.
800nm + 400nm
beam
DI
Al
+
PD
Lock-In
Amp
400nm
signal
1
BS1
~~~~~1<~~
A2 D2
PD2
Lock-In
Amp
800nm
signal
Figure 9.1: Experimental Set-up.
The reference beam is reflected from a mirror (M1) moving at a constant speed,
inducing Doppler shifts of 14.6 and 7.3 kHz at 400 and 800 nm, respectively. It is then
recombined with the probe light backscattered from the sample and transmitted to a
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dichroic mirror (DI), which separates the 400 and 800 nm components and delivers them
to separate New Focus 2007 auto-balanced photoreceivers (PD1 and PD2). Apertures (A l
and A2) are placed in front of the detectors to limit the amount of collected light. They
are both set at a radius of 0.9 mm. The distance from the collection lens (LI) to the
detectors is about 50 cm. A portion of the reference beam is separated by means of a
second beamsplitter (BS2) and sent to a second dichroic mirror (D2). The two output
components from this mirror are delivered to the reference ports of the photoreceivers.
This serves to cancel power fluctuations at the two wavelengths.
The heterodyne signal at each wavelength, which results from the interference of
the back-scattered probe beam and the appropriate Doppler-shifted reference beam, is
detected by the photoreceiver. Each signal is measured using a Stanford Research 830
dual phase lock-in amplifier array. The true magnitude of the heterodyne signal is
displayed on an oscilloscope or recorded by a computer.
Each sample consists of a cuvette with a thin layer of clear gelatin about 3 mm
thick, followed by a layer of polystyrene microspheres suspended in gelatin. The probe
beam enters the sample through the first layer and is brought to a focus at the interface
between the first and the second layers. The two layers have the same refractive index,
which ensures that there is no reflective interface between them. Therefore, any
heterodyne signal observed can be attributed solely to scattering from the microspheres.
The polystyrene microspheres range from 0.53 to 4.6 tm in diameter and are
obtained from Bangs Laboratories, Polysciences Inc. and Spherotech Inc. The volume
concentration of microspheres within the second layer is maintained at 1.3% for all
samples. Based on an illumination volume of about 850 gim3 , as defined by the waist at
the focus of the probe beam and its coherence length, the average number of
microspheres illuminated ranges from 140 for the 0.53 pm diameter microspheres to 0.2
for the 4.6 pm diameter microspheres. The refractive index ratio of the microspheres to
the gelatin is measured independently to be 1.19±0.01. To account for attenuation and
absorption of the probe beam in the first layer of gelatin, the results are normalized using
heterodyne signals from a cuvette in which the second layer of gelatin is replaced by a
mirror.
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The amplitude of the measured heterodyne signal depends primarily on three
factors: the number of microspheres illuminated, their positions within the probe beam,
and the amount of back-scattering they produce. The first two factors are undesirable in
that they can potentially skew the experiment and mask the periodic structure of the light
scattering spectrum. In the present study, we eliminated these contributions by carefully
aligning the 400 and 800 nm beam components and employing approximately equal
beam waists at the focus, as described above. This ensures that the beam components at
both wavelengths illuminate the same region of the sample, and thus the same
microspheres. Therefore, by taking the ratio of the signals at the two wavelengths, any
dependence on the number and positions of the microspheres are normalized out.
Section 9.3: Theory
In this section, we show that the heterodyne signal from multiple scatterers can be
treated as an ensemble averaged heterodyne signal arising from a single scatterer. We
then use this simplified theory in Section 9.4 to generate a computational model of our
experiment.
The heterodyne signal resulting from the interference of a Doppler shifted
reference beam and a signal beam, comprised of light scattered from multiple scatterers,
can be derived by calculating the power of the total electric field and retaining only the
frequency modulated term. In the case where the signal beam has a non-planar wavefront,
the result needs to be averaged over the finite size of the detector. The amplitude of the
frequency modulated term can be expressed as:
L2 Er(P)ET (J V~T (JOi X~w e L2Er(P )ET(P )e VT( P) (10.l1a)
where Er( p) is the electric field amplitude of the reference beam, p is the spatial
coordinate on the detector's surface, ET( 0 ) is the amplitude component of the signal
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electric field which is polarized in the same direction as the reference beam. (Henceforth,
all discussion of electric fields refer to those with the same polarization as the reference
beam.) The symbol, Ao), denotes the heterodyne frequency and t represents the time. The
associated phase shift of the signal field to the reference field is represented as VT(P).
The bracket [..]6 denotes averaging over the detector area and I... denotes amplitude.
When the signal beam is comprised of the reflections from a group of scatterers,
we can decompose it to the constituent electric fields from each scatterer. Accordingly,
the heterodyne amplitude can be written as:
P )ET(fi)e' VT(P
P j=1
DO
X2Er(,p )EIj,i(,p )ei1(
i=1-
where E1 (P) denotes the amplitude of the scattered electric field associated with the ith
trajectory which has undergone exactly j scattering events in the sample, and yij(p) is
the associated phase.
Each term on the right hand side of Eq. (9.1b) can be rewritten as:
)Ej,( P)e i"ip P =aaj,iErEj 1e'"j"
where E, and E,. denote the root mean square averages of Eri(p) and Ej (p) over
the detector areas, and y> the effective average phase shift. The phase and amplitude of
the scattered field must be averaged over the detector since light incident on scatterers
will be scattered in different amounts at different angles. The reference field is assumed
to have a Gaussian transverse spatial variation across the detector. The quantity a. is
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L2 Er(
(9.1b)
L 2Er(j5 (9.2)
defined as the spatial coherence factor. It measures the uniformity of Yj,, (p), as well as
the correlation of E g (P) with Er(j)- Its maximum value, 2, occurs when jj (fi) is
constant over the detector surface, and E' (P) is identical in profile to Er(P). Note
that E, and E are simply the square roots of the average reference intensity and
scattered intensity at the detector, respectively. The choice of using the root mean square
averages of Er(,6) and E1j(P) simplifies the final expression for the heterodyne signal
amplitude, Eq. (9.5).
Extensive discussion of an and its behavior with respect to the number of
scattering events, j, can be found in ref. [9]. It is demonstrated in that reference, and
indirectly in ref. [10], that a,. decreases very rapidly with increasing values of j. This
implies that a heterodyne measurement strongly favors the detection of singly scattered
light over multiply scattered light, provided that the two are present in comparable
amounts. Such is the case for light scattered near the surface of a turbid medium. Thus, in
our case the measured heterodyne signal can be approximated by the terms associated
with the aL 's in Eq. (9.1b):
2Er(p)ET(,PeiVT(P) I
N
Er Xa ji E,ie
1.=1
Note that since the number of trajectories with only one scattering event equals the
number of scatterers illuminated, N, the summation in Eq. (9.3) is terminated at N.
The heterodyne signal amplitude can be evaluated from Eq. (9.3) as
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lI/ft, (9.3)
H = 2Er(p)ET( )e VT (P
N
~ Er f (a1,I , 1.)2
N
+i
N
i aia4IiK 1'i, cos(i i
i'=I
i'#1
N
~ - N (a 1,i- ',j)2E, I
(9.4)
The cross terms in Eq. (9.4) are negligible if the iji 's are uncorrelated and the number
of scatterers, N, in the probe region is large. We can also satisfy the later requirement by
averaging over a sufficient number of measurements taken at different points on the
sample. The assumption that the yf, 's are uncorrelated may be justified by noting that,
in addition to the non-zero phase shift that the scattered light accumulates from the
scatterers, there are additional random phase shifts due to the different round trip
distances traversed by the light from scatterers at various depths. Given that the average
spatial distance between neighboring scatterers in our experiment is at least 1.8 tm or
about 2.2 times the 800 nm wavelength, the scattered light contributions are unlikely to
be correlated.
For a medium with microspheres of diameter D illuminated by light of
wavelength k, we have an average detected field, E(X,D), given by the square root of
the average intensity of light per scatterer reaching the detector, I(A,D). The root mean
square ensemble average of the heterodyne signal amplitude from Eq. (9.4) can then be
written as:
semble-rms = rj (a1,i (A,D, di ) (xD,d ))
- NEra (A, D)E(2, D)= NEra (/, D) I(A, D)
ensemble - rms
(9.5)
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with di the displacement of the ith scatterer from the focal point. The parameter a(1, D)
is a defined quantity which accounts for the contributions of the a (X, D,d,)'s to the
ensemble averaged heterodyne signal. As we shall see in Section 9.6, d(2,D) is a
fundamental characterization of the scattering process. Note that all quantities in Eq. (9.4)
except Eare functions of A, D and di; we simply make these explicit in Eq. (9.5). The
ensemble average is performed by summing over all possible di.
In intensity-based LSS, the number of illuminated scatterers, N, can be found by
measuring the back-scattered intensity at many wavelengths. The same can be done in
interferometric LSS. Unfortunately, in the current feasibility demonstration, where the
heterodyne signals are measured at only two wavelengths, N cannot be accurately
determined. However, since the beam components at the two wavelengths are well
aligned, and thus illuminate the same focal area, the same scatterers are simultaneously
illuminated at both wavelengths in each measurement. To insure that our data approaches
the ensemble average, we make M individual measurements of H, each at a different
beam position. We then sum over the square of the measurements at each wavelength.
The ratio, R, of the two sums then eliminates any dependence on N:
H (-, D)_ D (AD 96X~i(2LD) (, , ) I(, )
R (9.6)
M 2 (2,D) I(2,D)H, (TDD
1=1
Note that in addition to the scattered intensity, I(X,D), which determines the reflectance
spectrum in a conventional LSS experiment, interferometric LSS is also influenced by the
wavelength-dependent spatial coherence factor, d(A,D). This indicates that the
interferometric LSS spectrum will differ fundamentally from the intensity-based LSS
spectrum.
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Section 9.4: Computational model
The ensemble averaged quantity d(1,D)rI(X,D) can be calculated from Mie
scattering theory for spherical objects. We first express the contribution to the heterodyne
signal amplitude from a single scatterer at a displacement d, from the focal point. This is
given by:
S( , D, Oi, Oi)H(A,D,di 2Er ( 2,,P )Ei(,di) (AO)(9.7)
with Ei(A,di) the electric field strength at the scatterer and S(11,D,O,i) the
component of the scattered field (after it is collimated by the collection optics) with the
same polarization as the reference beam [5]. (Note that, despite its name, S(2,DO,,Oi)
is a complex function). In our notation, 0 i is the angle subtended from the vertical,
defined as the direction of the probe beam's propagation, and O is the angle in the plane
normal to the vertical, with O=O being along the direction of polarization. The angle of
scattering, 0 i and Oi can be related to p and d. by Fourier optics [11]. k is the optical
wavenumber and r the distance from the scatterer to the detector.
S (A, D, i,, ) can, in turn, be expressed as:
S( A, D,Oi, O ) = sin 2 (i )SI ( A, D, Oi ) + cos2 ( Oi )2 2( A, D,Oi ),(9.8)
where S,(I,D,0,) and S2(/,D,0 ) are the amplitude functions given by Mie theory for
scattering when the incident polarization is perpendicular and parallel to the scattering
plane, respectively [4].
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From Eq. (9.5), the ensemble averaged quantity -(X,D) I(X,D) equals the root
mean square ensemble average of the heterodyne signal associated with N=I. In other
words, it can be expressed in terms of the single scatterer's heterodyne contribution:
(2D) I( D) -I H(I{Dd j) ,-rl= _ 1 XH 2 (xDd) (9.9)
9; EC.Q i
where Q is the number of elements in the ensemble average.
Using this formulation, we calculate the theoretical predictions for R for
microspheres ranging from 0.1 to 5 tm in diameter. The result is then averaged over a
5% variation in diameter, to account for the distribution of microsphere sizes in a given
sample. This distribution is consistent with the size distribution given by the
manufacturers.
Section 9.5: Results
1.5
E
S 1C
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Figure 9.2. Experimental data with theoretical fit (solid line).
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The experimental data are plotted in Fig. 9.2. Each data point consists of 30 or 45
measurements taken at various sample positions. We average over scatterer position by
taking the root mean square of the measured heterodyne signal at each wavelength. The
ratio of the results, R, is then calculated and plotted.
The solid line in the plot is the theoretical fit. The fit was done using the
experimental specifications as listed in Section 9.2. In the fitting procedure, we used the
aperture size of the detectors as free parameters. We found that the best fit requires that
we use an aperture size of 0.7 mm in radius, instead of 0.9 mm, for the 400 nm
measurements. This can be accounted for as a possible misalignment of the incoming
beam at the detector, which would result in a smaller effective detection area.
The theoretical fit agrees well with experiment for microspheres smaller than 5
tm in diameter. However, the theory breaks down for the larger microsphere sizes. This
is because the theoretical fit, based on Mie scattering theory, assumes an incident plane
wave field. As the microsphere size becomes comparable to the beam waists (about 6 tm
in this experiment), this criterion is no longer satisfied.
Section 9.6: Discussion
While both interferometric and intensity-based LSS determine the size and
relative refractive index of scatterers by measuring variations in scattering across the
spectrum, interferometric LSS differs from intensity-based LSS in two important ways.
First, it is sensitive to phase front variations in the scattered wave, as well as to the
intensity variations of the back-scattered light. Second, it permits greater localization of
the region to be measured and enable tomographic imaging.
Single particle light scattering is characterized by the scattering amplitude,
S(11, D,0,), a complex function with a phase that varies with angular coordinates. This
phase is not measured in intensity-based LSS. In contrast, interferometric LSS is very
sensitive to variations in phase. To illustrate this, we consider an experiment with a plane
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wave incident field. The average scattering intensity from a single scatterer measured at
the detector can then be expressed as [5]:
E.22
I(XD)= k22 ,0 p (9.10)
From Eq. (9.7), a similar interferometric LSS experiment in which the incident and
reference fields are both plane waves will give a heterodyne signal of the form:
2 4£ 2.2 2 (.1H( A,D)2 =_ r2E 2 S( A, D, 0, 0)]6 . (9.11)
k2 r2
Setting aside the average reference field intensity, 7 , a subtle but important difference
between these two expressions can be seen. In Eq. (9.10), the magnitude of S(A,D, ,0)
is taken before averaging over the detector area, whereas in Eq. (9.11), the sequence of
operations is reversed. Thus, phase variations become important in interferometric LSS,
and the measured signal will be proportional to the degree of phase-front uniformity of
the scattered light. More explicitly, the measured signal strength depends on how strongly
the phase (argument of S( A, D, ,O )) varies with 0. We found, from Mie theory, that this
phase, like the magnitude of S( A, D, 0, 0), has a stronger angular dependence for larger
ratio - j. This additional dependence on should lead to more variation across the
spectrum with interferometric LSS than with intensity-based LSS. This, in turn, should
make calculation of scatterer size easier and more sensitive.
The theory presented in Section 9.3 employs an ensemble-averaged spatial
coherence factor, a(A, D), to quantify the degree of phase front uniformity. We note that
a(A, D) is fundamentally related to S(A, D, ,0). By substituting Eqs. (9.10) and (9.11)
into Eq. (9.5) and setting N=1 (as the above calculation is for a single scatterer), we
obtain:
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[S( A, D, 0, )]
a[S( A, D , ) )22] prS(, D,O)2j (9.12)
(Eq. (9.12) is applicable only in situations where both the reference and incident fields
are uniform, and must be appropriately modified for non-uniform input fields.)
This factor characterizes the phase front uniformity of the scattered light field. The closer
this factor is to 2, the more uniform the phase front is.
To clarify the physical significance of d(A,D), we express Eqs. (9.10) and (9.11)
in terms of the scattering cross-section, a(A,D), and phase function, f(A,D,0,0). The
phase function is the normalized function, which describes
distribution of the scattered light [12], given by Ref. [5]:
the angular
f (A, D, 0, 0)= 2 S((A,D,0,0) .
k2 (2,D)
We can thus express Eq. (9.10) as:
I(AD )= ((AD)[f(AD,0,0)]6.
(9.13)
(9.14)
The corresponding equation for the heterodyne signal, Eq. (9.11), can then be written in
terms of a(A, D) as:
H4) 2 Er2 4EiG(H(A,) = 2 (9.15)
In intensity-based light scattering measurements, the scattering cross-section,
a(A,D) [12], and the anisotropy factor, g(A, D) [12], are often used to characterize the
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intensity
AD)t 2 ( AD)if( AD,0, 0)].
scattering process. In contrast, specification of the scattering process in interferometric
light scattering requires a different parameter, the spatial coherence factor _(1,D),
derived from S(/, D,,0).
In addition to this sensitivity to phase variations, interferometric LSS has the
advantage of being able to localize a very small region for study. Spatial localization is
limited by the coherence length, and a typical femtosecond laser beam can localize a
region for study on the order of tens of microns. This opens the possibility of selectively
probing each individual scatterer, such as a single cell nucleus, even when it is
surrounded by other scatterers. The prospect of probing one scatterer at a time also
simplifies the computations. For a single scatterer, the cross-terms in Eq. (9.4) will not be
present, thereby eliminating the need to average over numerous samples. We also note
that with the high sensitivity afforded by heterodyne techniques, the full-spectral
response of interferometric LSS may provide a means to resolve features of a scatterer
that are considerably smaller than an optical wavelength.
Section 9.7: Conclusions
This study demonstrates the feasibility of interferometric LSS. We have shown
that measurements taken with this technique agree with our theoretical modeling of the
scattering and propagation of the scattered field. According to the theory, the
interferometric technique is sensitive to phase-front variations, which we have
parametrized as ai(2 ,D). This factor is fundamentally related to the scattering function.
The use of low coherence interferometry in interferometric LSS also implies that
functional information about the target region can be mapped in three dimensions.
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Chapter 10:
Feasibility of deep optical imaging of
biological tissues using phase conjugation
Section 10.1: Background
We present a theoretical analysis of a two-step phase conjugation technique that partially
corrects for sample turbidity. Our simulations employ a mathematical model that accounts for
phase front variations that arise from the interaction of light with the turbid medium. We
demonstrate that an inversion procedure based on phase conjugating the transmitted light and
returning it through the turbid medium is capable of correcting turbidity, even if a significant
portion of the original light is lost.
Section 10.1.1: The complete characterization of the optical
wavefront
We have already seen in the previous chapters that the optical wavefront can be
characterized through its average phase shift and spatial uniformity of the phase front. Not
surprisingly, these two parameters do not completely characterize the optical wavefront. The
complete characterization of the optical wavefront requires the knowledge of the light field
amplitude and phase at all points in a surface that encloses the light sources. With knowledge of
these two parameters, it is possible to completely predict the propagation of the light field
forward in time or backward through time. In other words, the light field propagation is
deterministic.
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In this chapter, we will explore the possibility of exploiting the deterministic nature of
light field propagation to simplify the problem of imaging through a scattering medium.
Section 10.2: Wavefront reversal through phase conjugation
Deep tissue imaging techniques, such as X-ray CT [1], MRI, ultrasound and PET [2], are
important clinical diagnostic tools for probing structure inside the body. However, with a few
notable exceptions, such techniques are limited in their ability to render functional assessments.
The optics community has long recognized the potential advantages of using optical means for
deep tissue probing. This can be attributed to three features. First, a rich variety of optical
technology can be used to provide detailed information about the tissue being probed. For
example, tissue fluorescence signatures [3-6] and Raman scattering [7, 8] both provide
information about chemical content, and light scattering spectroscopy [9-11] can be used to
provide sub-cellular morphological information, such as the size distribution of the cell nuclei.
Second, unlike most other imaging techniques, light-matter interaction mechanisms generally
possess rich excitation and emission spectral signatures that can be used to characterize the
material being probed. For example, the detailed features of a Raman spectrum can identify the
presence and measure amounts of up to 12 chemicals in an intact coronary artery atherosclerotic
lesion [8]. Similarly, absorption-based spectral analysis can be used to characterize blood
oxygenation of fetal heads in utero [12]. Third, biological tissues have little absorption at red and
near infrared wavelengths. This makes it possible to probe the transmission of thick biological
tissue to learn about its composition. This fact is exploited in diffuse optical tomography, which
has the potential to identify lesions deep within the body [13].
However, deep tissue imaging based on optical methods faces a very significant obstacle
- the turbid nature of biological tissue. Multiple scattering deflects the light from its original
propagation direction; as a result, the transmitted and diffusely reflected light has reduced
imaging capability. Diffuse optical tomography is based on an intensity picture of light
propagating in tissue, in which photons undergo ballistic-like trajectories as they diffuse through
the turbid medium. Significant progress has been made in recent years to deconvolute the effects
of turbidity through mathematical modeling of the scattering process (all based on the radiative
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transport equation). However, in practical schemes resolution is limited to several millimeters, at
best [13]. In principle, much higher resolution is achievable by selective detection of minimally
scattered light through time/frequency gating [14]. However, such approaches have two
significant shortcomings. First, in a thick sample only a very small portion of the transmitted
light is minimally scattered, resulting in a low signal-to-noise level. Furthermore, a recent study
of the phase characteristics of the minimally scattered light (the so-called ballistic photons)
(described in Chapter 4 and Ref. [15]) has demonstrated that the Monte Carlo analysis and other
intensity-based methods [16, 17] can be significantly deficient, because information about the
propagating phase-front is ignored. More generally, the underlying basis of diffuse optical
tomography neglects the wave nature of the optical field, which provides information on
amplitude, phase and wavefront. It is questionable whether purely intensity-based approaches
can ever render as complete and informative an image as field-based approaches.
These considerations have lead us to re-examine the challenge of turbidity correction
from another perspective. When the scatterers are fixed in position, diffusion of a transmitted
light field is a reversible process, and inversion can be accomplished using holographic/phase
conjugation techniques [18]. The inversion process takes place in two steps. First, a uniform light
field is transmitted through the turbid medium. The transmission is recorded on a phase
conjugator. In the case in which the phase conjugator is a holographic plate or a photorefractive
crystal, the image can be stored for a period of time [19]. We next read out this stored
information as a phase-conjugated light field, which we counterpropagate through the turbid
medium. The re-transmitted light is then recorded as an intensity image. In principle, if the entire
transmitted field is recorded and the medium is lossless, the original input beam can be
completely recovered by returning a phase-conjugated copy of that transmitted field through the
medium.
Leith and Upatnieks demonstrated the feasibility of distortion correction via such a
double pass technique in 1966; in that experiment, the distorting element was a ground glass
plate [20]. However, we note that the light field randomization process associated with a ground
glass plate is fundamentally different from that associated with a turbid medium. Specifically, a
ground glass plate performs a point-by-point randomization of the phase of the optical wave
front. In a turbid medium, the light field randomization is further complicated by the diffusion of
optical energy from any given point on the input face of the turbid medium to other points on the
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output face. One of the primary purposes of this paper is to present a matrix formulation that
models this randomized transfer process.
The reader may question the usefulness of recovering the original input beam.
Information about the turbidity of the medium would be lost via the double pass. Such is indeed
the case for a lossless turbid medium. However, in a turbid medium with localized regions of
loss, the double pass technique will undo some of the turbidity and permit the imaging of the
absorptive component of the medium. Consider a thick turbid sample comprised of an absorbing
object embedded within a lossless turbid medium, at the input face of which a plane wave is
incident. The biological equivalent of such a target is a capillary embedded within muscle tissue,
where the optical wavelength used is 580nm (which is strongly absorbed by blood). As
absorption is a non-reversible process, the beam reconstructed via double pass can create a
shadowgram of the object, highlighting its absorption at 580 nm. Due to the double pass through
the target, the absorption profile is enhanced. By collecting such shadowgrams at various input
planes, a tomographic image of the object can be constructed. Further, by using various
wavelengths of incident light, spectroscopic information about the composition of the target
(such as the degree of oxygen saturation) can be obtained.
It is of interest to note that research into the application of phase conjugation to image
through a turbid medium has deviated very significantly from the objective of reversing effects
of scattering, as was done in the ground glass plate experiment [20]. Instead, the use of phase
conjugation for scattering problems has since been largely centered on the principle that moving
scatterers (such as fog particles) scatter light incoherently and continuously randomize the
associated optical phase of the scattered light [21, 22]. This ensures that the scattered light
cannot be coherently recorded on a holographic or phase conjugation plate, thereby, employing
phase conjugation as a good scattered light rejection filter [23]. A biomedical implementation of
such a coherent light detection scheme can be found in Ref. [24].
In the following, we introduce a matrix-based approach for modeling extended turbid
media and the mathematical functions associated with phase conjugation and ordinary reflection.
We then discuss some experimental issues associated with undoing turbidity by phase
conjugation. With these considerations in mind, we present theoretical simulations that show that
phase conjugation is sufficiently robust to permit retrieval of an undistorted absorption profile
image, even when the phase conjugation process is imperfect.
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Mathematical concepts
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Figure 10.1. Physical interpretation of each element in the vectors E.
For light traversing a turbid medium, the input and output fields can be related as:
(10.1)Eoutput, I pass = A input
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where R nput is the incident electric field input, Boitput,lpass is the exiting electric field output
and A is an operator that represents the transfer function associated with the turbid medium. The
field P is a vector, each element of which represents the electric field at a given point at the
input or output face of the medium. (We assume a linear system, so A is not a function of E.)
The vectorial assignment of E has nothing to do with the polarization of the light field; in fact,
for clarity, we shall assume the light field to be unpolarized. For simplicity, in the following we
limit ourselves to an electric field with a one-dimensional profile traversing a two-dimensional
turbid medium. The physical interpretation of each element in the vectors is illustrated in Fig.
10. 1. Extension to a more realistic two-dimensional electric field profile propagating in a three-
dimensional turbid medium is straightforward, and involves the appropriate scaling up of the
dimensions of the relevant matrices.
In the following discussions, we first consider a lossless turbid medium, and then
consider the effect of inclusion of absorbing objects. The exact form of the transfer function that
relates the input light field to the output light field in a turbid medium requires complete
knowledge of the scatterers' positions and their scattering properties. Nevertheless, without this
information we can elucidate the form to which this transfer function is constrained by energy
conservation. More specifically, in the absence of absorbers, the energy influx must equal the
energy outflux. This requirement can be expressed mathematically as:
Einput+ Epiut = Eoutput, 1 pass+ * Eoutput, 1 pass - Einput+ A+ A inpult
(10.2)
where the superscript + denotes adjoint. Considering a matrix representation in which R ,,,
and Eoutput, pass are column vectors, with each element representing the electric field at a given
input point, and A is a square matrix, we can see that operator A must obey the equality,
A+ 9 A = I , (10.3)
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with identity matrix I, which implies that the adjoint of A equals its inverse:
A+ =A~] (10.4)
Hence, A is a unitary matrix [25]. Therefore, A is composed of orthonormal columns and all of
its associated eigenvalues have absolute values of unity.
turbid medium
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Figure 10.2. Illustration of various E terms relative to the turbid medium.
In the case of a turbid medium with a slab geometry, we can define one face as the a-face
and the other as the /-face. For simplicity, we assume the slab to be sufficiently thin such that
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light loss through its sides is negligible. Considering that an electric field can be inputed from
either direction, Eq. (10. 1) can then be expressed as:
Eoutput, Ipass, a j AE - Aa,a a, Einpt, 105)
Eoutput,I pass, P "P- A/3a At
where AaP denotes the transfer function of the turbid medium from face # to face a, and the
other A 's denote the corresponding transfer functions. All of the E terms are column vectors in
which individual elements represent the electric fields associated with points on the surface of
the turbid medium. The direction of propagation is denoted by the subscript input or output.
Figure 10.2 depicts the geometrical interpretation of the functions involved.
The form of A 's is further constrained by transposal symmetry. This can be understood
by reasoning that the transfer amplitude of the light field from one point on the turbid medium to
another is an intrinsic property of the medium and should not depend on the light field input
direction. In addition, the phase lag associated with the transfer function is determined by the
optical path distance within the medium, and is therefore independent of the light field input
direction, as well.
This transposal constraint implies that the turbid medium's transfer matrices obey the
following equations:
AUa =Aa,a (10.6a)
A p, = A , T, (10. 6b)
Aa,# = A,aT. (10.6c)
This transposal symmetry can also be expressed as:
AT =A. (I0.7a)
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We can thus simplify Eq. (10.4) to:
A* =A-1.
with * indicating complex conjugation.
(10.7b)
We now turn to the modeling of phase conjugation. We can express the phase
conjugation of the transmitted light exiting a turbid medium, Eoutput, sin gle pass, as:
Eoutput, 1 pass A * E upl =A E . * . (10.8)
In the ideal case in which we are able to phase conjugate the entire transmitted field and send it
back through the medium again, the resulting light field can be written as:
Eoutput,2 passes = A * Eoutput,l pass A * A- Eipl, =I* Eilll*t.
Note that the resulting output light field, E , , is independent of the turbidity transferoutput ,2 passes
function, A. In other words, the effects of turbidity have been completely corrected.
In reality, due to backscattering, not all of the light incident on face a will emerge at face
#, where the phase conjugate mirror collects and reflects the emerging light. Hence, the
correction will not be perfect. The electric field of the back-reflected light emerging from face a
is given by:
Eoutput, 2 pass, a
£output, 2 pass, /
:4:4
0 0j
I
0
0 A
0
0
0
0
0I
0
j*
1 0EOutputl2pass
0
I
J A
A/3a Aa Einput, a
0
A a Apa +Einpuit, a
0
Einput, a
0
*1
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(10.9)
(10.10)
The matrices K and 4 are simply mathematical tools for selecting the transmission0 I 1 0
from a single side of the turbid medium (#- and a-face, respectively). It can be proven from Eq.
(10.4) that in the case for which Aa,a = App =0, Aa Apa+ I. In this case we again obtain
complete turbidity correction. This underscores the ability of phase conjugation to completely
correct for turbidity if the entire transmitted light field is collected, phase conjugated and
returned. We show in a later section that even if only part of the transmitted light field is
collected, phase conjugation can be sufficient to suppress turbidity.
For comparison, the expression for the resulting detected transmission when an ordinary
plane mirror is used in place of the phase conjugate mirror is given by:
Eoutput, 2pass, a 
_ 0 *.A*0 0 *E
E ps, /3) 0 0 I output,I pass
= 4.A.K 4*A Einput, a
0 0 0 1 0
Apa Aa Einlpult, a
0
Apa APa Einput, a
0
(10.11)
Note that the two above equations are practically identical; except for the fact that the
phase conjugation process involves an adjoint while plane reflection involves a transposal.
Section 10.4: Modeling the turbid medium
Having established the mathematical framework, we next discuss modeling the turbid
medium. It is important to recognize that each element of the transfer matrix A is a constant
when the medium is static. The amplitude of the constant element Aap (i, j) represents the
portion of light field transferred from the ith point on the a-face to the jth point on the /-face.
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(The same applies for the other A matrices.) The phase of this element represents the phase
delay associated with the transfer process.
We can model the amplitude portion of the transfer function by means of a diffusion-
based model. The diffusion approximation to the radiative transfer equation has been widely and
successfully used to model highly diffusive turbid media [Chen, 2000 #215]. The model provides
the intensity transfer function from a given point within the turbid medium to a second point.
The amplitude of Aa,# (i, j) can thus be modeled simply as the square root of the intensity
transfer function, as given by the diffusion approximation.
The diffusion approximation solution for a turbid medium in a three-dimensional slab
geometry has been solved in Ref. [26]. We have adapted this solution to our two-dimensional
turbid slab by appropriate integrations over the width of the three-dimensional slab. The resulting
intensity reflectance (R) and transmission (T) from the turbid medium are then given by:
I_ CI Z3, 1 in________R(p) 2, 2 + 2 Z4,2 1  (10.12a)27c m--- 
_p~ + Z3,m P + Z4,mi
T(p)= Y, 2l 2 2, , (10. 12b)
27r M=0p2+ zl,mI p + Z2,nm
where
ZIm= s(l - 2m) - 4 mze - zo, (10.13a)
z2 ,mn =s(l - 2m) - (4m - 2)ze + Z, (10.13b)
Z3,m -2ms - 4 Mze - zo, (10.13c)
Z4,m -2ms -(4m - 2)ze + zo, (10.13d)
2
Ze = , (10. 13e)
3ps'
zo = , Ps(10.13f)
p-s
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with s the thickness of the turbid slab, p the displacement between the input and output point
along the x-direction (see Fig. 10.1 for definition of the x- and z-axis directions) and P,' the
reduced scattering coefficient of the turbid medium. For simplicity, we assume the turbid slab to
be refractive index matched with its surroundings.
We can then assign the amplitude of each element in A using Eq. (10.12):
Aa'a (ij) = R((i - j)A ) , (10.14a)
Aa (i, J) =T((i - j)Av , (10.14b)
Aja (i, j) =T((i - j)A, , (10.14c)
Ap (i, j)l = R((i - j)A , I (10. 14d)
with A the unit separation distance between adjacent points represented in the column vectors
E 's. A more realistic representation for the terms should account for stochastic variations in R
and T. We choose to omit them here, as such variations complicate the computational
simulations and are not crucial for investigating the turbidity correction technique under
discussion.
We next assign a random phase to each element of A, subject to the constraints of Eq.
(10.6). Such an assignment ensures that the phases of the output field at different points are
completely uncorrelated. Thus, the spatial coherence of the input light field is completely
destroyed in our model of the turbid medium. Published results have shown that the scattered
light field from a diffuse turbid medium preserves a small degree of coherence is [27]. The
minimally scattered component of the transmitted light preserves the most coherence, and
detection of this residual coherence forms the basis of a number of imaging techniques, such as
optical coherence tomography [28] and phase conjugate coherence tomography [19, 24]. The
current technique does not exploit this coherence and we choose to ignore it, a valid
simplification for dense turbid medium.
Having established a matrix model for a lossless turbid medium, we next turn our
attention to modeling an absorber. As with the turbid medium, we consider an absorber in the
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form of a slab. If we write the absorber matrix B in a similar fashion to that of the turbid
medium, the matrices Baa and BPP will be null matrices, as an absorber does not backscatter
light. In addition, Bajp = Bp'a as light traversing the absorber from either direction is
attenuated by same amount. Moreover, Bap and Bp'a are diagonal matrices, as the absorbing
slab does not scatter light. Each element Bap(i,i) will take on a value between 0 (totally
absorptive) and 1 (totally transparent), according to the absorption property of the slab at point i.
The form of B can thus be summarized by the following equation:
B LBa'aB=
B'a
Bap'
Bp
0
Bpa
Bpa
0
(10.15)
where we redefine Bpa as B for clarity. We also note that the above matrix has transposal
symmetry:
BT =B. (10.16)
In the case in which an absorbing slab (represented by matrix B) is sandwiched between
two lossless turbid slabs (represented by matrix A, with a-face and #-face, and C, with y-face and
8-face), the resulting turbid medium is represented by the following matrix, D:
Aaa + A, BC7, 7 F
C3 yF
Aa, p G
C(,6 + C(,YB4PPG
(10. 17a)
where
S(Bp p BCy y
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Da,6
D,5,,
F = I+ (10.17b)1 PU,
D ='Da'a
D,,a
0 B
B 0
G = I + (BCy yBA' Y'6 -" y (10. 17c)
The above matrix is derived by considering all the possible ways that the input light field can
traverse the absorber prior to exiting from the turbid media. The matrix F can be interpreted as
the transfer function at the surface of the y-face with respect to the input field at the a-face. The
matrix G can be interpreted as the transfer function at the surface of -face with respect to the
input field at the a-face. As this composite lossy turbid medium is comprised of elements which
have transposal symmetry, it must itself have transposal symmetry as well. Amongst other
things, this implies that the matrices F and G are related by:
AJ aG = (Cy'(5F (10.18)
A more complicated lossy turbid medium containing multiple embedded absorbers can be
modeled by combining the appropriate number of lossless slabs of turbid medium and absorbing
slabs.
Section 10.5: Simulation results
We can use simulations to address the question of the extent to which partial phase
conjugation can correct for the effects of turbidity. We begin by modeling a simple situation in
which a pencil beam of coherent light is incident on a turbid medium, the transmitted light is
phase conjugated, returned through the medium in the backward direction, and the retransmitted
light recorded (Fig. 10.3). For comparison, we also consider the situation where the phase
conjugate mirror is replaced by a plane mirror.
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Figure 10.3. Illustration of the double phase pass conjugation based turbidity
correction method. a) The initial transmission through the turbid medium. b) The
recording of the phase conjugated transmission (second pass) through the turbid
medium.
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Figure 10.4. a) Intensity profile of the phase conjugated transmission. b) Intensity profile
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diffuse transmission component given by profile in figure 10.4b. from the profile in figure
10.4a.
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We represent the light field as a 201 element column vector. All elements are set equal to
zero except for a single element in the middle, which is set to unity. Adjacent elements are
separated by unit length, D. We consider the turbid medium to be a slab of thickness 10D. The
transfer matrix is a 201x201 matrix simulated by the rules of Sec. 10.3. The assignment of
random phases in the transfer matrix implies that the transfer process will be stochastic. A
computation simulation should have small unit length step and, consequently, a large matrix size.
Such a situation will tend to suppress stochastic fluctuations. As our matrix size is constrained to
be small due to computational limitations, we require an alternative way to reduce the associated
stochastic fluctuations. We achieve this by averaging over 1000 simulations, each with a
different set of random phases, to obtain an ensemble averaged result.
For the case in which the reduced scattering coefficient is 1.0 D1, the total transmission
through the turbid medium is 14.7%, with the remainder of the light being back-reflected. This
latter component cannot be phase conjugated. Upon phase conjugating the transmitted light and
passing it back through the turbid medium, the intensity peaks at the point of the original
transmission (Fig. 10.4a). This demonstrates that incomplete phase conjugation can correct
turbidity effects. By comparison, reflection by a plane mirror shows no such turbidity correction
(Fig. 10.4b). This simulation shows that incomplete phase conjugation can undo some of the
effects of turbidity. The phase conjugated component, upon arriving back at the input face, is
properly phased to reconstruct the peak representing the initial light field. The back-reflected
light that is not phase-conjugated adds incoherently at the input face to create a broad pedestal on
which the coherent reconstructed peak is centered. The similarity of the resulting pedestal to the
transmission characteristics of the case of back reflection by an ordinary mirror can be attributed
to the fact that both are formed by contributions from incoherent light.
This similarity suggests an approach for further improving the quality of the retrieved
image. If we simply subtract the intensity profile of the reflection based image from the phase-
conjugation based image, the unwanted incoherent contribution can be eliminated. Figure 10.4c
demonstrates that the incoherent components in our simulation results can indeed be suppressed
upon performing such a subtraction. The chief advantage of such an image quality improvement
is that it requires no a priori knowledge of the scattering properties of the turbid medium.
The above explanation also predicts that the height of the coherent phase conjugation
peak is proportional to the square of the fractional portion of the light transmitted through the
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turbid medium and collected by the phase conjugation mirror. Simulations based on a range of
diffusion constants show that such is indeed the case (Fig. 10.5).
We next consider the case in which a small absorbing object, represented by the matrix B,
is embedded between two lossless slabs of lossless turbid media, represented by matrices A and
C. In these simulations, a plane light field is incident from the exposed side of the first lossless
turbid medium, the phase conjugation mirror is placed on the exposed side of the second lossless
turbid medium, and the resulting intensity profile at the initial input face is detected (Fig. 10.6).
0.09
0 08 k
.
Al
0 0.1 0.30.2
transmission ratio
Figure 10.5. The relative coherent intensity peak height (normalized to the
input intensity) is predicted to be proportional to the square of the total
transmission ratio. The solid line is a square function while the dots are
simulation results for the peak height. The agreement between the two
validates the prediction.
If we ignore the multiple bounces of light between the lossless turbid medium (given by
the summation term in Eqs. (10.17b) and (10.17c)), a few predictions can be made. From the
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previous simulations, we expect that the light field incident on the y-side of the second turbid
medium to be partially reconstructed by the phase conjugation process. In effect, distortions due
to turbidity from the second turbid medium will be partially corrected for through the phase
conjugation process. The reconstructed light field will then pass through the absorptive object a
second time, and the absorption profile of the object will be further imprinted on the light field.
However, the absorptive image formed by light transmitted back through the absorber and the
first turbid medium will be degraded by the turbidity of the first turbid medium, since no phase-
conjugation based turbid correction effect is present in the first turbid medium. Simply put, the
light field bearing the image profile of the absorbing object only makes a single pass through the
first turbid medium and, thus, phase-conjugation based turbidity correction cannot occur. The
above argument implies that the phase conjugation technique is best applied to situations in
which the absorptive object is shallowly embedded in a turbid medium.
The profile of the final output when a phase conjugate mirror is in place is given by:
Eoutput, 2pass, a = Daa D3,a+Einput, a AipGG+Ap,+Einput, a (10.19)
where G is given by Eq. (10.17c). We shall consider an absorbing object that is transparent over
most of its area and partially absorptive over a small specific area. In this case, the transfer
matrix, B, can be expressed as the sum of a unitary matrix (corresponding to a totally transparent
object) and a diagonal matrix with specific non-zero diagonal terms:
B= I - b . (10.20)
Using this equation, we can re-express Eq. (10.17) as:
output, 2 pass, a
n=1 n /AIa y+ (CyyAp ) yCy+ + (CyAp+p) Aa+EP t a
- AIpa(bca yca y, + Ca yCa5y~b-bC 3 1,C 3 ,y~b)A3a Einpllt a*
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(10.21)
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turbid
intensity
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imaging
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b) phase conjugate
transmission
Figure 10.6. Illustration of the double pass phase conjugation based turbidity correction
method applied to a simplified lossy turbid medium. a) The initial transmission through
the turbid medium. b) The recording of the phase conjugated transmission (second
pass) through the turbid medium.
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Figure 10.7. a) Intensity profiles of the phase conjugated and reflected
transmission where the thickness of the first turbid medium is set at 2D. b) The
improved image profile based on the subtraction of diffuse transmission
component given by reflected transmission profile from the phase conjugated
transmission profile.
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Figure 10.8. a) Intensity profiles of the phase conjugated and reflected
transmission where the thickness of the first turbid medium is set at 18D. b)
The image profile based on the subtraction of diffuse transmission component
given by reflected transmission profile from the phase conjugated transmission
profile. As we can see the image is not improved significantly.
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The first term corresponds to the output profile if the object were completely transparent. In the
case in which the reduced scattering coefficients of the two lossless turbid media are equal, the
first term can thus be alternatively computed by considering a lossless turbid medium with a
thickness equal to the sum of the thicknesses of the two lossless turbid media. The second term
corresponds to contributions from the first term of matrix G. If one of the layers of the turbid
medium is sufficiently diffusive such that the amplitudes of elements in either App or C.,. are
small, it is valid to ignore higher order contributions from G. In this case, the attenuation profile
of the composite turbid medium can be modeled using the second term in Eq. (10.21).
We can verify some of the predictions made earlier through a computer simulation based
on this approach. As with the previous simulation, we base our simulation on a representation of
the light field in a 201-element column vector; all elements are set equal to unity to reflect the
coherence and uniformity of the input light field. Adjacent elements are again separated by
length D. For clarity, we consider an absorptive section that is transparent except for a spot,
located in the center, which is partially absorptive. The value of the element corresponding to the
absorptive spot is set to . The diffusion coefficient is 1.0 D1 and the combined thickness of
the two turbid sections is 20D. We run the simulation for two extreme cases. In the first, the
thickness of the first turbid medium is set to 2D and in the second to 18D. For comparison, we
also simulate the result for a plane mirror in place of a phase conjugate mirror. The results are
shown in Figs. 10.7 and 10.8.
As can be seen from Figs. 10.7a and 10.8a, image contrast degrades as the thickness of
the first turbid medium increases. The method of incoherent background subtraction can be
applied here to improve image quality. The correction acts only on the incoherent contribution
from the second layer. As such, contrast improvement is obtained for the case in which the first
turbid medium is thin, but there is little improvement in the second case, in which the incoherent
contribution predominantly arises from the first layer of the turbid medium.
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Section 10.6: Conclusions
We have developed a matrix approach for modeling phase conjugation through a turbid
medium. Our simulations demonstrate that the phase conjugation process is a robust procedure;
even if only a fraction of the initial transmission is recorded and phase conjugated, turbidity-
corrected information can still be recovered. The quality of the resulting image can be further
improved by subtracting the diffusly transmitted image from the phase-conjugation based image.
The diffuse transmission image can be obtained by simply replacing the phase conjugate mirror
with a plane mirror. The process can be applied to image an absorbing object embedded in a
turbid medium. In such a situation, the achievable quality of the image is limited by the
scattering properties of the turbid medium between the object and the turbid medium face at
which the input light is incident. This implies that the technique is best applied to image
shallowly embedded absorbers.
The effective reduction of turbidity suggests that this method can find significant
applications in optical computerized tomography (CT) [13]. Optical CT is a computationally
intensive adaptation of X-ray CT [1]. In both cases, transmitted/diffusely reflected images of a
target are recorded at multiple source-detector locations. By application of inverse algorithms, a
three dimensional tomographic image of the target is generated. Not surprisingly, X-ray CT is far
less computationally intensive than optical CT by virtue of the fact that x-ray experiences less
scattering, and thus creates shadowgram images that require little correction for scattering.
However, the lack of contrast between different tissue types restricts X-ray CT in the diagnosis
of many diseases. In comparison, optical CT can potentially differentiate tissue type and
chemical compositions by exploiting wavelength-dependent spectral response. The reduced
turbidity effect in the phase-conjugation based images can effectively simplify the inversion
algorithm used in optical CT and provide better tomographic images.
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Chapter 11:
Conclusions
Section 11.1: Summary of applications
In this thesis, we have introduced a novel harmonic phase based low coherence
interferometry(HPI) technique. The method is capable of correcting for all motional jitter
in the interferometer and allows accurate phase measurements. The method requires the
simultaneous use of harmonically related light in a Michelson interferometer. By
choosing one of the light sources to be broad bandwidth, we can make depth resolved
measurements. During the course of our research, we found that, when implemented with
broadband light source(s) (broadband and low coherence are equivalent), the harmonic
relation of the light sources need not be absolute. This allow us to use two independent
light sources, if need be.
We presented five of applications of HPI in this thesis. In Chapter 4, we discussed
the use of HPI to measure the phase velocity of the ballistic component of light
transmitted through a scattering medium. This study represents the first observation of a
surprising dependency of the phase velocity of ballistically propagating light on the size
of the scatterers in a scattering medium. This result suggests that HPI might be used to
determine the size of cell nuclei, an important biomarker for cancer, without the need to
excise and stain the target tissue.
In Chapter 5, we reported a microscopy implementation of HPI. We showed that
this microscopy (phase dispersion microscopy) technique outperforms conventional
phase contrast microscopy - a standard cell biologist method for studying unstained
microscopy sections.
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In Chapter 6, we demonstrated that a tomography implementation of HPI could
complement optical coherence tomography (OCT) by providing dispersion information
about the target sample. In combination with the information that OCT can collect about
a sample already, HPI can potentially aid in providing functional images of a scanned
tissue sample.
In Chapter 7, we showed that an adaptation of HPI is particularly suited for the
study of cell dynamics. In that implementation (phase referenced low coherence
interferometer), we achieved a length change sensitivity of about 5 nm and a speed
sensitivity of 1 nm/s. We demonstrated that the system can be used to study cells'
response to their external environment. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental
method capable of non-destructively studying living cells with sufficient sensitivity and
stability to elucidate information of interest to cell biologist.
In Chapter 8, we demonstrated that HPI could also be adapted for high sensitivity
(-0.5 nm) measurement of absolute optical distances. While an extensive body of work
exists on the use of phase based methods for high precision optical distance
measurements, our method differs from most in its capability to measure optical
separation of any two given interfaces very accurately. The robustness of the technique
permit it to be applied in a wide variety of situations, unlike some of the other precision
techniques, which are applicable only for specialized applications.
Section 11.2: Future directions
At present, we are working on three major projects based on HPI. The first project
is a fast scanning version of the phase dispersion microscope. This new microscope is
based on a Mach Zehnder interferometer geometry. As discussed in Chapter 5, this
allows us to use acoustic optics modulators for the generation of the heterodyne signals
and that, in turn, allows us to acquire images at a much higher rate. We believe the utility
of this microscope will make it a good tool for use in cell biology studies. The second
project involves the construction of an improved version of the phase reference low
coherence interferometer (PRI), which is capable of making more measurements per unit
time. With that system, we hope to do more extensive studies into the dynamics of cells.
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The range of studies that such a system will allow us to embark on is enormous. We are
particularly interested in verifying the efficacy of PRI as a tool for assessing the
metabolic rate of a single cell through measurements of its cell dynamics. As there is no
existing means by which a single cell's metabolic rate can be measured, PRI can
potentially become an important means for such measurements. Finally, we are working
on exploiting the high accuracy of the phase crossing low coherence interferometer
(described in Chapter 8), another adaptation of HPI, for absolute optical distance
measurement to provide very precise measurement of the refractive index of the eye's
vitreous humor. We expect a system capable of doing such would be a useful means for
determining the blood glucose concentration without having requiring any extraction of
blood from the subject. As a monitoring tool, the device can be a great help for diabetic
people.
We are also working on the implementation of a phase conjugation based system
for suppressing turbidity effects during imaging through a scattering medium. The
concept of such a correction scheme is discussed in Chapter 10. As discussed in Chapter
10, we believe that this approach for imaging through a scattering medium has distinctive
advantages over existing optical imaging modalities.
In summary, we feel that the optical phase shift in the field of biomedical optics
will have many relevant and important applications.
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Appendix 1.1: 2acq.vi
This Labview program initiates the movement of the reference mirror and acquires the heterodyne
signals for both wavelengths.
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Appendix 1.2: singleproc.vi
This Labview program processes one of the measured heterodyne signal outputs from 2acq.vi. It
calculates the signal amplitude and the phase of the signal.
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Appendix 1.3: depthscan.vi
This Labview program processes the signal outputs from singleproc.vi. It calculates the difference
phase, W.
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Appendix 2:
Appendix 2.1: xyscan.vi
This Labview program performs an automatic en-face scan of the sample and
saves the data into a data file.
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